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SCHOOL-TO-WORK TRANSITION STRATEGIES

THURSDAY, JUNE 14, 1990

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
SUBCOMMITITE ON EDUCATION AND HEALTH

OF THE JOINT ECONOMIC CoMMITTEZ,
Washington, DC

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 1:16 p.m., in room
840, Cannon House Office Building, Hon. James H. Scheuer (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Scheuer and Snowe.
Also present: Steve Baldwin and Scott Borgemenke, professional

staff members.

OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE SCHEUER,
CHAIRMAN

Representative ScHzuza. The Subcommittee on Education and
Health of the Joint Economic Committee will come to order. We
should have a very exciting and provocative and stimulating hear-
ing today. This is an area in which this committee and subcommit-
tee has had an interest for a long time and we keep analyzing this
area. We had an excellent set of hearings a couple of years ago
that Marc Tucker helped design. His testimony today, it could be a
bible for educators and businessmen and Governors from Maine to
California. It is a superb piece of work. And it lacks only the addi-
tion of those two words to make it a perfect piece of work. It is a
terrific, brilliant piece of work.

I'd like to get on with the testimony with no further ado. Our
country's performance for non-college-bound youth is an outrage
and a disgrace. It should be a matter of national shame. There is
no industrialized country in the world that so abuses, so ignores its
non-college-bound youth and is so indifferent to its success or fail-
ure, that invests as little in their well-being and their education ed-
vancement, their skills advancement, their ability to rocess infor-
mation as the United States. There is no develo country on
Earth that is as little concerned with the lengt of time from
school to work and making that transition an easy natural positive
one and a good experience for a young person. It is as if we refused
to learn what the rest of the world is doing. It ia as if we want to
es if we were shouting from the mountaintope, we don't give a
damn about our non-college-bound kids, we don't give a damn
about the health of the American economy, because that's what it
is all about. We are measuring our national health and well-being
in ways that are totally inaccurate, do not reflect the facts at all.

(I)
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We look at the well-being of American corporations, that is a
very bad indicator of what is going on in our country. You go into
an automobile showroom and buy a Chrysler car. It is likely to be
manufactured by Mitsubishi, deWved by Mitsubishi, manufactured
by Mitsubishi in Thailand with Thai workers. And I don't blame
Mrysler for that. Bk . our perception and our treatment of our
young people means that we haven't learned yet that we are in a
global economy. Who is the biggest employer, the single lewd em-

loyer in Singapore? It's General Electric. May they prosper. May
'hrysler prosper. But their activities do not necessarily contribute

to the well-being of the American workers. Eighty percent of our
work force is ailing and &fling the test. The top 18 or 20 percent of
executives, people with specigised skills in advertising and market-
ing, consumer electronics, high technology, they are doing brilliant-
ly. They are appealing to the world market for their talents.

Our American advertising agencies, New York City, are being
now taken onwhat is the right wordthey are being retained by
foreigners all over the place. Political consaltants in Washington
are being retained by foreigners. Does that mean that the Ameri-
can economy is healthy? Not at all. The American economy, the
health of the American economy, ought to be judged by what
American workers add in terms of value-added to global commerce,
and then you will see that when Chrysler manufactures the car
that is designed by Mitsubishi, manufactured by Mitsubishi in
Thailand, cnd when General Electric has an enormous percentage
of its conhumer electronics and other things manufactured in
Singapore, you will see that by the test of value-added produced by
Amencan workers, they are not doing very much for the American
company.

I criticize them not. They understand that we are in a global
economy, but our government doesn't understand that we are in a
global economy, because if our government was concerned with the
80 percent of American youth in our schools who aren't probably
college bound, we would be dealing, if they understood, that the
health of the American society depends on the productivity of these
young people, what they can contribute in terms of value-added
service to the global economy. Then maybe we would look at this
success and failure very differently than we do now. Our present
disinterest, our present unconcern, our present unwillingness to
spend on their education even a fraction of what other developed
countries around the world do, should be a cause of national con-
cern. It is a disgrace and I hcpe that this hearing will shed some
more light on the subject, on this subject that the subcommittee
has been dealing with for some time.

I would like to yield to my distinguished minority colleague, Con-
gresswoman Snowe.

OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE SNOWE

Representative SNown. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I too want to commend you and the panelists on being here today

for what is a very important subject when you consider the fact
that 65 percent of the jobs that we are creating today will require
something more than a high school diploma. By the turn of the
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century there will be 75 percent of those jobs. We recognize that we
have to do far more in our educational system than we are doing to
address not only the current needs but future needs. And especially
for those who do not seek out education beyond secondary educa-
tion.

So, I want to welcome our distWuished guests here today be-
cause it is a very critical issue I thiA to the future of this country.
Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent to include in the record a
complete written opening statement.

Repreeentative Scxzuia. Without objection, it is so ordered.
[The written opening statement follows..]
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WRITTIN OPEN/NG STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE SNOWE

I WOULD LISS TO WELCOME OUR DISTINGUISMED PANEL OF GUESTS

MINZ TODAT. ZDUCATION IS A MIENS SIDING MASS. IT MINS WITS

S IMS AND ZEDS TNIT DAT NZ DIN. INIS EDUCATION CAM BS IN TIM

FORM OF mum SCNOOLING OR IN LZAREING ANEW JOB SKILL. MNITOZR

ONE OF TONS! TOMS OF EDUCATION IS MORS IMPORIIMIT TOAN TNE OTNNR.

MACS MOIRES A CONSIDIRMILS ANOINT OF MORT AND NU CONTRIBUTED

W ALLY TO THE LARGEST 3COM= MANSION IN HISTORY.

FOR TIM UNITED STATES TO CONTINUE TES coma= PERIOD OF

ECONOMIC GROWN, WZ AS A RATION MUST STUMM OUR COMMITMENT TO

PROVIDING THE PROPER ACADEMIC BRILLS NEEDED TO SUCCEED IN TEN JOB

MARKET. ISIS COMMITMENT DONS NOT ONCIESSARILT MEAN INCREASING TEN

AMOUNT Off FUNDING ALLOTTZD FOR EDUCATION. MIMS USING TIM

AVAILABLE FUNDS MORE SFFICISNTLT. TEIS IS TOR MET TO A

SUCCISSFUL EDUCATION SYSTEM. I WELCOME TOU AND LOOK FORWARD TO

REARING TOUR TZSTIMONT.
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Representative Scitzuza. All right. Thank you very much, my
colleape from the State of Maine.

We have a panel of four distinguished witnesses, whom we will
hear in turn. In the order they will testify, our witnesses are:

Franklin Frazier, Director, Education and Employment Issues,
Human Resources Division, U.S. General Accounting Office; Ray-
mond J. Uhalde, Administrator, Office of Strategic Planning and
Policy Development, Employment and Training Administration,
U.S. Department of Labor; Marc S. Tucker, president, National
Center on Education and the Economy; and Gordon M. Ambach,
executive director, Council of Chief State School Officers.

Let's hear our first witness report on a GAO study that was done
at my request and the request of Representative Gus Hawkins,
chairman of the House Education and Labor Committee. Let's hear
from Franklin Frazier, Director, Education and Employment
Issues, Human Resources Division, the U.S. General Accounting
Office. We're delighted to have you here, Mr. Frazier. I say to you
and all of the witnesses that your prepared statements will be
printed in full at the point in the record at which you testify.
When you are all fmished testifying, I am sure that we will all
have some questions for you. Please proceed for 5 or 6 or 1 min-
utes.

STATEMENT OF FRANKLIN FRAZIER, DIRECTOR, EDUCATION
AND EMPLOYMENT ISSUES, HUMAN RESOURCES DIVISION, U.S.
GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE [GAO]
Mr. FRAZIZR. Mr. Chairman and Congresswoman Snowe, I SIM

pleased to be here today to share with you the results of the GAO
study on employment preparation of noncollege youth in the
United States and four other countries, England, the Federal Re-
public of Germany, Japan, and Sweden.

The United States has a worldwide reputation for providing its
youth extensive opportunities to attend college. However, our coun-
try falls short in significant respects in the employment prepara-
tion of many noncollege youth, most notably in equipping them
with literacy skills and providing them an effective transition from
school to work.

Employers largely mree that entry-level Nt:ielters should read at
least at the eighth grade level, but some 20 percent of young Amer-
ican adults function below that level. GAO projects that by the
time they reach age 25 about 9 million of the Nation's 88 million
youth now aged 16 to 24 will not h.ave the skills needed to meet
employer requirements for entry-level positions. The 9 million con-
sists of approximately 5 million dropouts and about 4 million high
school graduates who lack high school competency.

Now, I would like to address three conditions of American educa-
tion that keep many of our non-college-bound youth from being
adequately prepared for the work force. First, many children are
not ready for school entry or fall behind in school and are not ade-
quately helped to catch up. Significant investment is being made in
Head Start for comprehensive educational, social, and other serv-
ices to pcor 3- and 5-year-olds, as well as in Chapter One programs
for remedial instruction primarily in elememary school grades. But
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the magnitude of the problem is such that these programs fall
short ot'' reaching the bulk of the children in need. The early lag in
basic academic aills hamper progress throughout the school years
and in subsequent work life.

A second condition of American aducation is that schools are not
linked to the labor market. About half of U.S. youth go to college
after high school. However, many of the other half receive inad-
equate preparation for employment. Many high school students are
not made aware of work requirements or work opportunities. Nor
do they see the relevance of schooling to work, and, therefore, are
not motivated to do well in school. How the departing student pro-
ceeds in the labor market is regarded as the responsibility of 1..he
student or his or her family. Few institutional bridges are available
to help noncollege youth make the transition from school to work.
Left to themselves, large numbers of high school graduated and
dropouts flounder in the labor market, jobless or obtaining jobs
that do little to improve their skills for future'employment.

A third condition is that training after high school is limited for
young people who don't go to coll . After leaving school, "second
chance" programs, such as the Job Training Partnership Act, reach
only a modest proportion of youth needing employment and train-
ing assistance. Other noncollege training also has shortcomings.
For example, proprietary schools with appreciable public funding
enroll large numbers of youth, but the training in many schools is
not effective. Apprenticeship programs generally are of high qual-
ity, but they serve relatively few youth.

Now, I would like to discuss some practices used by foreign coun-
tries to prepare their non-college-bound youth for work. The four
countries we reviewedEngland, West Germany, Japan, and
Swedenhave national policies to develop a well-qualified noncol-
lege work force. These policies are based on the conviction that
such a work force is vital for national economic growth and inter-
national competitive ability. Specific practices vary by country.
They are rooted in different traditions and they may be accompa-
nied by problems of their own. Still, the following approaches
shared by some or all of the four countries may be relevant for the
United States.

First, we observed that in the foreign countries educators expect
all children to do well in school, particularly in the early school
years. Some schools in the United States often accept that many
children will lag behind.

Second, schools and employers working together guide the transi-
tion from school to work to a greater degree than in the United
States. For example, in West Germany the school-employer link in-
volves an extensive apprenticeship. A.nd in Japan almost all high
school students seeking work are placed in jobs through their
schools which act as an agent for the public employment service.

Third, competency basW national training standards are devel-
oped and used to certify skill competency. In the United States,
certificates for trainees often certify only that they have completed
the program.

Fourth, the foreign governments invest extensively in jobless out-
of-school youth offering remedial education, training, or job place-
ment. U.S. employment and training programs are available to rel-



atively few youth. England guarantees every jobless 16- and 17-
year-old out-of-school youth up to 2 years of work experience and
training. Sweden guarantees education, training, or work for every
jobless out-of-school teenager. Sweden's municipal authorities are
responsible for following up on every 16- and 17-year-old not in
school or not working, and pursuing an individualized plan for his
or her education, training, and employment. Once the youth are
age 18 they become the responsibility of the public employment
service which provides such services as placement in training pro-
grams and jObs.

Now, I would like to discuss the implications of these foreign
practices for U.S. education. We believe that there is a need for
more effective leadership and a national commitment to meet
workskill problems. How well the Nation does in educating and
training youth who do not go on to college is a vital element in
shaping our long-term ability to generate economic growth, com-
pete effectively in the world economy, and improve productivity.

The following warrants consideration by Federal, State, and local
governments to improve performance in equipping our youth: First,
strengthen the commitment to have all children attain the academ-
ic skills necessary to perform effectively in postsecondary education
or in the workplace. This includes, for example, expecting all chil-
drenand I repeat all childrento do well in school. Improving
the status of teachers, expanding early intervention programs, and
providing adequate educational reeources are important ingredi
ents. Next, develop closer school-employer linkages to upgrade the
school-to-work connection. In particular, we should better orient
students to work requirements and opportunities, including the im-
portance of educational effort to work success; promote combined
education and workapprenticeship typeprograms; and more ef-
fectively assist youth to attain suitable entry employment.

Finally, we should improve the quality and utility of school and
industry training programs by encouraging the development of
training standards and certifying levels of competence.

We recognize that the primary responsibility for education and
training rests with State and local governments, but adoption of ef-
fective strategies nationwide to improve our productive capability
and international competitiveness will require strong leadership
and a more active Federal role. The Department of FAducation to-
gether with the Department of Labor should play such a role in
stimulating State and local officials and industry and labor repre-
sentatives to work more effectively to equip our noncollege youth
to meet the Nation's need for well-qualified fiiture workers.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes my statement.
Representative SCHIUKR. Thank you very much, Mr. Frazier.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Frazier follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF FRANKLIN FRAZIER

SOMMART OF GAO TOSTIMOIT FRASIER
bu u.s. FORUM STOAT FQR FIRPARIN

movicougas soul% so mem*
The United States has a worldwide reputation for providing its
young people extensive opportunity to attend college. But it
falls short in employment preparation of many noncollege youth.
Many children are not ready for school entry or fall behind in
school and are not adequately helped to catch up. High school
students receive little orientation to job requirements or
opportunities, and little assistence in making an effective
transition from school to work. After leaving school, government
training programs reach only modest proportions of needy youth;
private training programs also have shortcomings.

The foreign countries we reviewed--England, West Germany, Japan,
and Sweden--have national policies aimed at developing a well-
qualified noncollege work force. Specific practices vary by
country and often entail problems of their own, but the following
approaches shared by some or all of the four countries may hold
promise for improving U.S. education and training:

-- Foreign school officials expect all students to do well,
particularly in the early years. A notable practice in
Japan and Sweden is to allocate comparable resources to
all schools.

-- Schools and employers systematically guide youth in
their transition from school to work. Almost all
Japanese high school students obtain jobs through school
recommendations to employers. Most West German
noncollege youth enter an apprenticeship program.

-- Germany and England develop competency-based national
training standards and certify skill competency.

-- Large proportions of jobless out-of-school youth receive
assistance. England guarantees work experience and
training to all such 16- and 17-rrar-olds. In Sweden,
the guarantee applies to all teenagers.

Recognizing thdt there are always limitations on how readily
practices can be transferred, and that significant change may
require additional rellourcitA, the following warrant
consideration by the U.S. federal, state and local governments:

-- Strengthen the commitment to have ell children attain
the academic skills necessary to perform effectively in
postsecondary education or the workplace.

-- Develop closer school-employer linkages, particularly to
expand apprenticeship-type programs and to help youth
obtain suitable entry employment.

-- encourage development of skill training standards and
competency certification
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittees

I am ;leased to be hers today to share with you the results of
GAO's study, completed and released last month, on employment
preparation of noncollege youth in the United States and four
foreign countrica--Ingland, federal Republic of Germany, Japan,

and Sweden.l Together with the House education and Labor
Committee, you had requested that GAO review the education and

training strategies of the United States and several conomic
competitor nations to identify foreign practices that may hold

promise of improving the education and training of noncollege

youth in the United States.

for out study, we reviewed literature on the U.S. and foreign
training strategies, consulted with experts, and spoke with

knowledgeable people in V*, foreign countries. We focus on U.S.

weaknesses and foreign strengths. Doing so is not intended to
denigrate U.S. strengths nor to imply that foreign systems are

trouble fres.

1151fitkidil bargigml
The United States has a worldwide reputation for providing its
youth extensive opportunity to attend college. However, out

country falls short in aignificant respects in empluyment
reparation of many noncollep youth, most notably in equipping

them with necessary literacy skills and providing them an
effective transition from achool to work.

A great deal of attention is being paid to the need for
improving U.S. education and training, particularly as a means of

maintaining international competitiveness. Your subcommittee's
previous hearings have pointed to the concern that young workers'
deficiencies in academic and job skills impede out nation's
economic growth, productivity, and ability to coepete with other

advenced high.akill nations. Similar concern marka reports by
the Departments of Labor, education, and Commerce, the

Maseachuaetta Institute of Technology, the Hudson Institute, and

the William T. Grant Poundation,2 to name only a few.

l? nin- ra -less Pre ring Noncollege youth for employment

i 71111112-1WIdMilin ride (GAO/NRD-VR-VV, Ray 19.90f.

kommission on Workforce Quality and Labor Market Efficiency.
nt in Peoples A Stratum), to Address America's Workforce

s. U.S. Department of Labor, HIFI; Dertousoa, Michael,
aril Lester, Robert Solow, and the MIT Commission on

Industrial Productivity. Made In Matrices Regaining the
Prody1tive Edge. 'The MIT heas, 1,1,s Johnston, William, and

rrno Packer. Workforce 21001 Work and Workers for the Twenty-

fife, genturx. Hudson thstitute, June 11111 U.S. Congress,

Joins Economic Committee. "The education Deficit," A Report

3
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teployers largely &grail that entry level workers should read at
least at the eighth grade level. But some 21 percent of young
American adults function below that level. Reployers point out,
too, that the increasing technological content of many ntry jobs
requires Ilth or 12th grade reading and computation skills. GAO
projects that by the time they reach age 25, about nine illion
of the nation's 33 million youth now ago" 16 to 24 will not have
the skills needed to et employer requirements for ntry
positions--5.5 million dropouts and 3.1 million high school
graduates who lack high school competancy.

Maw students do poorly

Many children, primarily from low-income families, are not ready
for school entry or fall behind in school and are not adoquately
helped to catch up. Significant investment is being made in Head
Start for comprehensive educational, social, and other services
to poor 3 to 5 year olds, as well as in Chapter I programs for
remedial instruction primarily in the elementary school grades.
But the magnitude of the protlem is such that these programs fall
short of reaching the bulk of children in need. The early lags
in basic academic skills hamper progress throughout the school
years and in subsequent work life.

Baboole not linked to labor market

About half of U.S. youth go on to college after high school.
However, many of the other half rceive inadequate preparation
for employment. Many high school students are not made aware of
work rEquirements or opportunities. Nor do they sae the
relevance of schooling to work, and, therefore, are not motivated
to do well in school. How the departing student proceeds in the
labor market is regarded as the responsibility of the student or
of his or her family. few institutional bridges ere available to
help noncollege youth make the transition from school to work.
Left to themselves, large numbers of high school graduates and

Summarizing the Hearings on "Competitiveness and the Quality of
the American Workforce," December 14, 1988; U.S. Department of
Labor. 'Deployment and Training Administration, Work-Based
Learning: Training America's Workers, 1989; U.S.Waent of
Labor, 0.8. Department of ida7111717 ani U.S. Department of
Commerce, A Joint Initiative. "Building A Quality Workforce,"
July 1981; The William T. Grant Foundation. The Forgotten Half:
Won-Colle Youth in America, Interim Report. commission on
Work, am ly and Citizenship, January, 1988.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

1 4
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dropcuts flounder in the labor market, jobless or obtaining jobs

that do little to improve their skills for future employment.

limited sost-secoodarr tgataiss

After leaving school, "second chance" programs, such as the Job
Training Partnership Act, reach only modest proportions of youth

needing mployment and training assistance. W cannot quantify
the numbers precisely, but JTPA. the largest second chance
program, trains less than 10 percent of needy youth, for those

who participate, the programs tend to devote limited attention to
literacy skills, and the job skill training they provide is

generally quite brief (usually less than 4-1/2 months). Other

noncollege training also has shortcomings. Thus, proprietary
schools with appreciable public funding enroll large numbers of

young people, but the training in many schools is not effective.
Apprenticeship programs generally are of high quality, but serve
relatively few youth.

'COCHIN! AVO MINIM STUMM
Or rum rumen CUMMINS

The four countries we reviewed--tngland, Federal Repuhlic of

Germany, Japan, and Swedenhave national policies to develop
well-qualified noncollege youth work force. These policies are
baged on the conviction that such a work formis vital for

national economic growth and international competitive ability.

Specific practices vary by country, are rooted in different
traditions, and may be arcompanied by problems of their own.
Still, the following approaches shared by some or all of the four
countries may be relevant for the United States:

(1) We observed that educators expect all students to do
well in school, particularly in the arly school years.
Some U.S. schools often accept that many students will

lag behind.

(2) Schools and employers working together guide the
transition from school to work to greater degree than

in the United States.

(3) Competency-based national training standards are
developed and used to certify skill competency. In the
United States, certificates for trainees often certify

only program completion.

(4) The foreign governments invest extensively in most
jobless out-of-school youth, offering remedial
education, training, or job placement. U.S. employment
and training programs ace available to relatively few
youth.

5
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inl'has""allell"sch"l. In these foreign
iiiiilfriffoolrialTelilirj*I4444IftrYto give all young
people an even start. Notable practices are to avoid grouping
youth by ability in the early grades, devote special attention to
students with learning difficulties, pay teachrs relatively
well, and allocate comparable resources to all schools.

Japanese educators have high expectations for all students. They
assume that all youth who try hard enough can achieve, and thus
encourage student effort and perseverence. Further, each student
is led to value achievement 2f the ntire class, thereby helping
assure that classmates do not lag behin. Such attitudes likely
contribute to a low variation in Japanes students' generally
high test scores. The variation in scores is far less among
Japanese than U.S. students.

In Japan, teachers have high status and respect. Most come from
the top third of college graduates. Their beginning salaries are
higher than those of engineers. In West Germany, secondary
teacher salary scales are similar to those of judges and doctors
employed by the government. Teaching in the United States does
not enjoy the same status and salary treatment.

Practices of the foreign countries emphasise providing equal
educational opportunity to all youth regardless of differences in
socioeconomic status and academic talent. Japan provides uniform
teacher salaries and per capita school funding, so that poorer
areas are on par with affluent ones. Sweden providvs extra
resources to needy schools such as those in remote rural areas or
in areas with proportionately more immigrant youth. In the
United States, local annual per student funding ranges from about
82,190 to $6,019. And teacher salaries vary widely by state and
local area.

Assistance in transition from school to work. The foreign
countries try to smooth the transition from school to work for
noncollege youth by providing students with occupational
information and guidance while in school, combining schooling
with work experience and on-the-job training, and offering job
placement assistance. Seployers play a significant role in this
transition into employment.

Following are examples of how foreign countries prepare and
guide youth into the work force:

-- In 1983, English schools reformed their curriculum to
provide orientation to the world of work and structured
work experience to all secondary school students. Also,
special teachers work with "careers officers" from the
public employment service to provide youth with job
information and placement assistance.

1 6
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- - In West Germ,...y, the school-employer link involves an
xtensive apirenticeship, which guides almost all non-
college-bound youth from school to mploymont. Youth
begin apprenticeships at age 1$ or IS and the training

usually lasts three years. The young people typically
spend one to two days a week studying vocational and
academic subjects in stat-run vocational schools and

the rest of the week receiving on-the-lob training from

mployers. In addition to imparting specific skills,
the apprenticeship system is used to socialise youth
into the world of work as well as to keep up with

technological change.

Japanese noncollege youth get jobs almost exclusively

through school-employer linkages. ?Almost all high
school students seeking work are placed in jobs through
their schools, which act as agents of the public
employment service. Zech high school has ties with
employers who assign a certain number of jobs to the
school for its graduates. More prestigious employers
with better job offers recruit from higher ranked
schools. Japanese employers usually base hiring
decisions on schools recommendations, which are based
on students' grades and "behavior" such as attendance
records.

Sweden provides work orientation to all youth early in

the school years. my age fifteen, students complete six
to ten weeks of work orientation. Students choosing a
vocational field are typically trained in school but
also have practical training with an employer. A lISS
initiative adding a third year to vocational high school
programs includes work experience for 611 percent of the

year.

Recognised skill standards. Germany in particular, and more

recently Ingland, seek to maintain quality occupational training

by testing and certification to meet national standards.
Trainees who pass coepetency tests receive nationally recognised
credentials, which employers look to as evidence of skill levels

of potential hires. &Wand's National Council for Vocational
Qualifications has been working with industry to develop national

skill standards. Under West Germany's apprenticeship system,
committees of government, employer, and union representatives
develop apprenticeship curricu,a, examinations, and certification

procedures. The practice of establishing skill standards and
certifying what trainees know contrasts with the common U.S.

practice of certifying course completion and not necessarily

attainment of specific skills.

rstablishment of national training standards involves industry

and government cooperation. Other implementation practicalities

7
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are that standards may be costly to apply and difficult to keepup to date.

fetensive investment in jobless youth. The foreign countries
generally provide extensive assistance to jobless youth.
England guarantees every jobless 16 and 17 year old out-a-school
youth up to two years of work xperience and training, although
it is in process of revising how the guarantee is implemented.
Sweden guaraatees lucaticn, training, or work to every jobless
out-of-school teenager. 11,,eden's municipal authorities are
responsible for following up every 16 and 17 year old not in
school or working, and pursuing an individualistd plan for his or
her ducation, training, and employment. Once ,:outh are age 18,
they become the responsibility of the public employment service,
which pLovides such services as placement in tralning programs
and jobs.

POLICY CONSIDERATIONS

Shortcomings in preparing noncollege youth for employment in the
United States and approaches identified in foreign countries
suggest actions that U.S. educators and private and public
officials might want to consider to improve education and
training. In fact, approaches similar to those in the foreign
countries are being tried in some U.S. localities. However, we
do not assume that the practices in the other countries,
developed out of their own traditions, are entirely appropriate
or readily reprolucible in our country. Also, directing more
attention to youth who seek employment rather than going on to
college should not detract from widely available college
opportunity in the United States, a practice in which our country
generally surpasses its foreign competitors.

We believe there is need for more effective leadership and a
national commitment to meet work-skill problems. How well the
nation does in educating and training youth who do not go on to
college is a vital element in shaping our long-term ability to
improve productivity, generate economic growth, and compete
effectively in the world economy.

The following warrant consideration by the federal, state, and
local governments to improve nationwide performance in equippingour youth:

-- Strengthen the commitment to have all children attain
the academic skills necessary to perform effectively in
postsecondary education or the workplace. This includes
changes in expectations and degree of attention to those
youth traditionally doing poorly in school. Improving
the image and status of teachers, adopting instruction
methods and other innovations to encourage student
effort; expanding early intervention programs, and

1 b
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providing adequate educational resources are important
ingredients.

-- Develop closer school-employer linkages to upgrade the

school-to-work connection. In particular, we should
better orient students to work requirements and
opportunities, including the importance of educational
effort to work success; promote combined education and

work (apprenticeship-type) programs; and more
effectively assist youth to obtain suitable entry
employment.

-- Improve the quality and utility of school and industry
training programs by encouraging development of
training standards and certifying levels of competence.

We recognise that the primary responsibi:Aty for education and

training rests with state and local governments. Out adoption of
effective strategies nationwide to improve our productive
capability and international competitiveness will require strong

leadership and a more active federal role. The Department of
Education together with the Department of Labor should play

such a role in stimulating state and local officials and industry
and labor representatives to work more effectively to equip our
noncollege youth to meet the nation's need for well-qualified
future workers.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my prepared statement. I and my

colleagues would be pleased to respond to any questions.
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Representative SCHEUZR. Now we will hear from Mr. Uhalde of
the Labor Department.

STATEMENT OF RAYMOND J. UHALDE, ADMINISTRATOR, OFFICE
OF STRATEGIC PLANNING AND POLICY DEVELOPMENT, EM-
PLOYMENT AND TRAINING ADMINISTRATION, U.S. DEPART-
MENT OF LABOR

Mr. UHALDI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Congreeswoman
Snowe. I am pleased to have the opportunity to testify before you
today on youth employment and training issues. This subject is a
major priority of Secretary Dole and the Employment and
Administration, &id, Mr. Chairman, we are grateful for your inter-
est and leadership in this area.

The Department of Labor generally agrees with the findings of
the GAO report. Insufficient attention is given to preparing youth
in the United States for employment and this is particularly true
for those who don't complete college. These workbound youth if we
may call them that, are primarily left to their own devices in seek-
ing to enter the labor market. Generally, they receive little struc-
tured assistance from the education community or employers. Thia
nowstem results in a significant waste of time, energy, and pro-
ductive capacity on the part of both young jobseekers and employ-
ers.

The GAO report recommends that more school-employer linkages
be developed, particularly to expand combined education programs
and to assist youth to obtain suitable entry-level employment.

The Department of Labor strongly supports this recommendation
and as part of Secretary Dole's work force quality agenda we have
lodged an intensive effort to seek ways to do a better job of assist-
ing America's youth in making the critical transition from school
to work.

We also have been participating with the National Center for
Education and the Economy's Commission on Skills of the Ameri-
can Workforce on the forthcoming report and look forward to its
release.

It is now widely recognized that the skills of many young work-
ers and many young people who have or are soon to enter the labor
force are no longer adequate for the economy, the economy which
we are in now and the economy that we face in the future. The
pace of innovation is etpected to accelerate. Increasingly, higher
job skill requirements combined with a shrinking youth labor pool
make it imperative that our youth leave school with strong basic
skills and are work ready. Although there are existing programs
for misting youth and making the school-to-work transition, they
are really very limited in number and do not constitute a system
nor do they constitute a national strategy. Non-college-bound youth
primarily work through an informal network of friends and family
to find employment.

We find it particularly significant that the GAO report fmds that
foreign countries invest proportionately more per capita than the
United States in noncollege youth education and training.

According to the GAO report, the post-high school investment in
those high school graduates who do not go on to college averages

20
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only about $1,800. The absence of a sustained or structured support
for non-college-bound youth in the school-to-work transition Azes
special hardships on our most disadvantaged youm people.
will experience frequent spells of unemployment. Many could fail
prey to chronic poverty, crime, or drugs. But it would be a disserv-
ice to think that a lack of school-to-work transition is only a minor-
ity issue or an urban problem. Its impact is really far wider. The
bridge between school and work for non-college-bound youth is fre-
quently unemployment.

In Clctober 1988, the Bureau of Labor Statistics data tell us that
15 percent of the previous June's high school graduates not en-
rolled in college are unemployed. The unemployment rate for drop-
outs was 27 percent and for black dropouts the unemployment rate
was 48 percent.

As a part of our effort to call national attention to these issues, the
Departmenth of Labor and Education recently sponsored a confer-
ence exploring the problems of school-to-work. transition. Two hun-
dred leaders from education, business, labor, and government
ioined with Secretaries Dole and Cavazos to discuss strategies for
implementing school-to-work initiatives at the local labor market
level and to stimulate increased public interest and awareness of
the issue.

We also showcased several foreign and domestic approaches for
assisting youth in the achool-to-work transition and we will shortly
publish _proceedings from the conference in the form of a white
paper. We would be pleased to share it with the chairman of this
subcommittee.

The conference is part of a larger effort to develop a range of al-
ternatives for assisting American youth. Clearly, we must look pri-
marily to the States and local communities to implement solutions
that bmt reflect local circumstances. However, we feel that the
Federal Government does have a critical leadership role to play in
calling attention to the problem in proposing strategies that State
and local communities should consicler. Such strategies might in-
clude strengthening existing services such as counseling, skills as-
seesment in our schools, and more efficiently utilizing the employ-
ment service and the national occupational information coordinat-
ing committees and State committees.

We should consider major systemic changes in which education
and business would collaborate in preparing young people for em-
ployment. These policy options should include continued improve-
ment in our second chance systems like JTPA and the JOBS pro-
gram for youth who fail in school or who are failed by the school
system.

An alternative to traditional classroom instruction that has been
effectively used in apprenticeship for a number of years and in vo-
cational technical training is the applied learning method. Applied
learning can be an effective tool in increasing the motivation of
workbound youth and it must be an integral component, we be-
lieve, of any comprehensive approach to assisting students in
making school-to-work t! sitions.

We would hope that an alternative learning approach can be
used to significantly upgrade the academic and occupationally re-
lated education of young students not preparing to go to college.

P 1
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Many of these students are currently enrolled in what is known as
the general track. Too often a school's general track does not pro-
vide high quality occupational training or academic education that
a young person needs to enter the world of work. Promising efforts
are now underway in a consortium of 18 Southern States under the
auspices of the Southern Regional Education Board to better inte-
grate academic and vocational instruction.

The Department of Labor is currently pursuing two initiatives di-
rected primarily to encourage curriculum change and to promote
changes in the linkages between education and the employer com-
munity.

The first task is being carried out through a recently appointed
Secretarls Commission on Achievinf Necessary Skills chaired by
former zftcretary Bill Brock. They will develop national competen-
cy guideline, to reflect work readiness. The guidelines are to be de-
veloped by the commission and will serve as working definitions of
the skill areas and the proficiencies that are required by workers
to pursue employmentnecessary in reading verbal, math, ecience,
critical thinking skills. Local schools and educators could then use
these guidelines to develop relevant curriculums for promotion and
graduation. It would serve as a benchmark to tell how we are
doing.

One of the Department's next steps in this overall effort will be
multiple grants to develop and test a wide variety of innovative ap-
proaches in making school-to-work transitions more efficient. We
will also teat approaches based on the experience of other countries
such as the West German apprenticeship model and other systems
that are described in the GAO report. We should not, of course,
simply attempt to replicate the systems of other countries. Pro-
grams must make sense for our institutions and labor markets. We
must preserve the flexibility, diversity, and opportunity for a stu-
dent to pursue a full range of vocational as well as educational op-
portunities.

The Department has identified three or four major principles to
guide our efforts as we look to the range of alternatives. The first
is high standards. We believe that school-to-work transition pro-

117 should be designed to enable participants to attain high aca-
achievement levels. Second, we believe that school-to-work

transition programs should motivate youth to complete high school.
Third, we believe that school-to-work transition programs should
directly link the classroom curriculum to the worlcsite experience
in learning. And fourth, that school-to-work transition programs
should emphasize the participants' prospects for immediate em-
ployment after leaving school and for entry onto a path that pro-
vide significant opportunities not only for career development but
continued education.

Institutional changes necessary to improve the transition of the
non-college-bound youth to employment will take energy, new
ideas, and time. Mr. Chairman, the Department of Labor is pre-
pared to make these investments.

Thank you for your time.
Representative SCHEMER. Thank you very much, Mr. Uhalde.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Uhalde followsj
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF RAYMOND J. UHALDE

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittees

I as pleased to have the opportunity to testify before you

today on youth mployment and training issues. This subject is a

major priority for Secretary Dole and the Employment and Training

Administration. Mr. Chairman, we are grateful for your interest

and leadership in this area and are pleased that the Subcommittee

on Education and Health wants to know about the Department's

efforts in preparing young people for work.

Recent reports have heightened our awareness of the problems

our noncollege bound youth experience in making the transition

from school to work. The report of the William T. Grant

Foundation Commission on Work, Family and Citizenship entitled

"The Forgotten Half: ion-Coilege Youth in America", and the

General Accounting Office's report on "Training Strategiesz

Preparing Noncollege Youth for Employment in the U.S. and Foreign

Countries," that you commissioned Mr. Chairman, give us valuable

data and highlight these very serious problems.

The Department of Labor generally agrees with the findings

of the GAO report. Insufficient attentidn is given to preparing
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youth in the United States for employment and this is

particularly true for those who don't couplets college. These

6work-bo,nd youth" are primarily left to their own devices in

seeking to nter the labor market; they receive little structured

assistance from the ducation community or employers. This "non -

system" results in a significant waste of time, energy and

productive capacity on the part of both young job seekers and

mployers.

The GAO report recommends that more school-employer linkages

be developed, particularly to xpand combined education and work

programs and to assist youth to obtain suitable ntry-level

mployment. The Department of Labor strongly supports this

recommendation and as part of Secretary Dole's Work Force Quality

Agenda we have launched an intensive effort to seek ways to do a

better job of assisting American youth in making the critical

transition from school to work.

We also look forward to the report of the National Center

for Education and the Econosy's Commission on the Skills of the

American Work Force, which will be released shortly. We

understand that this report will lay out a comprehensive policy

framework and strategy for raising the skill levels of young

people and others who need assistance to be competitive in the

labor market.

lighaalziaJfaxLixanaitigns_Thcludalis
It is now widely recognised that the skills of many current

0 't. 't
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workers and many young people who have or are soon to enter the

labor force are no longer adequate for an economy in which

technological advances have transformmd the nature of work. And

the pace of innovation is expected to accelerate during the

1990,s.

Recent data released on young adults (age 21-25) in the

United States by the National Assessment of Educational Progress

indicate that a relatively small proportion ars likely to be

proficient at moderate or relatively complex tasks which are

typical of managerial, professional and technical service jobs in

a competitive, information-based economy.

Increasingly higher job skill requirements, combined with a

shrinking youth labor pool, make it imperative that our youth

leave school with strong basic skills and are work-ready. Tor no

group is this more important than the almost half of our youth

who leave secondary school each year headed directly for the work

force. For them, new interventions are needed that closely link

learning in school with the workpAace.

Although there are existing programs for assisting youth in

making the school-to-work transition, they are very limited in

number. As Marc Tucker, President of the National Center on

Education and the !come.: noted at a conference sponsored by the

Departments of Labor and Education last month, while there are a

number good school-to-work programs, communities really do not

have a school-to-work gystga. Noncollege bound youth priaarily

work through an informal network of friends and fasily to find
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employment.

4e find it particularly significant that the GAO report

finds that foreign countries invest proportionately more per

capita than does the United States in noncollege youth education

and training. Japan and the Suropean countries studied in the

GAO report invest extensively in preparing youth for employment

and working with jobless out-of-school youth to assure them a job

or further education and training. Unfortunately, current

employment and training programs in the U.S. reach only a modest

proportion of at-risk youth. Further, according to the GAO,

the post-high school public investment in educating and training

youth who go on to graduate from college averaged about $15,000,

while the investment in those high school graduates who do not go

on to college averaged only about $1,300.

The absence of sustained or structured support for

noncollege bound youth in the school-to-work transition imposes

specisl hardships on our most disadvantaged young people.
_

Without in'Ainsive assistance in making the transition to

employment, sany will experience frequent spells of unemployment

and many could fall prey to chronic poverty, crime or drugf. But

it would be a disservice tc think of lack of school to work

transition as only a minority or urban problem; its impact is far

wider.

The cost of lost oppottunities both for employers and young

people is high. The bridge between school and work for non-

college bound youth is frequently unemployment. The unemployment



rite for all 14-1, year-olds in this country is about triple the

rate for the general population, with substantially higher rates

for dropouts and blacks. There has been tendency to ascribe

these high rates to young people's testing the job market during

this time in their lives. However high youth unemployment is not

chomecteristic of such major economic competitors as West Gersany

and Japan. According to Bureau of Labor Statistics data, in the

United States in October of leSS, 13 percent of the previous

June's hiqh school graduates not enrolled in college were

unemployed. The unesployment rate for dropouts was 27 percent,

and for black dropouts the unemployment rate was 43 percent.

For a large sogment of the youth population, the transition

to work is comprised of intermittent and part-time employment'

altornating with full-time work at jobs requiring few skills.

This situation may have been tolerated in the past because jobs

in the United States were plentiful and employers had an adequate

supply of applicants from which to select. Consegnently

employers wore not too concerned with the informal, time-

consuming and unstructured job exploration process experienced by

sany youth. However, as the labor force grows more slowly during

the next decade, employers may be facing shortage of skilled

workers and long, inefficient transxtion of American youth from

school to work will no longer be acceptable.

As part of an effort to call national attention to these

0 "I
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issues, the Departments ot Labor and Education recently sponsored

conference exploring the problem of the school-to-work

trahsition. Two hundred leaders from education, business, labor

and government joined with Secretaries Dole and Cavazos to

discuss strategies tor implementing school-to-work initiatives at

the local labor market level and to stimulate increased public

interest and awareness of the school-to-work issue. Me also

showcased several foreign and domestic approaches tor assisting

youth in the school-to-work transition. Me will shortly publish

the proceedings from this conference and will be pleased to share

with you the ideas and recommendations of this gathering of

experts and concerned parties.

This conference is part of a larger effort to develop a

range of alternatives for assisting American youth in making the

critical transition from school to work. Clearly we must look

primarily to States and local communities to implement solutions

that best reflect local circumstances. Wowever, we feel that the

Federal government his a critical leadership role to play in

calling attention to this problem and proposing strategies that

States and local communities should consider in addressing this

important national issue.

nuch a continuum of strategies might includes

(1) strengthening existing services such as counseling aild

skills assessment in our school systems, and more

efficiently utilising resources that are available to

serve high school youth such as the Employment Service
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and the National and State Occupational Information

Coordinating Committees:

(2) modifying curricula to reflect the current and future

workplace and better integrate academic and vocational

education; and

(3) considering major systemic changes in which ducation

and businoss would collaborate in preparing young

poople for employment.

These policy options should include continued improvement of

our "second chance" systems for those youth who fail school or

are failed by the school systems, such as the Job Traininq

Partnership Act programs and JOSS (the new education and training

program for welfare recipients).

It should also be noted that the upcoming reauthorization of

the Carl D. Porkins Vocational tducation Act is likely to promote

new connections betwesn academic and occupational skills and

curricula. Stith the passage of these provisions, there should be

opportunities for JTPA and vocational oducation to share in

developing and utilising new curricula and technology to teach

basic skills in the context of occupationally oriented education.

An alternative to traditional classroom instruction that has

been effectively used by vocational/technical education is the

applied learning method. Sy making extensive use of xamples and

problems drawn from the real world, applied learning can be more

effective in teaching some students than traditional classroom

instruction.

01 0
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Applied learning can be an ffective tool in increasing the

motivation of workbound youth and must be an integral component

of any comprehensive approach to assisting tudents in making the

school-to-work transition. Tangible outcomes are powerful

motivators for youth. Finding jobs faster, getting better

alaries, and having greater opportunities for advancement are a

few of these motivators. As work-bound youth see work related

education pay off in attractive mployment, they are better able

to relate ducation to their own ambitions. If students have ft

clearer vision of the meaning and value of occupationally-related

ducation, dropout rates can be reduced.

We would hope that alternative learning approaches can be

used to significantly upgrade the academic and occupationally-

related education of young students not preparing to go on to

college. Many of these students are currently enrolled in what

is known as a "general track." Too often a school's general

track does not provide high quality occupational training or the

academic education that a young person needs to enter the work

force end be a productive citizen.

Promising efforts are now underway in a consortium of

thirteen southern States under the auspices of the Southern

Regional Education Board to better integrate academic and

vocational instruction. The consortium is regularly assessing

those who completed vocational education courses in these schools

to track progress over time in raising academic skills.

Information from this initiative should be helpful in

3 0
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restructuring the "general track" and vocational education

programa leading to more effective learning at the secondary

level.

The Department of Labor's initiatives Mill be directed

primarily towards two areas: (1) encouraging curriculum changes

that reflect the demands of the workplace and (2) promoting the

changes and linkages that are needed within the education and

employer community to increase the connection between school and

work, fostering a @soother transition to a meaningful career

path.

The first task will be carried out through the recently

appointed Secretary's Commission on Achieving Necessary Skills

(SCANS) chaired by former Secretary of Labor Bill Brock, that

will develop national competency guidelines that reflect work

readiness. The guidelines developed by the Commission will serve

as working definitions of the skill areas and proficiencies

employers require and workers need on the job--what's necessary

in reading, verbal, math, science and critical thinking skills.

Local schools and educators can then use these guidelines to

develop relevant curricula for promotion and graduation.

One of the Department's next steps in this overall effort

will be to award multiple grants to develop and test a broad

variety of innovative approaches for assisting youth in making

the school-to-work transition. The models must include one

common elements They are to introduce or expand work-connected

learning within the educational experience of the participants.
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The relationship between the work-connected learning component

and the classroom learning component may vary from model to

model. W. will also test approach.. based on the xperience of

other countris such as the West German apprenticeship model and

other eystems which are described in the GAO report.

We should not, of course, :simply attempt to replicate tho

systems from other countries. Our school-to-work programs must

remain true to our uniquely American values, and, they must make

sense for our institutions, including our labor market. While wa

will try to take advantage of innovativ and effective approaches

that exist elsewhere, we must preserve the diversity, flexibility

and the opportunity for a student to pursue the full range of

educational opportunities that is the hallmark of our aa4cation

systemenabling them to set clear, achivable goals yet avoiding

the rigidities of narrow "tracking."

Lookina to the _Future of School-to-Work Transition

Tbe Department of Labor has identified the following

principle. for guiding our efforts as w look at the range of

alternativs that may be helpful for American youth in making the

critical transition from school to work:

"iah Standard': School-to-work transition programs

should be designed to nable participants to attain

high acadmic achievement levels.

o payina in School: School-to-work transition programs

should motivate youth to complete high school.
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o Lipmimmma_mimajimammimml School-to-work transition

programs should directly link the classroom curriculum

to work site experience and learning.

Employment and careergs School-to-work transition

programs should nhance the participants' prospects for

immediate mployment after leaving school, and for

entry on a path that provides significant opportunities

for continued education and career developient.

Anstitutional changes necessary to improve the transition of

non-college bound youth to employment will take energy, new ideas

and time. The Department of Labor is prepared to make that

investment.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my prepare i statement. At

this time I would be pleased to answer any questions.
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Representative Sawn. Now, we will get to Mr. Tucker. I want
to pay tribute to Mare Tucker for playing an enormously critical
role in helping in the design as well as of our first
set of hearings several years ago. So, we ly welcome you
again today, Mr. Tucker, with a profoun vote of tMnks for your
past creative service to the work of this subcommittee in exactly
this same area. Please take your 5, 6, or 7 minutes right now.

Mr. TIMM. Thank you.

STATEMENT OF MARC S. TUCKER, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
CENTER ON EDUCATION AND THE ECONOMY

Mr. Tucxu. I appreciate the opportunity that you and Congress-
woman Snowe have given me to address what I regard as a terribly
important issue, as you do. I must say that one of my many memo-
ries of that series of hearings is how uninterested the press was in
the entire undertaking. I think you would be happy to know that
the report that we are about to come out with, inspired in part by
those hearings, is generating an interest in the press which I would
never have predicted.

What you began a couple of years ago is beginning to bear a lot
of fruit.

Let me describe the commission to which I just referred and you
asked me to talk about this afternoon. Among its members are a
number of people who appeared in the hearings 2 years ago. It is
chaired by Ira Mapziner, an international business strategy con-
sultant, and cochaired by two former Secretaries of Labor, Bill
Brock and Ray Marshall. There are nearly 30 members in all. I
will not list all of them. There are a wide variety of people who
have distinguished themselves in many roles in American life.
They include Tom Kean, former Governor of New Jersey; Jim
Hunt, former Governor of North Carolina; Kay Whitmore, the
chief executive officer of Eastman Kodak; James Houghton, chief
executive officer of Corning Glass; John Sculley, chief executive of-
ficer of Apple Computer, and a number of other CEO's of leading
American firms. The union heads include Owen Bieber of the
United Auto Workers; Bill Lucy from AFSME, Ed Carlough of the
Sheet Metal Workers. Also, civil rights leaders like Eleanor
Holmes Norton, John Jacob of the Urban League, and a number of
education leaders, a list too long to mention. This group has been
working since last summer in the arena that is being addressed
this afternoon by this subcommittee.

They have gone at it a little differently than most, and in par-
ticular with respect to our study approach. We put together a team
of some 23 executives loaned by a number of firms and government
agencies, including the Department of Labor. This research team
gathered data in Germany, Sweden, Denmark, Ireland, Singapore,
and Japan as well as the United States. The study lasted almost a
year and was conclude" at a cost of well over $1 million. Many of
our findings confirm those that you have have heard from the GAO
and others and some go well beyond them.

Let me just quickly summarize if I may where we are at the
moment. Your initial comments are exactly accurate with respect
to our assessment of the situation. Our special concern is with
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those people who don't go to college. Those people, 70 percent of
our peoplethose who do the work of this country

RepresentatIve Scums& Do the work of what?
Mr. Tucxxa. Do the work of this country. They are our

lineworkers, our frontline workers, our blue-oollar workers, our
nonexempt worke", call them what you will. They are the people
with their sleeve rolled up. the people upon whom the
economic ftiture of this country ly depends. When you com-
pare their fate with the fate of poop e in otr countries who play
the same role in their society, the result is frightening.

The Urban Institute produced a report 2 years ego that showed
that the level of poverty among children in the United States is
more than twice that of any of the eight European countries which
they studied. Our kids start off at an enormous disadvantage. One
in five of our kids grows up in poverty. They will become roughly
one-third at least of our frontline labor force. Kids who start off
with health problems in many cases, psychological problems, defi-
cits of various kinds are at an enormous disadvantage before they
arrive at school.

A great deal has been written comparing the educational per-
formance of our system with the educational performance of the
countries with which we compete. Let me just pull out one statistic
to make the point. The performance of our kids, particularly those
who become our blue-collar work force, is well below that of a
number of the newly industralized countries with which we com-
pete. Now, what that means is that the educational attainment of
much of our blue-collar work force is well below that of people who
charge one-tenth or less what we charge for our labor. We are talk-
ing about a veor large fraction of our population who cannot com-
pete economically because they cannot compete educationally. We
are rapidly getting to the position where the ILids coming out of our
schools in the general curriculum are not going to be qualified to
earn the minimum wage. That is already happening to a substan-
tial fraction and the numbers are going up.

The comparison, however, with other education systems does not
stop at academic performance. Roughly half of the kids who go to
our schools are in what many people refer to as the general cur-
riculum. A recent report on vocational education from the Govern-
ment commission on that subject told us that only about 25 percent
of vocational courses are taken by the kids in the general curricu-
lum. About twice that fraction are taken by the kids who go to col-
lege. Now, of the kids who take vocational courses, a smaller frac-
tion still takes courses that prepare them for specific occupations.
Of the kids who take courses that prepare them for specific occupa-
tions, only 40 percent wind up in occupations that relate at all to
the courses that they took.

Now, if you do the back of the envelope arithmetic on that, what
you would come up with is that less than one-eighth of the kids
who go directly into work from school take vocational courses that
prepare them in any way at all for the work that they are going to
do.

Now, let me contrast that with the countries with which we com-
pete. We are competing with countries in which the vase major ity
of students who go into the work force without going to college par-
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ticipate in a program lasting anywhere between 2 and 4 years
beyond the age of 16, the purpose of which is to give them specific
occupational and vocational skills. There is no parallel to that in
the United States. Those occupational skills in those countries are
built on a standard of academic achievement that has no parallel
in the United States. When our kids leave school and go directly
into the work force, they mill around in the labor market untS
their mid-20's. Major employers in this country do not employ kids
directly out of high school. They have no way of assessing the qual-
ity of those kids. So, they go to the suburban shopping malls and
get jobs as clerks in retail stores or comparable employment in a
series of dead-end jobs interrupted by periods of unemployment.

Finally, at age 25 or 26, they start to join the regular labor force.
Now, compare this 25- or 26-yeaivld kid whom academic perform-
ance is below that of a South Korean and who has had virtually no
specific occupational training to the average 19-yearold in Switzer-
land, Germany, Denmark, Sweden, and Holland who has a far
higher level of academic performance and who has built first rate
specific occupational preparation on that base. By the age of 19
that individual is a long way ahead of our 25-year-old.

Add to that the fact that nearly a quarter of our kids drop out of
school, much larger numbers in areas of high concentrations of
povertyand virtually nothing is done. Virtually every other ad-
vanwd industrial country makes a determined effort to pick those
kids up and bring them back up to their general educational stand-
ards. A surprisingly large fraction of our kids end up getting their
GED. They do it through their own initiative and effort, not be-
cause we have put an institutional system in place to bring them
up to reasonable academic standard which the GED is not. I must
say that getting the GED is a real testimony to their determination
and g,rit, but it is hardly a testimony to our institutional planning
and foresight.

You put that whole picture together and what it amounts to is
this: Our kids start off behind the eight ball before they get to
school because of the much higher proportion that live in poverty
here than elsewhere. They are still further behind when they leave
school because their academic attainment is far behind and their
vocational preparation is virtually nonexistent.

We do next to nothing to accomplish the school-to-work transi-
tion for the mat majority of kids who do not go to college. Most of
the experts to whom I have talked say that we have the worst
school-to-work transition program of any of the advanced industrial
countries. Likewise we do next to nothing for the large number of
kids who drop out of school. And, finally, once these kids get into
the work force, what they find is that the proportion of the private
training dollar that is spent by firms on their own employees is far
higher than in other countriee for the managerial, professional,
and senior technical workers and far lower than in other countries
on them, on the frontline worker.

What you are looking at is a system of cummulative deficits
starting from birth, compared to our foreign competitors, such that
by the time our frontline workers are in their 80's, they are far
behind their competitors elsewhere in the world. The fault is not
theirs, it is ours.
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One other point with respect to the findings
Representative BMWS& That is a wonderful closing line.

[Laughter.)
Mr. Thom. Then I will stop and save it for later.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Tucker followsl
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as aeie lode. gteeuteete students entwine Me abet market ate MOW Me aara yeta ette N.
isms pay MeMet they hoe steetee 011tsvit eoltgeoN me hove lone well in etem Mt The
need le Vet MONO mew re not Nen so re: te weep here se Imeallve I telte ~No weli mil
mantle nowt et to oettorm met It they do tete IWO Men. Mr de their Meshes neve any
insanity' le OM MOMS MN such mass or te demand leg pertemenee film them Parents
are told that their onlfdten are taking mathematics or Mena, but de net knew that Mese
courses Ime the *intent tnat would be Milked ter feel mastery el them maialite their
graduating seniors lack even the bee* skills required for Sudan In ille, even thou.% they have
Ins gamma in hand. At Me very time that employem and colleges 001111allt bitterly that
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student' Mall Me MUNI they met the system la sending sisnele In but WOW that NW
eitiMron are dams Om Ms ine whose system asimpbee M poem* minlesal WIWI an Me pea
of WWII. Weals stal 'sachets, *Oh ble web ffist stigmata. ION IV *slew Ws Mewl
cook/Mee of Nis students.

sammuuoisma jaiblisauumaxsa

The dropout role In Ms United Srotes new ems* On and le MVO Mew thin Owl inoff MO
sales, where 11 net irdregintmly pee OW SOW When Ableriells IllUdenta bal. Moe le IS
safely net. A surplisinely large number el Weems Mese le hell of she lassos ..
everdually mange en their own WiNiadve to gel some Mom el Pd. wheel mmkeleney eerlIlleele

WI UNION ye Served bY UI. MI CMS OM Ohm %lob PallnereeM TalnIng A61
pmeram. bug. fora rem many ernepoute. Mete le why ea maim msnid I hese eat avlakemet
wqe$bi. loompteyment. netters, *ugh Warw. saw sntl Mostemstlen. eat la ow
safety le teMensite by lea 'Wham young powle. Ottee Ittey ay mit el wheel. no sae seem
to 0801.

We balsas@ ow Marlon booms on Me beche el Me *WO Oelmet. U MW solutat nem
nets& MAW et whet Mose boOpets would be If Om young MOM M NIMM, ~Ma deeen
mit pet soil eammnte. We spend Mese to 111.000 for each 17 year old who will May in
high 'sheet. even N net lumina. but less than $100 en seared Own programs ler Moss wise
drop out.

Now awful Mat with the eliustIon in SwNen. The Mewl role M Sweden le elsee be Ow In
this country. Under Swedish law. the municipalities are reellensale boyelloulbll Ymall
Centers that introits the dropout recovery funOten. IndependeM el the puble straiten
System. !hay ample), ellunitslorS whs traok down lively dreiteut IMO Wge them le vlell the
Center. ohm* eut Its program, ane smell Mom M the Sealer. togas whe leeppeel eta have
a powerful incerilve to ISSPOnn. beside* it le Meet InmeesIble le get a PM In Sweden %Owl
an edualillonal aredevidal. U MS *WWI wieldy ISOM. Onee al Ihe OMSK Vey as Oweda
choice vier" it tilde vanity et wrist we would Cal allemellve boot morsibs. N yob es week
saporiencs preclUne. The educational program Is easily tied le NM OWNS is week leemblen
MINIM. WI NM are ton very informally. 11155 le. Ilm moon gary 01111186 Me Waal
striatum er the school. What IS omelet le the Youth Center hag an sububbirs very eke fentity.
it provides the WM kind Of Social support nd serIng Mimeo the msel it Mese youths -
many of MR11104460 and runaway anlWren have looked Vowing up.

The deference betwen us end Sweden NH net In NO Noose Me, tarty an Om* Me WV
Out M doe ode of feeeVery. Tney teeeref tne melettiy et Metre, ~it we Nom our bookson

ours. Sot vie need net ins con 110f our mewed end our soolete Ire NMI f WS.

Awoke NM Me wenn school tO wOM tninselen orreniposleete m MO MM. That to a @mg
outlemont, but it was verified by every espen to whom wo talked and by the evidence of our
Own eyes when we visaed the Otruntnes we relleerahOd.

Yaks Germony, for example. Garman yOuIll belfl Waffling about occupations in the seventh
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vide. WNW dtey IL Ow hall elan sentresto with emeleyees so Me HMI as an

Gwent*. The 6111111165 eel GUI* tense et the epiverelaWeli" life11uer4 sm., MI hours.
The MI MP WWII* Wee flistr deslelems en the wheel WM el Me splismtle. Ones

the 1511111115 elpnet the wpm* essetees veining al the pla eat lvd mod alse WNW

wheel* OW le We dew S week. TM semblned eurdetAIM 15 Inleneled le OWN* WM mai

asoleade Mel as etell se the Mosey le apply NI* weWO le MOWN peeN111110. The

Waifs al the Welt Ms WNW, le WWI, Maw ler welt assuplaten by WSW, ellmmalsee

weMlnp wilt the Motel MIMI. fee Vendee* Tealnlifa. Thls is enilsiti We*Wiese *NM

Is wowed el reptesentallves et @spews, the Was and Me government.

When ohs /welt Weep 15 oempleted. a recess Mal *WS We *Wee yews, depending en Me

eesuillMen. the wetted* 1411191 an eisminsden am 15 Nth s wet and WIWI NW sed

domoodluldoll is _ N* Wk. Tido WNW Wedsess people whe we generally eeklwatedgeo

to he sawn the nteel Weed weekees In She welt

The system le WOW senstletered by Ifte munleipal Chamber of ComMenhl. to will. all

empayets belong. No employer Is Neared tO Weide allferofdlesoldflo. bld a WOO Weer do,

and many Med MOWS band together to offer apprendeseldps that wevid hi impelletieal for

them te Wee sloe. The employees pee** a 'Wend I. Me eillroldlooli god do SOMPOS ef
master enelemen as Nifty' and mentors. all si their ewn menu.

The employers de tide both out st a deep sense el metal eldlestion many wfder mowers
came up Swoosh Ms spew ene tool a need to wort en Wel they see as sn eaSentiel Semen

.institutien end beam the system Is a valuable opportunity to mortal IN most promising;

younspets. Wee malt.* Mem to semen them along the way and Win Mem In meths& and

values unto. le their firm.

Lawmen stollents ions ate net going to senege me nighty menvet eel le NOW, M O system
we how tIt111SN. Setteutte ISis vier n le es eetvathe, wen N away eariehattaaa. and

team the reat nee* t enalayets, eaatiews art *Want ie hire eolloats Ithe as net hove

a eetteettle. Nemo Mat Is true. wants Se e ddeti telattottettat Itetwetta whet Ow ate

espelled 011 Study line thelt led proseeste. lAereevey. the rotattenettlee WNW Ms Meets end
the wroleyete Meat 1 POI filly tot tn MOHO le gat eennelett with IMMO MI Wet
OddtendeesIdes and the abset toietteasho math thahabits glve Alva* evoteene a thence
te *May Me MOMS end vetoes Met WO make Mem 111115051. MIldleyete. lbaff from the

sessne teennbel SAWS the system ts designed le pfeWee. The Mod Is a smooth transition

Nem 800100 went.

Many turapesn amiantus have systems that are veriathifb on Mb theMe. dennanys, as we
mod, is meted In the firm. Sweden's le weed In the genesis, welt eulveseh le Me demo.

Dooms* WO the 'Oen tot the student to MIN se dm Ssurees nsMdd tos auShii thr Mogi al Hop

end of the VIIMMII prem. These national systems *meat sW coweillne, Thew esseitties

Met have emelladINI OSsuestiehal skill Itain1110. We &many. we mot,. IS Inelude mere

general education. Those, laie Sweden. thel have emplissind toed *Ills 'WM hi I wheel
setting, see moles. to Motes mere Ilem.essed lealnIne. AN at these wow* nws alme that a

wow wisdom eamateune, en3 Me avocation et that knowiewe m moods* we* setae* ate
me vliel Memento in S monolith pregfam. Eventually, the Eursheshs 511155111 tItit ihs

members el Me European Community end others will create 5 Shale unified system of
Cennsates that will make them portable thoushout lumps.
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La's sompete Ode sysbm ie twist happens in the UMW Stews. Lees don two gement et
Amortise yeung Pe* bil in tippsentleeshlp spasm its the see we hese fellerled.
essamell lamely di the building toles. and. In say aeons. only open le pm* IN Witold to lee
twenties. Per What amen bastion whe Wm eubelendel ellettease of tiseldwita *Me In a
speolels. die Own* owes* son else be Idoldlesel. A Mtge esiledly allot high IOW
MIMI Woe en, et mete vesetionel horses. Ite ?Mel Owes sheds* Pim 90 49 9014 54110
ellooadon. Only OM el ease whe ge direedy ime the wodt Otas leke ulilNilal esuisse. 01 lee
vosellenel owes diet are given. only a lionlen ara esed00901y SIWIL And way a% el
199 0149105 whe speo0c come. woo* win/ vp In iebe MI ere Meted is
their weeetional Whine.

Irmayer n Inhi seuntry haw Me Influenc ever what it taught hi the vocatIonal Wyk In
maw* te0 Oho ma* that memo Am n twaranty NW mat Hwy Mam wat he or a ft y value
when they MO Mr a mi. Apart from the tiny apprendwah.pvspm. eeeeneder 09109010
woof amides Iltle yeomanly ler the student to balk Ia Id dee re the oterk l.N, N esm.
WM, In satyr, the wawa. habits and Maas that ISINHan SvM ~ay aallfraV MIA*,
me* matting and mentomta at the hands of Ms masters el MK Magee. Meet dam** meat
you, h n thle ~by See Me gonna:Nen between Moody end t s wOrl lhy wed de. 11 Mgr
hew tIttM Ineenthe te apply themselves M **hoot

The burden ails heaviest on our poor and minority stueents. Many middle Male youngsters have
connections et holly end friends that dilly can Maw en te let their first *hence In the work
ow. Co poor students in the inner city and linpoverished rural Wes de net. Certain that
they wlit be roMMed out et hand by middle class employers who will net laa Me way Wily talk,
dress and behave. they glve up early, both on Scheeland werk. Meeting the entire mien

Few Wee firms In the United States will 'employ Students whe hove just grodusted high sehoel,
petering tO well until they nese established some son et Irma mord elsewhere. The remit
acoording to Nam dela la Mat the typical Mr school graduate 'mats Owl' In Me labor
market moving from ene deed end lob to another Os clerk Ins shopping mall. Of
counterpereon al a lest teed eetsbIlahment, ter mismillai. MN the age el 23 et 24. Then, in
their mid-twentles. with little more in the way Of Skill Man they lied st it they move into Me
regular labor market. no match ler the German, or &widishor Swiss youth of 111.

Some vecallonal educators sre moving to put mere 'oedema substenes in their Olean.. Some
are cresting teChnOntly CUrrieula ihilt Incorporate demanding methemedes end solemn Studies
in ea apatteasti that enables students le apply what they ere teaming M shield*ig toehnsiegisal
problems. some 1.100 students sre enrolled In expertmental apprentilleilhiP MOON* thatboon in school. en the European Menet Ilente Men ileheele are panne up wish tiomwertey
cousin,s te oiler consisted prevent Mat promo a teal *lure le Melt valuational graduates,
gems business stganitations have %vented with school districts to MOM* hip wheel biallornles
that ofter geed connections to to technical careers business. AM sem eNte Maternal esaells
have always dons a good MO et erepettne their enactente I01 9000 eareere. 810. IOW% et the
system as $ whole. these Iragments hardly constitute $ eyetent tO Wenn with what we saw
soloed.

The tact remains that our secondary schools am almost wheal, erten*, toward the needs el the
*OW Mune. M we Pewee out above, even the vosetanat MICII104 syffela Wes a Oyer Ie0 or
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nnliling Mee ping On to Wil.tietientilify ~NW Men thee* Wee pi ON* Inle the sae*
INOS. The guelaneo mon is *et u p to halo swards o infe widogo. Indalyom and If very

hinf MN OM* *haft hanaorbds, biN flto (gaga got Mom NOW ddy nowt Mtn Mom Is

rio eurrfauluin to meet Mete youngsters' wok, no reol employment oovIde idtffis.. wie
rip re work low geldonoe amigos far Wm, no fertilisation of MO ammollamem, no
Three iff the owe Mawr la herd went In seb010 nesion l MI fecalea Mealy
verything in 1110 Ont*011ffteflt fobs them Mai May am noMMO If MY do old 011 oodoft

X$D2111111011a$L.SOLWINDABIlL01131LWallin

American employers now spend about $30 Neu fel fennel &Ming and somewhere between

DO billion and MO bullion for informel training, verynewts*, sum* in semparillen With
the formai sohetif end wow mums. WI $ le impotent le &MOW who revolves the
biota of this expenditure. AosordIng to a rum Labor Ospersmsit &WPM IUD Mri
ewe years of former ommumn beyond Mon school Mire a grea* MINH* el l god**
Mira* on Me lob Man Moos now oniy a nen My* WM& 01111 redraft haw a
10% rester prebsellity el getting treining en Me APO Man fOgn KAM giodaddoik Worboto
with ockmalMn Wend her smog of meleige Wm SO% posterormaleffly yoldrig IreMing en

me Me mon eoliege roeuerea. And, m 1.0-feen Indwell& Ooldroaddl 0.110.100n gadidddes
the probability of mooMng framing on flia lob by almost WOW IN won as a Mop oferoo.

Only a third of America's employees get any formal training at all, and. UM have fisted, these

on the bottom got hie oast. Given the way American sonideyere organics work, this patient

mikes Sense. They look to their managers, profession& end tardier ODOM MN le drive the

process el productivity improvement. The blue collar workers play a passive nie in this
muss, doing what they ere told to do Ow the dealln wont Is dune and renown& hes IMAM
now to Organdittion production. Production end seMos delivery workers reeetTrx Ntis 1niallnil
MOMS the wile* syStem assumes they nave Me te minultode le "Nuel end servise
improvement. Others ere expected to do the tninking.

But our corripilliters do It differently. The comparison won Japan le inetrustive. The everall
proportion of salaries and wages spent on formal training is WM die ewe them so In the

kinked &ON, about 1%. Sul Mel is very mionading. A oonaliNifably lashotomponion of that

Investment gest to blue collar workers. Ths ksy, however, Is intermal training.

The taros employers In Japan typically maks very slieltendel MIN investment in their

workers In full lime tomtit training and then fellow that up with oentinuebs informal training,

loyal& plans within two yolks to provide two fuN years Of full One &Mins la new high semi
imams (blue cotter workers) in digital electronics and monotonies (a semblnetlan ii
mmihanhe and etiatrentall) before they put them on the line, Then IMMell the POMO training.
On me b training does net mean in Japan wheti mean nen. ilasues lise moms Japanese
one worker comes to Me lob with vastly higher level of mastery of Mikis. mothemellee en

silence thsn the average American kne worker, en *Well different kind el elt Ille 00 Ireirdrig
Pommes possible. As I noted et the Klemm, et We When, Me *man el a werk teent Silt

Inflate discussion of s new topic a nevi control technology, fer exempts end foe grayed@

text to read, and asa everyone to lak II heMe and master N, In PrePirelion fer whet amaillail

to a seminar at the next misting. instruction of this son Is seen es a primary function of

managers at IN levels ot the Japansu firm. After several roadMgs and Interms1 eeMinele.



w o w A m m o o a t e n an NewiN46 be an MI of kdk. WNW kw** MOO* robM
ems" NI NlemeN viNNeut me beneM of any NMI elseemem lishweslem ThisUV Of
*WOO fdee 50 maim* IN Ow On% sof Me Mawr Nolool e W a AkWONOWWL Themei le Mel I ONIN NM* I RN improwomi In Man al a Nay Naas ol whet N
mob ME le Me Wes SUMP

in glagegem emMoyers pay a 1% tam Inle a Oki Dowidepment Pub& They NM let bale
payments bask I they so suinfi mweesehil hainIne pomesele to the beam* Seballtmem

ot PrefusWelly OHM or sone their weekwe Is valuing pewees appemwd by Mese
gOoomment Imam The mein mewl onipleyed W Oen maim IN MIN delbilmeh
training pmpeetiM Is whether Ms WOMB periled we WM* I. OMIONV Wes MOMS
toe hielt who *Med week. Weaning IS enable Mem la se% Meta or NOMja a sew MIK
Int nnals.e. IsInne net 1InnSfa. TV. meows vm Newland net only ONInet weal thle tem
but Mewed the Watemo that It supponed as a male, IleneWI the

Germany loan e 116 pima tas, hall paid tor by 1W whom ha by empleysta, 'Melt
covets the fee of the unefrODYffient Imbues "OW, the oorviso sot IleMlrailng WWI
end reValigne WON the Om Danslarde en the owe s Mese Ws by Me walkers we made
by gemmed MIWals en a ease by allee basis. lit soma Waft Wien Gan gSt 1111100%111
melt Mot wage Mlle la lull time Ostrom in MOW: ta hub wales WNW Wks and
materials and en Mkt Weing mos, 1 the training requiredson only be deemed beyond a
realms* sommang Mame.

The United Matee has no Orovisieno Oven lomoolsly womohlrid them we have test WIS. Who
%lords et one expert. °Most mews now ham laseSemleed tralrAny programs In 'Melt pubes
insulutions peewee training Monte in ths needs at killoteual mmleyets. Many elates are
spomoommg win programa that encourage employers le de thek own MIMI et buy
training Irom public or privets summers. And MOM lob tremble Prelitlinsil bow a milamount el evellabla funds fet mown% divoleanwill 10 be used ie elnIneae deleellea slid
weals Oil let the deadoetNaged and dlekloated.° lid, Men as a Oak Me stele and mob
those mews* Meaty compares with whet sot oompekton wan the newly movetnalises
country el Singapore ars doing.

VP 66.6

Ibfi.LitiaLMACIAlbstatiLIIMItitzlea

Many count*. conetsho of the toned sia Of national &Meg*, km Mutingan lodmilatit NM*
walltara win flt Nowen Was and fnamiting Mat apply nen Isatra, OWE IOW OS

one Infeesatml Maw mama system. Than eanwies Nee* nye ft mai awe Met thele lent
inarhst eyttants Amition N ask gorleffnanah The Moe *INN Nu maw urn. pimes. MON
hardly ad MN le neve anything agidosahing an Mlogromo. hototiening mew. The Mud la
sow* hatolap let nalliona alindloithiaN and anmatoony INS twellese mush Ws OWN*
then 1 MINA

Swoden le e perhaps las boat eau In psinl. Sweden wade ofilr en memo emenfil
of Ito rm. domestic otoouct oti labor market measures relative te the Mt 01 Law 114.
thal amount, II spent Only 30 person, of Me bulge* ea unemploymentastapenaelletl, eelnpated le
SS percent in Germany, end eh% In Japan and the United lilies. II prelate mamma not will
allow individuals to denims:tate In Ina productive IN. ef the country se leaving Mem en the Osie.
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The rate ol illtImployment from 1942 Mough 1984 never exceeded 1.7%.

The National Laker MIMI AMON Motion (MAO) le the arealMay MHO** ler II le Mee
ThS AeinMWINIIii is 00mOolloci of MO Memel Lair Markel Mane aft Ile asunly leber

market Mara. AMS le respensIble le the Ministry el Labor. The way amide determine Meal
implemereadon pellelee ar4 morale imei emerornent "Mee and meemmere eeMers. waning
somose an proclaim, by a semi-indepenaem *gems with whilit II weals. TM Mei OM
mafteln elm MIMI with Ms Malden and business mwounetee.

MA, MS employment and INSON10111 WON WO VIII entrrom le the Mar 'Mull *Mem for

Met welleth, et the Sweeteh pipulsttsu, erevidllte imividesim oeunssing SIll uple4sto
Information Mout Mb avallabilNy throughout the lemittry. The eolttereere etele N MOWN
ratio is le 1,100, sompared to a 1 to 9,100 ratio for Me CiemPerehle leMhe Ni Ole UPI"
Stem. Companies are required by law le register Mb Openings weft Mee Whiles, Waugh they
need net Nil their openings through the mean. The opening ere komorOolOW MN ON OW

the country In a natMnal computer Oink.

AMS provides a relocation subsidy to promote labor mobility. It MIN pay ter travel to
investigate S lob possibility away from neme. The emote Mee provide oxIIWIWO Mb

couneeMg senate*, ane rehabilltion programs for the litaketeellese. Per Owe 0/111 me het ehte
to find a bib in a sheet lime, the AMS will pay No the Mining teey may neod le get the lets that
are avallable. It 11111 dees nes work, MAI will flite milieleMed empleseent. If the* Is net
poulble, public re* work is SUOOlied. Only when aN Mem allematime have boon exhateled

will welfare whit they call the 'dole be made available.

This hardly exhausts the Not ol services provided by the Leber Markel Soot but it Is enough Se

make the polre.

There Is nothing camperame to the Labor Market Beard In the Weed Slam. The elegem we

come are the United States Imploymem Saran and the Unemployment IlloropowNiNO0 *OM
born Meted by the Wel SeWrity Act in the MI,. Unite Ns 111111001
ErrOlornsol Servise, operated by the stales West WM INIe bp NOM low. the 1100iyMerd
Seivila hes ne monopoly over Mb mange ler nen.preteaslonals. Seems N has a Mutation
for filling primarily only lowwege unskilled Mee, few employers We interellted In using Ns
services., se N Struggles for respectablIfly. AIls untlee Ns Surepoon essasemette, the

American Job Service le largely unconnected le Me postemendefy MIMI system. 40 ft le
unable to perform a function that the Europeane welder vNel, senneolIng MO appileants le Me

training they mod to aesure rewssOlng erraloyment. .

AI the WOW INVill. lbs knomOlopmirot compensation eyesoreIs aim unsenneeted. as a matter el

Polley, 10 the training system, so It. toO, cannot perform a *Mimi Ilnklri lunation. Some

Slates Connecticut and Rhode IMMO, for Instant's hove emoted training lane
mileated through the unamptoymea. MetifInee mem

Wi haws ne ironwork WHOM: system.. Ingest MI iiew a 1111110211011 WO& al subsystems
iloPNOrtod MP public funds. They are net Inexpensive, but they are unrelated 1" sill ettether or
to an Mleanstion and placement system that could maim them elleetive. *Memo len a
bowialerlog eorthreNn et program delivry apnoea From oernotellity eolootte 15 atTPA: Poo

till Employmeht Semite to Me Aeult Literacy Program. Thom is co Ireennetion available to
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MOH omen that would NOS Mem re mate goad ludgemonat Moot timplinw loodadholvally
mode of lefties artrldots. lir de come et sealable angrame. Thorn le no *ay way tor Morn
le gal pod InloffhatiOn Nut PAN* itH Or for ofooloroor is find sof Your fhoo
oualffloorr000. Mrs is no quality job counsolling available to then Wet note is hardly
any *Mem If aN.

The Slats el Michioen Is moving to Integrate some of these 111v1115 with Ns 'OpportunIty Gard'
program, based In pen on the Swedish example. Other Wales em beginning Is mew in Me OWN
direction. These are tasteful dewitopments. but the United Stales has very king way to ge In

Offeellue laber market system.

America's task it to produce a system that will provide us with a work forc bun will be our
strongest national asset tin key to economic cennetithieneu and to an intproved standard ot
living.

The COmmIssion will propels s set of policies to achieve that eblsolivs. Thesepetioles draw en
fhb OW id what eur comPellfors are doing, but they do net slavishly Imitate their programs.
vie bonne Ametioa can and must nave a uniquelyAmernan strategy. ens mat not nny equate.
but Mforeves upon. Me strange* ot Our mealadvanced oornoemers. And OAS which Is elapsed*
the particular hitter/ eslues of MIS country.

The strategise that other countriee have %hied to provide ineentims to employers I. organize
work differently flannel bo used here. 11 is very unlikely that /median* will some to Ifideral
legislatien greatly raising pay levels for the blue collar work force across the board and maidno
it eery difficult for employers le lire their staffs, ss was done In Europe. Ws wilt have to ge
ebbilier Mat OrbYtillhO employers witn incentivs to reorganize work arid a greatly increased
supply of educated VW Veined labor.

The Jspenese system Of 'Mil week, during which the Sean ar given Oh which college entrance
decisions ors exclusively basso. produces very strong Inosnilves to study hard, but ha prim
Americans Welk* prepares to pay. We tilde system Mel Mae produces strong Insentleee
study, but when OM flOt like suCh a Itesvy telt of the students.

The Gorman system of dual education canny enables that country to develop one of the meet
highly trained We collar work forces in me world. nut Americans wolf net. and should net.
accept the German method of deciding the future of thek youth St 111 nor shade, 11 settle for the
rigid system of waft end occupational timelines thst the Germans use.

The Swedleh Leber Market Misfits work brilliantly lor that Country, but toe are not likely to
adept such a strong role for government and need Is Owerit a system that 1100emptlehes many et
me same ends, but by somewhat different means. Their Youth Centers portend 5 vital lenCIIOn
in that inuMry, one Mel Is hardly porformee st au here, but we will need a different lifieneIng
mechanism than Ihey use.

The approach OM bY the Irish how line tourist Industry to organize a certification system for
their occupstions end trade% is very Mulches because it is elloctleely esti-regulating. but It
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we need agoptatIon Is Me nests of a country a Pim and &woe as ourawn.

Many couldn't, ospeolally Ildtatn, nay iamktatfon systems with atintetIve %amok but

none of them appears is capture Mt Mb, behaviors, values. sof ponermoness Mal we mall

want in our muderce. Amensa has an oppenututy m lead Me way In producing I whole, new

appr011elle Student assessment, ens thot could sot a werlistondard.
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Representative SCHZUZR. We are in the middle of a rollcall vote.
We will take a recess fbr as much under 15 minutes as we can
mnnge to get back. It has been a marvelous hearing so far.

rt recess was taken.]
Representative Smuts. Mr. Tucker, you were saying as you fin-

ished that the fortune lies not in the stars but in ourselves.
Mr. Twin. That is eloquently expressed and I could
Repreeentative Scram. Do you have further remarks?
Mr. Tucin. I thought that perhaps I should defer to Gordon

Ambach so that you can hear from all of us.
Representative Samna. Very good. Mr. Gordon Ambach is a

very distinguished member of the academic league in this country.
He served in a number of leadership role* with great distinction
and we are delithted to welcome you here today.

Mr. Amami. MAUI you very kindly, Mr. Chairman.

STATEMENT OF GORDON M. AMBACH, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
COUNCIL OF CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICERS

Mr. AMRACH. It was my pleasure to serve as commissioner of
education in the State of New York and with you, Mr. Chairman,
and to work on many projects cooperatively on behalf of the
Empire State. I long have admired your work, and I commend you
particularly for the initiative you have taken with respect to the
topic here.

I also would commend you for having commissioned, together
with Congressman Gus Hawkins, the excellent report that the
GAO has provided for us.

Let me just summarize my remarks, Mr. Chairman, and then we
can move to your questions and discussion among my colleagues. It
has been pointed out two or three times this morning that there is
a very, very close relationship between what happens in the entire
educational system, prekindergarten and Head Start right up
through the completion of high school and beyond, with the task of
very specific preparation for employment. Unless we have a strong,
comprehensive educational program, we are not going to meet the
objectives which have been so well outlined by my colleagues. For
that I commend you and the work that has been done to get atten-
tion to how important it is to deal systemically with preparation
for employment.

I would like to state
Representative SCHZUZR. I am afraid our efforts over a long time

have been to very_little avail. I say that regretfully.
Mr. AMBACH. My colleague next to me indicated that the atten-

tion being given now to the prospective report, and something I'm
about to say with reepect to the activities of the Chief State School
Officers indicates your long labors are coming to an increasing na-
tionwide recognition. What to this point may have been somewhat
of a passing national interest in comparing the United States with
other countries, is now stimulating consideration of what real
policy changes must be maCs.

Representative SCHZUZR. From your lips to God's ears.
Mr. AMBACH. I would put it this way. The end of the 1970's in

this nation we were stunned by waking up to the effect the t com-
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petitors in Japan and Germany were acing us out in many, many
respects. It has taken a long time for us to get from there to think
about what it takes for our education systems order to make the
changes to bring us to a competitive position. But, I personally be-
lieve that is now happening. It is action that I. on the minds of the
Council of Chief State School Officers. I am very pleased to report
to you that our top priority for this next year's work is the transi-
tion of youth from school to employment. It is exactly the agenda
which you have been outlining. Now, that means we will be work-
ing with several States and on a nationwide basis to do several
things.

Our proposition is that we must be certain all youth are at least
graduating from hiigh school in this country.

Representative SCHBUICR. And that means something that they
can read and reason.

Mr. AmpAcH. Exactly. It means mastery, and it means that high
expectations are met. There have recently been statements of goals
of a 90-percent graduation rate. Our council in 1987 put a target of
virtually 100 percent; we still think that th,t is esht. But it has to
mean something. You are correct.

The second proposition is that there are a variety of mutes from
school to employment. Most students will graduate and, then, move
to employment. We know, however, there are many who for one
reason or anotherincome, family obligation, or special circum-
stancesmay need to begin employment before they have graduat-
ed. For them it is essential to have legitimate alternative means
through which someone can be in employment and still continue to
study for graduation and develop employment and occupational
skills simultaneously.

We haven't thought about it systematically is that way before. If
someone has dropped out, the sense has been they have dropped
out of education forever. That cannot be the case. There have to be
continuing opportunities.

The third general proposition is there must be new developments
between business and the schools by way of making these transi-
tionsapprenticeships and other school-to-work transition pro-
grams. You can probably find examples of most anything some-
place, but whether they are in operation systemwide, statewide, na-
tionwide is the question.

Three actions that we are taking as a council include: First, to
make a concerted effort among several of the States to design new
or different transitions from school to employment. This work is to
be informed by the kind of studies which the GAO has done and by
the work that Marc Tucker and his colleagues are doing calling at-
tention to different varieties of making these connections.

Second, and I point out that to us it is one of the principal issues
in dealing with the design of new transitions, is the way we com-
bine funding sources, whether they be Federal, State, or local.
Right now Congress is reauthorizing the Vocational Education Act.
It is in conference. We have pending amendments to the JTPA.
You have enacted within the past couple of years--

Representative &HEUER. Could you spell that out for the record,
JTPA?

Mr. AMBACH. The Job Training Partnership Act.
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Representative &mum Right
Mr. AMBACH. You have already enacted the Family Support Act,

which places the =Or intention and hope in that program of
having welfare recipients return to school or educational institu-
tions in order to learn their way into productive employment

Now, in all three of those Federal acts there are some extremely
important opportunities for changes in direction. JTPA, for exam-
ple, with a stronger emphasis on youth and a stronger emphasis on
school-to-work transitions; and vocation education reauthorization,
with a stronpr emphasis on how to link academic and vocational
training and new tracks between ,.ndary and secondary
levels, offer great opportunities for c . In both of these, it is
our belief that working on a State-by tate basis there are re-
sourcee to be used in order to design new approaches. It will take
concerted effort State-by-State, but that is what we must focus on.

fun , financial resources?
SCHZUIR. When you say resources, you mean

Mr. _BIBACII. Yee.
Representative SCHICUIR. Or you mean talent and imagination?
Mr. AmBACH. I really mean both. I mean the talent that is neces-

sary to make it happen and new ideas. We must use ideas devel-
oped from demonstrations or experiments for trial apprenticeship
arrangements or changes in the way we measure the needs for par-
ticular occupations and translate those back into the p
the schools. There are resources available to do that, if we are
smart enough to use funds from JTPA or the voc-ed reauthoriza-
tion, and indeed, even from the Family Support Act, connected
with State and local resources.

The final point I would make has to do with establishing across
this country a concept that there must be a universal opportunity
for our populations to earn a high school diploma at public expend-
iture at any age. By and large public expenditure for a high school
diploma ends at 21 and in some States at an age lesser than that.
There isn't any reason why we cannot move out with our formula
provisions and change the concept, so that wherever and whenever
the adult finally is able to complete the program and graduate
from high school, such study should be unilertaken as if it were
paid for as we do with youth in rlar public education program.

You may recall, Mr. Chairman, that in New York State back in
1984 we changed the State aid formula so that attendance of a
person over the age of 21 without a high school diploma, for pur-
pose of study toward that diploma, would be paid for at State ex-
penditure. 'This concept is very closely related to the overall issue
of transition of youth to employment and is related to the first
point I made that with respect to different patterns to prepare for
employment. Whenever somebody makes that transition from
school to work they still should have opportunity to gain high
school levels of attainment.

So, our council agenda is an action agenda. We appreciate very
much the work that you have done, the reporta that you have done
and have been done by those who are here at the table. We have
no illusions about a quick turnaround. There must be a good deal
of trial and error work, but we are convinced the agenda is abso-
lutely the right one, which makes it our top priority.

5 4
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Thank you very much.
Representative &mum Thank you very, very much for your

testimony.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Ambach follow:11

r,
t.)
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF GORDON M. AMBACH

Mr. Chairman, members of the Subcommittee, and members of the

staff, I commend you for convening this hearing on the subject of

youth employsent and training, subject which is essential for

both successful economic and educational policy in the United

States. We commend you for providing this public opportunity to

focus on the issues and for commissioning the study by the United

States General Accounting Office discussed here today. I au

privileged to join my colleagues in testifying before you on behalf

of the Council of Chief State School Officers. Your topic has been

established by our Council as the top priority for Council

deliberations this next year. We are now planning for our actions

and nationwide effort of the states on this topic.

The relationship of education and training of youth and adults

to the econosic cospetitiveness of our nation is well documented.

The necessity of providing better connections between school and

employment for young Americans is also well documented. One of the

most powerful reports we have had recently on these points is "The

forgotten half" prepared under the auspices of the N. T. Grant

foundation. Other studies referred to here today establish the

necessity for major actions and shifts of direction. The question

before all of us is how to make the changes, including what federal

action can stimulate and sustain such change.

6
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Our Council's focus on these issues is based on three

underlying propositions.

First, All Youth (emphasis on All) must be prepared for

productive mployment with at least a mastery of and graduation

from the secondary school curriculum.

Second, the sequence of high school graduation and ntry to

employment will be varied. Legitimate, alternate paths to the

diploma and the lob must be available. Most youth will complete

and graduate from high school in advance of their move to

employment. Many will take further post-secondary education which

then leads to employment. Others, however, will begin employment

before graduation from high school, perhaps because of the

necessity for income, support of family, or special individual or

family circumstance. Those students must not be considered to have

dropped out of education forever. They must b. provided with

continuing opportunity to graduate from high school while working

and opportunity to gain more advanced occupational skill. The

necessity for new institutional patterns to flexibly provide for

the combination of both continued education and initial employment

is of foremost importance. Accommodation of financial support from

different "systems" and levels of government to do this is s matter

of urgent attention to assure continuities and connections for all

students rather than gaps.
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Third, variety of new connections between schools and

businesses for introduction of employment or for starting

employment must be developed. The lessons from our competitive

partners are important in this respect. The best place tor youth

to learn certain aspects of work and to develop the emractsristics

and capacities expected of responsioly -employed adults is in the

work place. The need to increasingly motivate youth to graduate

from school ih order to nter promising employment must be

rainforced by new school/business connections which place higher

expectations on students to establish solid indiv,dual

performance recorded qualifying thee for employment.

These three propositions underlie the Council's commitment to

our work in this next year which includes the followings

1. muattarniLlsmjAtly_tajasiamiz, A centerpiece of

our Council activity over the next year is to develop alternative

new and expanded patterns for entry to employment, including

apprenticeships. Solid design work is ssential. This must

include establishing sequences of classroom study, academic and

occupational, related to work experienost patterns of time for

students both in school and at works new assessments of work -

related capacities and their translation into education credits

funding arrangements which join public and private resources: and

establishment of patterns of training which can meet secondary and

post-secondary study.
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ang_tba_igaily_igaguL.Agt, Reauthorization of the federal

vocational education act is now in conference. The reauthorization

will include major changes, including a reinforced emphasis on

service to the economically disadvantaged, a stress on program

improvement with need to connect vocational and academic studies,

and new connections between school and employment and secondary and

post-secondary preparation (Tech Prep).

Anticipated action on JTPA will place speeal sophists on

service to youth, transition fros school to work, apd coordination

of education and job training services. The implemeitation of the

Family Support Act places heavy emphasis on requirements for

education of welfare recipients. We will be putting top priority

on the use of those federal acts to assist states in establishing

new patterns of preparation for productive employment.

3.

LlinbAQ2aLlialgaiLL The broad goal for the United States should

be opportunity for free public education until reoeipt of the high

school diploma no matter what a persons age. Some states are now

saving to establish such funding provisions and to provide

flexibility for young and older adults to use such funding with a

variety of providers and in different settings to earn the diploma.

Federal efforts should be directed to encourage such long-term

51)
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strategies which combine federal, state, and local funds toward

establishment of connected funding streams available to all adults

when and where they need it. They suet help to promote a

systematic and "universal" opportunity for adults.

Our commitment calls for concerted action by the states, local

educational agencies, post-secondary institutions, business and

industry, and the federal government. Major changes must be

designed and yell tested before full implementation.

Once again we commend you, Mr. Chairman, for focussing the

nation's attention on the issue of youth employment and training.

We hope to be of continuing assistance to you and to help link the

federal and state energies and resources to solve this critical

economic and education problem.

t
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Representative Scususa. I am going to ask substantially one .
question and then I am going to yield to Congresewoman Olympia
Snows so that we make sure that she gets a crack at the questions,
because we are going to have another vote.

We have been plowing this same field time and time and time
again. All of you in one way or another came up with a substantial
coneensus on what the main problems are and what our thrusts
should be. There is no difference of opinion really, there is no di-
versifying. I can get the top 10 CEO's of this country of whatever
political belief, the top 20 or the top 80 and they would agree with
you in almost the entirety of the consensus that you have estab-
lished. So, as between academics and the business community and
scholars and government people there is substantial agreement
that we are underserving our society because we are underservim
our kids who are our fUture. And compared to the performance of
countries around the world, our willingness to fluid programs and
basically to care about them is a disgrace.

A lot of these programs don't cost a lot of money. I cannot be-

lieve that established holdings between schools and the private
sector is basically a very expensive program. I cannot believe the
reason that it hasn't happened is because we don't have the fund-
ing. It seems to me it is something else. It seems to me it is indif-
ference. It seems to me it has to be that school people are going to
have to listen more to the corprate sector so that they change
their curriculum and begin teaching kids in vocational schools the
kinds of things that will be useful when they come to the private
sector. It seems to me it must be turf. It must be jealousy. I don't
know what.

So, the queston that I want to ask all of you is why have we
made so little progress up until now when the facts have been
known? We concur every year there are more tests of the peribrm-
ance of kids in the industrial world. And now Marc Tucker is Wil-

lis about tests in the newly industrialized countries, so we keep
p on incremental evidence every month, every year, but we
don't seem to be able to do anything about it. Does anybody have
any inside information as to why we are doing so little, as to why
we have an education President, self-described, who is so unwilling
to face up to the lobs, to the 70 percent, 80 percent of our people
who are underachieving, who we don't provide adequate edueation
for or vocational skills? They aren't literate, they aren't numerate,
they are not able to process information. Why are we in this pickle
and what do we do to get out of this pickle? What forces?

Let's assume that Cmgresswoman Olympia Snows and I are in
substantial agreement. What do we do? Who do we talk to? How do
we yield whatever levers of power we have to achieve a result,
which is an improvement? A willingness on the part of the movers
and shakers in our country to do the right thing by the future of
our country?

Mr. TUCXZR. A surprising thinf to us, but what we found is that
we did not find an overwhelming skill shortage in the United
States. Let me explain that I would argue that the answer to your
question as to why we are doing nothing about this problem is be-
cause it is not really perceived as an important problem by Ameri-

can employers. Our research revealed that all but a tiny fraction of
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American employers organize work on the model that this country
invented at the turn of the century, the mass product3on mode. The
model was a brilliant invention at the turn of the centuiy. It made
this country rich. It created the world's largest middle class. It was
a way to take advantage of a very large, eager, willing but un-
skilled work force. It worked by taking a relatively small number
of well-educated and skilled people and putting them in charge of a
much larger number of people who did not need to be skilled be-
cause the managers break their jobs down into relatively small bite
sized pieces, any one of which can be trained for in a matter of
days. Vie still organize work in the United States that way.

Increasingly, it is not how work is organized in the other ad-
vanced industrial countries. Imagine the old way of organizing
work in an automobile assembly plant. You will find a fair number
of people there who actually assemble the cars. We will call them
the direct workers. There are about three time that number of
people, we call them the indirect workers, who perform other tasks
in support of the people on the line. They do quality control, equip-
ment maintenance, production scheduling, supervking, and many
other tasks. What we found in Sweden, Germany, Japan, and a
number of other countries is that they are training the _people on
the line to do many of those tasks. They are giving frontline work-
ers responsibilities they never had before. By doing that they
vastly improve the quality of the product, the flexibility with which
the firm can respond to changing tastes, the speed with which it
tan develop new products, and most of all the productivity of the
workers in the firm.

The way this country has appresched productivity improvement
has been to give the workers the latest and most efficient equip-
ment. Now, the only problem with that strategy is that South
Korea can give them the latest and most efficient equipment and
they still come in under us because their labor cost is less. We
cannot get a productivity improvement that way any more. The
way we ate going to have to get productivity improvement is the
way our competitors are getting it, by organizing work differently.

Now, let me just come 13ack to your comment. There is no sub-
3tantial skill shortage in the United States because of the way
work is organized here. That would explain why this country is not
paying attention to the argument that people like those in this
room iiave been making. There is no demand for people with much
higher skills. Most American employers would not know what to do
with them if they were available. You get much higher demand for
skilled labor in the countries that I am talking about, became they
have organized work differently. In countries like Sweden, Singa-
pore, and Japan, they have explicit policies that place the goals of
full employment and high wages at the top of their priority list.
And because those are their goals, it is very clear from the cAdriv-
er to the cabinet minister in those countries that you have to have
a high-value-added economy because that is the only way that you
get full employment and high wages. And the only way to get a
high-value-added economy is to have a highly skilled work force.

It is not a surprise that in those countries you have very high
standards for the kids. And the kids are meeting those standards.
You have effective apprentice programs and high levels of invest-
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ment by business and industry in line workers. It is not a surprise
that we don't. The problem that we faoe is not just with the sup*
of skilled labor, it is equally a problem of effective demand. We
don't have it.

What we have to do is to make the count*r wake up and under-
stand that until employers in this country adopt high productivity
forms of work organisation, we are headed toward being coin' eti-
tive in wages with Third World countries.

Representative Saimaa. Would an example of that be the policy
of cDonald's where they have a labor force that cannot re
write, count, or comer information? They developed a cash regis-
ter that doesn't have numbers on it, but it has pictures on it. It has
pictures of a hamburger, pictures of a malt, pictures of a pack of
frmch fries. In other words, they are designing the job require-
ments down to meet a limited ability of very inadequately trained
workers. Would you say that for this country that is the wrong way
to go?

Mr. TUCIIBR. If you have the conventional work organization and
you are confronted by low-wage competitors, there are a number of
ways that you can respond. You can export your own production
offshore. You can stop making things and start buying thinp from
foreign suppliers. You can go into some other line of business,
which is what U.S. Steel did. You can try to substitute capital for
labor to get rid of as much labor as you possibly can, which is what
a lot of ftms are doing. And you can accommodate yourself as has
McDonald's to a very low-skilled labor supply. American business
is doing all of those things. The problem is that some of them may
survive and even prosper, but the country will not.

It is not always true that what is good for General Motors is good
for the country. Certainly it isn't true now. The only way that we
can maintain high wages at anything like reasonable employment
levels is by changhig the way that we organize work.

Representative Soma. I feel 'we are going to have a rollcall
vote. So, I would like to yield to Congresswoman Olympia Snowe so
that she has an opportunity for a level playing field.

Representative SNows. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I thank all of
you for your testimony. I think you have indicated and underscored
how difficult this problem is for the ftiture of our country in many
ways. Let me follow up on the question as to what exactly we can
do, first, starting with high school. Where do we start in high
school to identify, one, those individuals who should be on that
track? And it is sort of difficult became, on the one hand, you want
to encourage them to continul schooling and their education
beyond high school, and, on the other hand, we want to make sure
that kids are properly directed to match up their education with
the job that they will select after high school. So, what should high
schools be doing now to help these young people once they grMu-
ate from high school, if they choose not to go on to posteecondary
education? How then do you start matching other education with
their jobs that they will eventually end up with? Who would like to
start? Mr. Ambach.

Mr. AMBACH. Your observation about hesitation to introduce
youth too early to a particular track toward employment is very
important. There has been a tendency in American education to
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try to keep the options open as long as possible. The difficulty with
keeping the options open for a long time I. there may never 1,t, clo-
sure on any one of them in such a fashion that the stude,..c gets
ready to take particular employment.

To answer your question very specifically, there has to be an in-
troduction to different types of employment early on, certainly not
later than the beginmng of midffie years or junior high school.
That must be introduction to what it takes for a youngster to
become prepared. You cannot leave that until the 12th grade and
then begin to be prepared. The student has to be thinking about it
and to be ready, not just in terms of what kinds of skills trained
for, but what kind of other more general academic capacities in
mathematics, in the sciences the student should have. There clear-
ly is an introductory point which is at that stage of early middle
school years. The introduction to specific occupational skills fol-
lows. It cannot be too precise or too tracked at that point because
the student must begin to have some options which then are fol-
lowed by more specific skill training.

May I connect my comments with what Marc Tucker has just
been saying. It is not simply a matter of tryin to adjust what hap-
pens in the school program. We are talking eso about what kinds
of demands must be placed on business and industry and what
kinds of expectations are set for youngsters to have a clear idea of
what they need to do before they do take employment. At this
point there is very little done by way of assembling a specific
record for an individual youngster of wh-t skills are mastered or
what has been completed, which can be used by most employers
toward determining whether they should be employed or not. We
can do a great dee by way of strengthening that. Its value will be
to set the signals for any given youngster as to what is necessary in
order to get employment.

There are lots of places where there are substantial revisions of
the occupational training program, but they are not enough. This
matter of linking both studies in school and direct opportunity for
employment, particularly for those who are most likely to drop out
before they have graduated from school, is absolutely critical. That
will take a concerted effort both by the schools and the businesses
to make changes and opportunity poesible.

Representative SCHEMA. Would my colloague yield very briefly?
Representative SHOWZ. Yes.
Representative SCHZUZS. Can you tick off some of the States and

cities that have done a good job in revamping their voc ed; cities
that have created links between voc ed and the schools in the
world?

Mr. AMBACH. Yes. Let me cite two or three places and it won't be
an exhaustive list. I am going to focus more on the States but
would request the opportunity to look further at some of the specif-
ic cities and provide that information for you, Mr. Chairman.

In the State of California there has been, I think, significant de-
velopment. In the State of Ohio there has been some significant de-
velopment. I don't mean to be self-serving, but I think that we
made some significant changes in the State level in New York's
program where we substantially revamped the program which pro-
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vided for an introductory phase into certain skill developments and
then more into particular occupational traini

aI would hasten to say that in most of thosectanges there has not
been a =Or element of more specific connection between school
and employment, that is, introducing the student at an earlier age,
let's say 16 or 17 while still in school to more direct experience in
employment. I think that I. probably the mikjor miming piece.

Now, as I indicated earlier, our work over the course of this next
year is going to be very much directed on how one tries to d
different ways to make the connections. There are extraordinarily
important decisions that have to be made. For example, how does
one work out matters of credit for the work or the experience on
the work side as opposed to what goes on in school? How does one
determine in a more sophisticated way what skills are needed and
how they are to be assessed to determine whether the student is
ready to take employment? How does one pay for this kind of
thing? What is the mix of obligation between public support and
employer for a payment of activity or work by the student who is
onsite? How do you schedule it? There are a lot of rather mundane
things of that sort to be settled, as well.

And as I was saying earlier, how do we connect a new kind of
introduction to a job so that it ia not seen just as an end point but
part of a continuation of both training and, perhaps, more complex
work and more specific job-related skills thereafter.

Representative SNOW.. Do you know of any educational systems
where they begin this kind of counseling early on in high school?

Mr. AMBACH. Oh, yes, the examples I just have given you would
be--

Representative Stumm At 16? At age 16?

Mr. AMBACH. Of counseling.
Representative SNows. Yes.
Mr. AMBACH. Earlier than that.
Representative &tows. Earlier than that?
Mr. AMAMI. Oh, yes.
Representative SCHBUBR. Where is tins' going on?
Mr. AMBACH. The three States I referred to.
Representative &tows. Calhornia, New York, and where else?
Mr. AMBACH. Ohio I. the third example I gave, but I could pro-

vide others. I would like to do checking specifically on your re-
quest.

Representative SNOW.. I know in the consideration of the Voca-
tional Education bill here in Congress on the Senate side they
made some fundamental changes in how the funds would be dis-
tributed. That requires 65 to 75 percent of voc-ed aid to go to sec-
ondary schools as an attempt to prevent a higher dropout rate and
begin to address tome of the issues that all of you are raising. Do
you think that is the richt direction to take? It gives leas flexilaility
to the States. In fact, it bypasses the States in a lot of instances
where the funds would go directly to the local education agencies
rather than to the States to distribute the funds.

Mr. AMBACH. The House version, of course, leaves to the State
the determination of postsecondary versus secondary.

Representative SNOWIE. Right.
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Mr. AMBACH. The Senate version, as you pointed out, does pro-
vide a minimum that must be used in the secondary level and then
provides in some additional clauses exceptions to be granted by
waiver of the Secretary of Education. A certain number of States
can getrus to 70 percent of the money at the postaecondary level.

Our tion on this has been that the Senate version is accepta-
ble. It IS not very far off from actual practice in most of the States
now. There are very few States which have a large portion of the
voc-ed funds at the postsecondary level. Most of them emphasize
the secondary level.

Now, one other point that you made. In both the Senate and the
House versions, all of the funds go through a State education
agency and then, in turn, into the local educational agencies. What
is common to both versions is that at the secondary level there is a
formula which is used to distribute the Am& rather than a com-
petitive RFP process. We have advocated strongly that if a formula
is used under the Vocational Education Act, it is absolutely essen-
tial to have a certain amount of discretionary money to be used
statewide to get it exactly at the kinds of issues we are talking
about here to&y in order to build the overall policy changes neces-
sary to connect voc-ed money with other sources and use it for
strengthening the transition from school to work.

Representative SNOW'. Is there anything else we can be doing in
this legislation that would address this problem?

Mr. AMBACII. Specificially in the voc-ed programs?
Representative ElNowx. Yes.
Mr. AMBACH. At this point it is either pick or choose from the

Senate or the House version because they are at conference. In my
opinion, the changes that have been made in both versions are
such that the door is well open for States and localities to use those
resources in the ways in which we have been suggesting here. It is
not a question of whether they are restricted from doing it; it is a
question of whether they would be encouraged and take the initia-
tive to do it. We are organizing our activity precisely to push such
initiatives.

Ray Uhalde might want to comment more on JTPA with respect
to that amendment process and what are the prospects for 34itir ac-
tions in terms of using the JTPA funds. Again along the same
lines, and I made reference to the Family Support Act. That is a
place where the authorization is already in existence and the fund-
ing coming through. It is a question, again in my opinion, not so
much of substantially reshaping the authorization, but assuring
that those who are using these funds in implementation are put-
ting them at the right place and using them in the right way.

Representative SNOW!. I think that some of these problems have
existed for a very long time. When you talk about expectations I
think that that was true certainly when I was growing up and
going to high school. Guidance counseling wasn't alwar the best,
and expectations were applied to some and not to others. And I
think that that is just a problem which has traditionally existed.
Unfortunately, we have to look at things differently. And in my
district I happened to visit an alternative school, for example, that
has been very successful. In fact, the person that was running the
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school was one of four rmalists, national finalists, for teacher of the
yOar.

Mr. AAIDACH. We were privilegvd to pick them.
Representative Sr4owx. All right, you were part of thatI think

he represents an excellent example, Bill Nave, of what we need to
do. In our educational system we need to lock at everything differ-
ently than we did before, and it is to challenge the existing educa-
tional system and try to do things differently and identifying those
students that are at risk. And if they're not working well in a con-
ventional school then you have to develop alternativee for them.
And Bill Nave, as you may know, was pursuing things differently
in his own classroom in a conventional school system and it didn't
work. It wasn't accepted and he developed his own alternative
school. I visited that school, and it is absolutely outstanding. Kids
who otherwise would not have completed their high school educe-
ton are completing it and, in fact, are going far beyond that be-
cause they finally have found.people who believe in them.

And so often many of the students in the high schools are lost in
the system and no one builds up their confidence or their self-

esteem in believing that they can do whatever they want to do. I
know that teachers are facing numerous challenges in the class-
room today. So, we have to just approach some of these problems a
lot differently than we did before because nothing is traditional
today compared to where things were a few years ago. And you
have to look at the composite of the individual who is now in the
classroom, whereas 20 years ago that was not the case. There are
so many more problems that they bring to the classroom today
than they did before, and we have to addrer all of those problems
and try to figure out how best we can identify those individuals to
prevent them from dropping out. The dropout rate is, you know,

just totally unacceptable in this country, 3,600 students dropping
out every clay. We cannot afford that, as you have all indicated in
your testimony, in competing with other countries and being part
of a global economy.

Mr. AMBACH. I couldn't agree with you more. In my comments, I

spoke about providing lwitimate alternative routes. What Bill
Nave is doing and what others are doing all over the country is ex-

actly along those lines.
Representative &rows. If I might ask you, Mr. Uhalde, what is

being done in connection with the Department of Education in
identifying some of these programa or helping out with various
States in trying to assist them in working out some of these prob-

lems?
Mr. UHALDIC. We work rather extensively with the Department of

FAucation. We just cosponsored the school-to-work conference with
the Department of Education to identify good models and to bring
the experts together. We are very interested in linking up our job

training system with education as a complement to the schools.
There are a variety of ways that that can be done.

We are currently funding models in seven alternative high
schools. They are based on the model of high schiol redirection m
New York City. JTPA is jointly funding those programs with local
school districts. We believe that all young people do not learn in
the samemanner and that alternative methods, including vocation-
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al education are tools for teaching people the basics that they
ought to learn. We should not "dumb down" the standards and say
that people who cannot learn English, math, and science in the tra-
ditional context will be taught a different subject, perhaps we will
teach them woodshop instead.

We should teach them vocations that use vocational instruction
to imbed the learning of the basics of English and math and sci-
ence to bring them up to the same standards. So, with the Depart-
ment of Education we are funding demonstrations of curriculum
development and of alWrnative high schools. We are revising the
Job Training Partnership Act to require local education agree-
ments between JTPA and every school system for joint referrals
for dropout preyention. In the summer, we are providing training
and education in our programs to try to mitigate the learning
losses that occur for young people during the summer.

Representative SNowx. One final question here. Do you think
that American students should be required to take a competency
exam before they graduate from high school?

Mr. Amaatcx. In many, many States they now do.
Representative &rows. Well, that's true.
Mr. AMBACH. And having worked myself to put such a system in

place, I certainly agree.
Representative SNOWS. Do many States have that requirement?
Mr. AMBACH. About 37 or 38 now have a variety of systems of

competency testing. They are not all even, that is to say in their
difficulty, and they do not all test in a variety of subjects. The es-
tablishment of State testing and assessment systems to determine
competency is really a checkit is aquality control, if you will, on
what is expected to have happened in the school. You cannot test
quality in the student at that point, you can only test whether the
mastery level is already there. They are important educational in-
struments and we have certainly supported having that kind of
competency or proficiency assessment.

Representative &rows. Yee, Mr. 'Pucker.
Mr. TUClina. I am going; to take advantage of an opportunity to

say that I need to take the fifth on that question but I urge you to
tune in next Wednesday when our report comes out. When the
chairman called me to invite me to testify today, I told him that I
could provide a report on our findings, but not a report on our rec-
ommendations.

Representative &MUER. Can you give us a little peek?
Representative &awe. That is coming out on Monday.
Mr. McKim. It's coming out on Monday. I think you will find the

last question pertinent on Monday.
Representative &ova. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Representative ScHzuza. What do you folks think that we in

Omgress ought to be doing next to move the leadership of the busi-
ness community, the public servants, to move the Governors?
There is demonstrated leadership. When we sat among a number
of Fortune 500 executives a number of years ago and we had the
first set of hearings we know at least a dozen, 12 or 14 Governors,
who have done great things in taking education risk, increasing
access. The remarkable thing is that they had been rewarded for
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doing 4 People like to pay more taxes if they know it is for a
purl* ..nd it k not just Wng poured down the big black hole.
They were rewarded for raising taxes for education purposes when
it was clear that the moneys would be used cost effectively to im-
prove the quality of the kid s capability. But here we are moving at
a rate and the problem I. fadng ahead of us.

When Marc Tucker talked about kids in developing countries,
the newly industrialised countries with skills superior to ours and
willing to work at fraction of what our kids hope to work for, he
wasn't kidding. T4./re are 12,000 young people entering the labor
force every hour, 12,000 an hour with sMs superior to our kids
and who are willing to work at a fraction of what they are working
forLand willing _to work.

The United Nations, the International Labor Organization, tells
us that Just to maintain the current levels of unemployment and
underemployment which affects 50 percent of the work forte in the
developing world, we have to somehow c. otherthose countries
have to produce approximately 700 million jobs, new jobs by the
end of this century._114low, that is greater than the entire employed
population of the Western industrWlind world. It is a fantasy, it is
an ilhision. There is no way that that is goingg to be done. So, what
we are facing is the fact that those 12,000 kids who are entering
the labor force every hour are going to be competing with people
who are already 50 percent unemployed ,or underemployed. And
the problem is only going to get worse.

The population of the globe is increasing at about 98 or 94 mil-
lion a year. There is no prospect that that will go down even if we
achieve a two-child family tomorrow morning in the entire world.
It would take awoximately 75 years for the globe to reach zero
population growth. It is a very complicated demographic situation.
I don't have time to explain it, but take my word for it.

The momentum behWd the global popuWion explosion is brutal,
it's inexorable, it's pitiful. So, the competition that we're going to
face from overseas are the very well educated skilled people who
deal with new facts and new situations, who know how to proms
information and are willing to work at a fraction of what our
young people work, is a horrifying prospect for us to face in the
future as work and production and design and sales
There is a damn good reason why General Electric I. pore's
largest employer. Vihy don't they employ all of that et in our
country? There's a damn good reason why when you buy a Chrys-
ler car like I said before, there's a great likelihood that it will be
produced by Mitsubishi and manufactured in Thailand. And those
trends are only going to get more powerful and globalization be-
comes simply more ObViOUS. We'll get used to it. And that I. going
to have a devastating effect on job prospect& and prospecte for a
decent civilised life with the 70 percent of our population that is
not competitive; 20 to 25 percent is competitive.

Our work force is in a pitiful prospect. What do we do to move

our country faster to an understanding of this and to an under-
that our living standards are eroding even as we hold this

head We are losing ground by a percentage point or two every

year. Inexorably, our country is sliding downhill in terms of the
quality of life that we can hold forth to the vast majority of our
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non-college-bound workers. How do we move things fast? What do
we do? How do we hit the central nervous system of the opinion
leaders in this country, the executive branch from the White
House on down in the business community? The leadership in our
towns and citiee across the land, how do we produce a demand for
education?

Mr. FRAZIRR. Mr. Chairman, I would just say that I don't think
that there is a magic bullet. I think that traditions are hard to
change. As to what the Congress can do to move us off the dime, I
think you're doing it. You're going to have to continue to have
these kinds of hearings. I think that we are going to have to have
more of the kinds of studies such u the Tucker study that is about
to be published as well as the kinds of work that we do. And I
think the bully pulpit of the President has to be used as well as
whatever force we can get coming from the Ccngress to break down
the barriere in the way of changing our system so that we can have
a little bit more cooperation between labor, management, and gov-
ernment to bring about the changes that you are seeking.

So, I think that the key is the Congress, the President, and the
executive branchparticularly our Labor people and Education
peoplehave to keep working as hard as they can because it is not
going to be an easy turnaround for the education establishment of
this country.

Representative SCHZUER. Mr. Ambach, I know that you are
under pressure to leave around 3:30. Do you have any last words of
counsel before you leave?

Mr. killIACH. A comment on your last question, Mr. Chairman.
The task that you have outlined is a major public education task if
you will. I don't mean education in school, but how does the public
bewme alerted? There are many publics, so it may be a task of
identifying lots of different targets with the message. The difficulty
is that it is not a happy message. It is a very somber, very sobering
message, and there are an awful lot of folks who are in leadership
in this country, and I am not just talking about those who are po-
litical, but those who are in other positions, who don't particularly
want to be the bearer of those pieces of news. The task of having
independent studies such as Marc Tucker has been doing is some-
thing that must be expanded. We have to find every forum we pos-
sibly can to get across the essential economic message. That is the
first message to be put across.

The education message follows it. To get an understanding across
this country and a commitment. across this country to do some-
thing in schools, where only 25 percent of the total adult popula-
tion actually have a youngster who is in school-75 percent don't
is always a problem. It is absolutely critical to hit where you are
expecting, or could expect, to get the greatest take on the mes-
sagethat is on pocketbook issues. What is likely to happen over
the next several years with respect to standard of living? %That can
each parson do to change the slope of that curve? That brings you
back into the education message.

Representative SCHICUICR. Does anybody have any further com-
ments on any of the questions?

70
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Mr. AMBACH. Just te thank you once again, Mr. Chairman, and
you, Congresswoman Snows, for having us here for this extremely
important exchange.

11/41r. Flt MEL Thank you.
Representative Sawn. I think the subjeci, with which we are

dealing, I think you four have made a fine contribution to our un-
derstanding of it. And that is central to our standard of living, the
stsindard of living of young people, of what young couples expect,
the standard of living that parents can hold out that their young
kids who hope to enjoy quality of life for all Americans. I know of
no question that is more central to the well-beim and health of our
society, the fabric of our society, than the answer to this queetion.

And I must say that among other subjectsamong other aspects
of this problem, we haven't focused on is the awesome problem of
moving further and further down the road to a two-tiered society
and the noneconomic problems faced by a society that develops a
structured, an increasingly structured, route of young people who
don't have the skills, don't have the education and training. Job
skills make it in our society to produce that value added to global
commerce that is going to sustain our lifestyles, sustain their
standard of living, kids who know what the other 30 or 40 or 50
percent is enjoying because they sae it on television every night.
Kids art going to resent it who are going to be nlienated, who are
going to be disaffected and who ultimatelymany of them will lash
out in anger one way or another.

It is a problem that just fills me with fear and trepidation. I
think that we have to worry about the strength of our society as a
social entity, and that kind of bitterness, that kind of alienation,
that kind of resentment, that kind of jealousy, that kind of anger, I
think bodes very ill for us unless we can seize it and handle it and
face up td our problem and have a national determination to
produce programs and facilities and services and practices and be-
haviors that will make the non-college-bound youth productive, em-
ployable, self-sustaining, independent, and full of pride, self-respect,
and self-esteem. If we can't do that, our nation is on the brink of a
phenomenon that is so ugly and so offensive I don't even want to
contemplate it.

This ham been a wonderful hearing and I appreciate the contribu-
tion of my marvelous colleague from the State of Maine. And I
thank you all and we will be looking forward to reading the
Monday morning press release with great pleasure. We stand in ad-
journment.

I would like to say one more word. I would like to express my
gratitude and admiration to the splendid people of the GAO who
turned out this marvelous report. We are all in their debt.

Mr. Fumes. Thank you.
[Whereupon, at 3:41 p.m., the subcommittee ackjourned, subject to

the call of the Chair.]

0
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SCHOOL-TO-WORK TRANSITION STRATEGIES

THURSDAY, JUNE 14, 1990

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
SUBCOMMITITE ON EDUCATION AND HEALTH

OF THE JOINT ECONOMIC CoMMITTEZ,
Washington, DC

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 1:16 p.m., in room
840, Cannon House Office Building, Hon. James H. Scheuer (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Scheuer and Snowe.
Also present: Steve Baldwin and Scott Borgemenke, professional

staff members.

OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE SCHEUER,
CHAIRMAN

Representative ScHzuza. The Subcommittee on Education and
Health of the Joint Economic Committee will come to order. We
should have a very exciting and provocative and stimulating hear-
ing today. This is an area in which this committee and subcommit-
tee has had an interest for a long time and we keep analyzing this
area. We had an excellent set of hearings a couple of years ago
that Marc Tucker helped design. His testimony today, it could be a
bible for educators and businessmen and Governors from Maine to
California. It is a superb piece of work. And it lacks only the addi-
tion of those two words to make it a perfect piece of work. It is a
terrific, brilliant piece of work.

I'd like to get on with the testimony with no further ado. Our
country's performance for non-college-bound youth is an outrage
and a disgrace. It should be a matter of national shame. There is
no industrialized country in the world that so abuses, so ignores its
non-college-bound youth and is so indifferent to its success or fail-
ure, that invests as little in their well-being and their education ed-
vancement, their skills advancement, their ability to rocess infor-
mation as the United States. There is no develo country on
Earth that is as little concerned with the lengt of time from
school to work and making that transition an easy natural positive
one and a good experience for a young person. It is as if we refused
to learn what the rest of the world is doing. It ia as if we want to
es if we were shouting from the mountaintope, we don't give a
damn about our non-college-bound kids, we don't give a damn
about the health of the American economy, because that's what it
is all about. We are measuring our national health and well-being
in ways that are totally inaccurate, do not reflect the facts at all.

(I)
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We look at the well-being of American corporations, that is a
very bad indicator of what is going on in our country. You go into
an automobile showroom and buy a Chrysler car. It is likely to be
manufactured by Mitsubishi, deWved by Mitsubishi, manufactured
by Mitsubishi in Thailand with Thai workers. And I don't blame
Mrysler for that. Bk . our perception and our treatment of our
young people means that we haven't learned yet that we are in a
global economy. Who is the biggest employer, the single lewd em-

loyer in Singapore? It's General Electric. May they prosper. May
'hrysler prosper. But their activities do not necessarily contribute

to the well-being of the American workers. Eighty percent of our
work force is ailing and &fling the test. The top 18 or 20 percent of
executives, people with specigised skills in advertising and market-
ing, consumer electronics, high technology, they are doing brilliant-
ly. They are appealing to the world market for their talents.

Our American advertising agencies, New York City, are being
now taken onwhat is the right wordthey are being retained by
foreigners all over the place. Political consaltants in Washington
are being retained by foreigners. Does that mean that the Ameri-
can economy is healthy? Not at all. The American economy, the
health of the American economy, ought to be judged by what
American workers add in terms of value-added to global commerce,
and then you will see that when Chrysler manufactures the car
that is designed by Mitsubishi, manufactured by Mitsubishi in
Thailand, cnd when General Electric has an enormous percentage
of its conhumer electronics and other things manufactured in
Singapore, you will see that by the test of value-added produced by
Amencan workers, they are not doing very much for the American
company.

I criticize them not. They understand that we are in a global
economy, but our government doesn't understand that we are in a
global economy, because if our government was concerned with the
80 percent of American youth in our schools who aren't probably
college bound, we would be dealing, if they understood, that the
health of the American society depends on the productivity of these
young people, what they can contribute in terms of value-added
service to the global economy. Then maybe we would look at this
success and failure very differently than we do now. Our present
disinterest, our present unconcern, our present unwillingness to
spend on their education even a fraction of what other developed
countries around the world do, should be a cause of national con-
cern. It is a disgrace and I hcpe that this hearing will shed some
more light on the subject, on this subject that the subcommittee
has been dealing with for some time.

I would like to yield to my distinguished minority colleague, Con-
gresswoman Snowe.

OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE SNOWE

Representative SNown. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I too want to commend you and the panelists on being here today

for what is a very important subject when you consider the fact
that 65 percent of the jobs that we are creating today will require
something more than a high school diploma. By the turn of the
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century there will be 75 percent of those jobs. We recognize that we
have to do far more in our educational system than we are doing to
address not only the current needs but future needs. And especially
for those who do not seek out education beyond secondary educa-
tion.

So, I want to welcome our distWuished guests here today be-
cause it is a very critical issue I thiA to the future of this country.
Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent to include in the record a
complete written opening statement.

Repreeentative Scxzuia. Without objection, it is so ordered.
[The written opening statement follows..]
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WRITTIN OPEN/NG STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE SNOWE

I WOULD LISS TO WELCOME OUR DISTINGUISMED PANEL OF GUESTS

MINZ TODAT. ZDUCATION IS A MIENS SIDING MASS. IT MINS WITS

S IMS AND ZEDS TNIT DAT NZ DIN. INIS EDUCATION CAM BS IN TIM

FORM OF mum SCNOOLING OR IN LZAREING ANEW JOB SKILL. MNITOZR

ONE OF TONS! TOMS OF EDUCATION IS MORS IMPORIIMIT TOAN TNE OTNNR.

MACS MOIRES A CONSIDIRMILS ANOINT OF MORT AND NU CONTRIBUTED

W ALLY TO THE LARGEST 3COM= MANSION IN HISTORY.

FOR TIM UNITED STATES TO CONTINUE TES coma= PERIOD OF

ECONOMIC GROWN, WZ AS A RATION MUST STUMM OUR COMMITMENT TO

PROVIDING THE PROPER ACADEMIC BRILLS NEEDED TO SUCCEED IN TEN JOB

MARKET. ISIS COMMITMENT DONS NOT ONCIESSARILT MEAN INCREASING TEN

AMOUNT Off FUNDING ALLOTTZD FOR EDUCATION. MIMS USING TIM

AVAILABLE FUNDS MORE SFFICISNTLT. TEIS IS TOR MET TO A

SUCCISSFUL EDUCATION SYSTEM. I WELCOME TOU AND LOOK FORWARD TO

REARING TOUR TZSTIMONT.
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Representative Scitzuza. All right. Thank you very much, my
colleape from the State of Maine.

We have a panel of four distinguished witnesses, whom we will
hear in turn. In the order they will testify, our witnesses are:

Franklin Frazier, Director, Education and Employment Issues,
Human Resources Division, U.S. General Accounting Office; Ray-
mond J. Uhalde, Administrator, Office of Strategic Planning and
Policy Development, Employment and Training Administration,
U.S. Department of Labor; Marc S. Tucker, president, National
Center on Education and the Economy; and Gordon M. Ambach,
executive director, Council of Chief State School Officers.

Let's hear our first witness report on a GAO study that was done
at my request and the request of Representative Gus Hawkins,
chairman of the House Education and Labor Committee. Let's hear
from Franklin Frazier, Director, Education and Employment
Issues, Human Resources Division, the U.S. General Accounting
Office. We're delighted to have you here, Mr. Frazier. I say to you
and all of the witnesses that your prepared statements will be
printed in full at the point in the record at which you testify.
When you are all fmished testifying, I am sure that we will all
have some questions for you. Please proceed for 5 or 6 or 1 min-
utes.

STATEMENT OF FRANKLIN FRAZIER, DIRECTOR, EDUCATION
AND EMPLOYMENT ISSUES, HUMAN RESOURCES DIVISION, U.S.
GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE [GAO]
Mr. FRAZIZR. Mr. Chairman and Congresswoman Snowe, I SIM

pleased to be here today to share with you the results of the GAO
study on employment preparation of noncollege youth in the
United States and four other countries, England, the Federal Re-
public of Germany, Japan, and Sweden.

The United States has a worldwide reputation for providing its
youth extensive opportunities to attend college. However, our coun-
try falls short in significant respects in the employment prepara-
tion of many noncollege youth, most notably in equipping them
with literacy skills and providing them an effective transition from
school to work.

Employers largely mree that entry-level Nt:ielters should read at
least at the eighth grade level, but some 20 percent of young Amer-
ican adults function below that level. GAO projects that by the
time they reach age 25 about 9 million of the Nation's 88 million
youth now aged 16 to 24 will not h.ave the skills needed to meet
employer requirements for entry-level positions. The 9 million con-
sists of approximately 5 million dropouts and about 4 million high
school graduates who lack high school competency.

Now, I would like to address three conditions of American educa-
tion that keep many of our non-college-bound youth from being
adequately prepared for the work force. First, many children are
not ready for school entry or fall behind in school and are not ade-
quately helped to catch up. Significant investment is being made in
Head Start for comprehensive educational, social, and other serv-
ices to pcor 3- and 5-year-olds, as well as in Chapter One programs
for remedial instruction primarily in elememary school grades. But
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the magnitude of the problem is such that these programs fall
short ot'' reaching the bulk of the children in need. The early lag in
basic academic aills hamper progress throughout the school years
and in subsequent work life.

A second condition of American aducation is that schools are not
linked to the labor market. About half of U.S. youth go to college
after high school. However, many of the other half receive inad-
equate preparation for employment. Many high school students are
not made aware of work requirements or work opportunities. Nor
do they see the relevance of schooling to work, and, therefore, are
not motivated to do well in school. How the departing student pro-
ceeds in the labor market is regarded as the responsibility of 1..he
student or his or her family. Few institutional bridges are available
to help noncollege youth make the transition from school to work.
Left to themselves, large numbers of high school graduated and
dropouts flounder in the labor market, jobless or obtaining jobs
that do little to improve their skills for future'employment.

A third condition is that training after high school is limited for
young people who don't go to coll . After leaving school, "second
chance" programs, such as the Job Training Partnership Act, reach
only a modest proportion of youth needing employment and train-
ing assistance. Other noncollege training also has shortcomings.
For example, proprietary schools with appreciable public funding
enroll large numbers of youth, but the training in many schools is
not effective. Apprenticeship programs generally are of high qual-
ity, but they serve relatively few youth.

Now, I would like to discuss some practices used by foreign coun-
tries to prepare their non-college-bound youth for work. The four
countries we reviewedEngland, West Germany, Japan, and
Swedenhave national policies to develop a well-qualified noncol-
lege work force. These policies are based on the conviction that
such a work force is vital for national economic growth and inter-
national competitive ability. Specific practices vary by country.
They are rooted in different traditions and they may be accompa-
nied by problems of their own. Still, the following approaches
shared by some or all of the four countries may be relevant for the
United States.

First, we observed that in the foreign countries educators expect
all children to do well in school, particularly in the early school
years. Some schools in the United States often accept that many
children will lag behind.

Second, schools and employers working together guide the transi-
tion from school to work to a greater degree than in the United
States. For example, in West Germany the school-employer link in-
volves an extensive apprenticeship. A.nd in Japan almost all high
school students seeking work are placed in jobs through their
schools which act as an agent for the public employment service.

Third, competency basW national training standards are devel-
oped and used to certify skill competency. In the United States,
certificates for trainees often certify only that they have completed
the program.

Fourth, the foreign governments invest extensively in jobless out-
of-school youth offering remedial education, training, or job place-
ment. U.S. employment and training programs are available to rel-



atively few youth. England guarantees every jobless 16- and 17-
year-old out-of-school youth up to 2 years of work experience and
training. Sweden guarantees education, training, or work for every
jobless out-of-school teenager. Sweden's municipal authorities are
responsible for following up on every 16- and 17-year-old not in
school or not working, and pursuing an individualized plan for his
or her education, training, and employment. Once the youth are
age 18 they become the responsibility of the public employment
service which provides such services as placement in training pro-
grams and jObs.

Now, I would like to discuss the implications of these foreign
practices for U.S. education. We believe that there is a need for
more effective leadership and a national commitment to meet
workskill problems. How well the Nation does in educating and
training youth who do not go on to college is a vital element in
shaping our long-term ability to generate economic growth, com-
pete effectively in the world economy, and improve productivity.

The following warrants consideration by Federal, State, and local
governments to improve performance in equipping our youth: First,
strengthen the commitment to have all children attain the academ-
ic skills necessary to perform effectively in postsecondary education
or in the workplace. This includes, for example, expecting all chil-
drenand I repeat all childrento do well in school. Improving
the status of teachers, expanding early intervention programs, and
providing adequate educational reeources are important ingredi
ents. Next, develop closer school-employer linkages to upgrade the
school-to-work connection. In particular, we should better orient
students to work requirements and opportunities, including the im-
portance of educational effort to work success; promote combined
education and workapprenticeship typeprograms; and more ef-
fectively assist youth to attain suitable entry employment.

Finally, we should improve the quality and utility of school and
industry training programs by encouraging the development of
training standards and certifying levels of competence.

We recognize that the primary responsibility for education and
training rests with State and local governments, but adoption of ef-
fective strategies nationwide to improve our productive capability
and international competitiveness will require strong leadership
and a more active Federal role. The Department of FAducation to-
gether with the Department of Labor should play such a role in
stimulating State and local officials and industry and labor repre-
sentatives to work more effectively to equip our noncollege youth
to meet the Nation's need for well-qualified fiiture workers.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes my statement.
Representative SCHIUKR. Thank you very much, Mr. Frazier.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Frazier follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF FRANKLIN FRAZIER

SOMMART OF GAO TOSTIMOIT FRASIER
bu u.s. FORUM STOAT FQR FIRPARIN

movicougas soul% so mem*
The United States has a worldwide reputation for providing its
young people extensive opportunity to attend college. But it
falls short in employment preparation of many noncollege youth.
Many children are not ready for school entry or fall behind in
school and are not adequately helped to catch up. High school
students receive little orientation to job requirements or
opportunities, and little assistence in making an effective
transition from school to work. After leaving school, government
training programs reach only modest proportions of needy youth;
private training programs also have shortcomings.

The foreign countries we reviewed--England, West Germany, Japan,
and Sweden--have national policies aimed at developing a well-
qualified noncollege work force. Specific practices vary by
country and often entail problems of their own, but the following
approaches shared by some or all of the four countries may hold
promise for improving U.S. education and training:

-- Foreign school officials expect all students to do well,
particularly in the early years. A notable practice in
Japan and Sweden is to allocate comparable resources to
all schools.

-- Schools and employers systematically guide youth in
their transition from school to work. Almost all
Japanese high school students obtain jobs through school
recommendations to employers. Most West German
noncollege youth enter an apprenticeship program.

-- Germany and England develop competency-based national
training standards and certify skill competency.

-- Large proportions of jobless out-of-school youth receive
assistance. England guarantees work experience and
training to all such 16- and 17-rrar-olds. In Sweden,
the guarantee applies to all teenagers.

Recognizing thdt there are always limitations on how readily
practices can be transferred, and that significant change may
require additional rellourcitA, the following warrant
consideration by the U.S. federal, state and local governments:

-- Strengthen the commitment to have ell children attain
the academic skills necessary to perform effectively in
postsecondary education or the workplace.

-- Develop closer school-employer linkages, particularly to
expand apprenticeship-type programs and to help youth
obtain suitable entry employment.

-- encourage development of skill training standards and
competency certification
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittees

I am ;leased to be hers today to share with you the results of
GAO's study, completed and released last month, on employment
preparation of noncollege youth in the United States and four
foreign countrica--Ingland, federal Republic of Germany, Japan,

and Sweden.l Together with the House education and Labor
Committee, you had requested that GAO review the education and

training strategies of the United States and several conomic
competitor nations to identify foreign practices that may hold

promise of improving the education and training of noncollege

youth in the United States.

for out study, we reviewed literature on the U.S. and foreign
training strategies, consulted with experts, and spoke with

knowledgeable people in V*, foreign countries. We focus on U.S.

weaknesses and foreign strengths. Doing so is not intended to
denigrate U.S. strengths nor to imply that foreign systems are

trouble fres.

1151fitkidil bargigml
The United States has a worldwide reputation for providing its
youth extensive opportunity to attend college. However, out

country falls short in aignificant respects in empluyment
reparation of many noncollep youth, most notably in equipping

them with necessary literacy skills and providing them an
effective transition from achool to work.

A great deal of attention is being paid to the need for
improving U.S. education and training, particularly as a means of

maintaining international competitiveness. Your subcommittee's
previous hearings have pointed to the concern that young workers'
deficiencies in academic and job skills impede out nation's
economic growth, productivity, and ability to coepete with other

advenced high.akill nations. Similar concern marka reports by
the Departments of Labor, education, and Commerce, the

Maseachuaetta Institute of Technology, the Hudson Institute, and

the William T. Grant Poundation,2 to name only a few.

l? nin- ra -less Pre ring Noncollege youth for employment

i 71111112-1WIdMilin ride (GAO/NRD-VR-VV, Ray 19.90f.

kommission on Workforce Quality and Labor Market Efficiency.
nt in Peoples A Stratum), to Address America's Workforce

s. U.S. Department of Labor, HIFI; Dertousoa, Michael,
aril Lester, Robert Solow, and the MIT Commission on

Industrial Productivity. Made In Matrices Regaining the
Prody1tive Edge. 'The MIT heas, 1,1,s Johnston, William, and

rrno Packer. Workforce 21001 Work and Workers for the Twenty-

fife, genturx. Hudson thstitute, June 11111 U.S. Congress,

Joins Economic Committee. "The education Deficit," A Report

3
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teployers largely &grail that entry level workers should read at
least at the eighth grade level. But some 21 percent of young
American adults function below that level. Reployers point out,
too, that the increasing technological content of many ntry jobs
requires Ilth or 12th grade reading and computation skills. GAO
projects that by the time they reach age 25, about nine illion
of the nation's 33 million youth now ago" 16 to 24 will not have
the skills needed to et employer requirements for ntry
positions--5.5 million dropouts and 3.1 million high school
graduates who lack high school competancy.

Maw students do poorly

Many children, primarily from low-income families, are not ready
for school entry or fall behind in school and are not adoquately
helped to catch up. Significant investment is being made in Head
Start for comprehensive educational, social, and other services
to poor 3 to 5 year olds, as well as in Chapter I programs for
remedial instruction primarily in the elementary school grades.
But the magnitude of the protlem is such that these programs fall
short of reaching the bulk of children in need. The early lags
in basic academic skills hamper progress throughout the school
years and in subsequent work life.

Baboole not linked to labor market

About half of U.S. youth go on to college after high school.
However, many of the other half rceive inadequate preparation
for employment. Many high school students are not made aware of
work rEquirements or opportunities. Nor do they sae the
relevance of schooling to work, and, therefore, are not motivated
to do well in school. How the departing student proceeds in the
labor market is regarded as the responsibility of the student or
of his or her family. few institutional bridges ere available to
help noncollege youth make the transition from school to work.
Left to themselves, large numbers of high school graduates and

Summarizing the Hearings on "Competitiveness and the Quality of
the American Workforce," December 14, 1988; U.S. Department of
Labor. 'Deployment and Training Administration, Work-Based
Learning: Training America's Workers, 1989; U.S.Waent of
Labor, 0.8. Department of ida7111717 ani U.S. Department of
Commerce, A Joint Initiative. "Building A Quality Workforce,"
July 1981; The William T. Grant Foundation. The Forgotten Half:
Won-Colle Youth in America, Interim Report. commission on
Work, am ly and Citizenship, January, 1988.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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dropcuts flounder in the labor market, jobless or obtaining jobs

that do little to improve their skills for future employment.

limited sost-secoodarr tgataiss

After leaving school, "second chance" programs, such as the Job
Training Partnership Act, reach only modest proportions of youth

needing mployment and training assistance. W cannot quantify
the numbers precisely, but JTPA. the largest second chance
program, trains less than 10 percent of needy youth, for those

who participate, the programs tend to devote limited attention to
literacy skills, and the job skill training they provide is

generally quite brief (usually less than 4-1/2 months). Other

noncollege training also has shortcomings. Thus, proprietary
schools with appreciable public funding enroll large numbers of

young people, but the training in many schools is not effective.
Apprenticeship programs generally are of high quality, but serve
relatively few youth.

'COCHIN! AVO MINIM STUMM
Or rum rumen CUMMINS

The four countries we reviewed--tngland, Federal Repuhlic of

Germany, Japan, and Swedenhave national policies to develop
well-qualified noncollege youth work force. These policies are
baged on the conviction that such a work formis vital for

national economic growth and international competitive ability.

Specific practices vary by country, are rooted in different
traditions, and may be arcompanied by problems of their own.
Still, the following approaches shared by some or all of the four
countries may be relevant for the United States:

(1) We observed that educators expect all students to do
well in school, particularly in the arly school years.
Some U.S. schools often accept that many students will

lag behind.

(2) Schools and employers working together guide the
transition from school to work to greater degree than

in the United States.

(3) Competency-based national training standards are
developed and used to certify skill competency. In the
United States, certificates for trainees often certify

only program completion.

(4) The foreign governments invest extensively in most
jobless out-of-school youth, offering remedial
education, training, or job placement. U.S. employment
and training programs ace available to relatively few
youth.

5
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inl'has""allell"sch"l. In these foreign
iiiiilfriffoolrialTelilirj*I4444IftrYto give all young
people an even start. Notable practices are to avoid grouping
youth by ability in the early grades, devote special attention to
students with learning difficulties, pay teachrs relatively
well, and allocate comparable resources to all schools.

Japanese educators have high expectations for all students. They
assume that all youth who try hard enough can achieve, and thus
encourage student effort and perseverence. Further, each student
is led to value achievement 2f the ntire class, thereby helping
assure that classmates do not lag behin. Such attitudes likely
contribute to a low variation in Japanes students' generally
high test scores. The variation in scores is far less among
Japanese than U.S. students.

In Japan, teachers have high status and respect. Most come from
the top third of college graduates. Their beginning salaries are
higher than those of engineers. In West Germany, secondary
teacher salary scales are similar to those of judges and doctors
employed by the government. Teaching in the United States does
not enjoy the same status and salary treatment.

Practices of the foreign countries emphasise providing equal
educational opportunity to all youth regardless of differences in
socioeconomic status and academic talent. Japan provides uniform
teacher salaries and per capita school funding, so that poorer
areas are on par with affluent ones. Sweden providvs extra
resources to needy schools such as those in remote rural areas or
in areas with proportionately more immigrant youth. In the
United States, local annual per student funding ranges from about
82,190 to $6,019. And teacher salaries vary widely by state and
local area.

Assistance in transition from school to work. The foreign
countries try to smooth the transition from school to work for
noncollege youth by providing students with occupational
information and guidance while in school, combining schooling
with work experience and on-the-job training, and offering job
placement assistance. Seployers play a significant role in this
transition into employment.

Following are examples of how foreign countries prepare and
guide youth into the work force:

-- In 1983, English schools reformed their curriculum to
provide orientation to the world of work and structured
work experience to all secondary school students. Also,
special teachers work with "careers officers" from the
public employment service to provide youth with job
information and placement assistance.

1 6
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- - In West Germ,...y, the school-employer link involves an
xtensive apirenticeship, which guides almost all non-
college-bound youth from school to mploymont. Youth
begin apprenticeships at age 1$ or IS and the training

usually lasts three years. The young people typically
spend one to two days a week studying vocational and
academic subjects in stat-run vocational schools and

the rest of the week receiving on-the-lob training from

mployers. In addition to imparting specific skills,
the apprenticeship system is used to socialise youth
into the world of work as well as to keep up with

technological change.

Japanese noncollege youth get jobs almost exclusively

through school-employer linkages. ?Almost all high
school students seeking work are placed in jobs through
their schools, which act as agents of the public
employment service. Zech high school has ties with
employers who assign a certain number of jobs to the
school for its graduates. More prestigious employers
with better job offers recruit from higher ranked
schools. Japanese employers usually base hiring
decisions on schools recommendations, which are based
on students' grades and "behavior" such as attendance
records.

Sweden provides work orientation to all youth early in

the school years. my age fifteen, students complete six
to ten weeks of work orientation. Students choosing a
vocational field are typically trained in school but
also have practical training with an employer. A lISS
initiative adding a third year to vocational high school
programs includes work experience for 611 percent of the

year.

Recognised skill standards. Germany in particular, and more

recently Ingland, seek to maintain quality occupational training

by testing and certification to meet national standards.
Trainees who pass coepetency tests receive nationally recognised
credentials, which employers look to as evidence of skill levels

of potential hires. &Wand's National Council for Vocational
Qualifications has been working with industry to develop national

skill standards. Under West Germany's apprenticeship system,
committees of government, employer, and union representatives
develop apprenticeship curricu,a, examinations, and certification

procedures. The practice of establishing skill standards and
certifying what trainees know contrasts with the common U.S.

practice of certifying course completion and not necessarily

attainment of specific skills.

rstablishment of national training standards involves industry

and government cooperation. Other implementation practicalities

7
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are that standards may be costly to apply and difficult to keepup to date.

fetensive investment in jobless youth. The foreign countries
generally provide extensive assistance to jobless youth.
England guarantees every jobless 16 and 17 year old out-a-school
youth up to two years of work xperience and training, although
it is in process of revising how the guarantee is implemented.
Sweden guaraatees lucaticn, training, or work to every jobless
out-of-school teenager. 11,,eden's municipal authorities are
responsible for following up every 16 and 17 year old not in
school or working, and pursuing an individualistd plan for his or
her ducation, training, and employment. Once ,:outh are age 18,
they become the responsibility of the public employment service,
which pLovides such services as placement in tralning programs
and jobs.

POLICY CONSIDERATIONS

Shortcomings in preparing noncollege youth for employment in the
United States and approaches identified in foreign countries
suggest actions that U.S. educators and private and public
officials might want to consider to improve education and
training. In fact, approaches similar to those in the foreign
countries are being tried in some U.S. localities. However, we
do not assume that the practices in the other countries,
developed out of their own traditions, are entirely appropriate
or readily reprolucible in our country. Also, directing more
attention to youth who seek employment rather than going on to
college should not detract from widely available college
opportunity in the United States, a practice in which our country
generally surpasses its foreign competitors.

We believe there is need for more effective leadership and a
national commitment to meet work-skill problems. How well the
nation does in educating and training youth who do not go on to
college is a vital element in shaping our long-term ability to
improve productivity, generate economic growth, and compete
effectively in the world economy.

The following warrant consideration by the federal, state, and
local governments to improve nationwide performance in equippingour youth:

-- Strengthen the commitment to have all children attain
the academic skills necessary to perform effectively in
postsecondary education or the workplace. This includes
changes in expectations and degree of attention to those
youth traditionally doing poorly in school. Improving
the image and status of teachers, adopting instruction
methods and other innovations to encourage student
effort; expanding early intervention programs, and

1 b
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providing adequate educational resources are important
ingredients.

-- Develop closer school-employer linkages to upgrade the

school-to-work connection. In particular, we should
better orient students to work requirements and
opportunities, including the importance of educational
effort to work success; promote combined education and

work (apprenticeship-type) programs; and more
effectively assist youth to obtain suitable entry
employment.

-- Improve the quality and utility of school and industry
training programs by encouraging development of
training standards and certifying levels of competence.

We recognise that the primary responsibi:Aty for education and

training rests with state and local governments. Out adoption of
effective strategies nationwide to improve our productive
capability and international competitiveness will require strong

leadership and a more active federal role. The Department of
Education together with the Department of Labor should play

such a role in stimulating state and local officials and industry
and labor representatives to work more effectively to equip our
noncollege youth to meet the nation's need for well-qualified
future workers.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my prepared statement. I and my

colleagues would be pleased to respond to any questions.
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Representative SCHEUZR. Now we will hear from Mr. Uhalde of
the Labor Department.

STATEMENT OF RAYMOND J. UHALDE, ADMINISTRATOR, OFFICE
OF STRATEGIC PLANNING AND POLICY DEVELOPMENT, EM-
PLOYMENT AND TRAINING ADMINISTRATION, U.S. DEPART-
MENT OF LABOR

Mr. UHALDI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Congreeswoman
Snowe. I am pleased to have the opportunity to testify before you
today on youth employment and training issues. This subject is a
major priority of Secretary Dole and the Employment and
Administration, &id, Mr. Chairman, we are grateful for your inter-
est and leadership in this area.

The Department of Labor generally agrees with the findings of
the GAO report. Insufficient attention is given to preparing youth
in the United States for employment and this is particularly true
for those who don't complete college. These workbound youth if we
may call them that, are primarily left to their own devices in seek-
ing to enter the labor market. Generally, they receive little struc-
tured assistance from the education community or employers. Thia
nowstem results in a significant waste of time, energy, and pro-
ductive capacity on the part of both young jobseekers and employ-
ers.

The GAO report recommends that more school-employer linkages
be developed, particularly to expand combined education programs
and to assist youth to obtain suitable entry-level employment.

The Department of Labor strongly supports this recommendation
and as part of Secretary Dole's work force quality agenda we have
lodged an intensive effort to seek ways to do a better job of assist-
ing America's youth in making the critical transition from school
to work.

We also have been participating with the National Center for
Education and the Economy's Commission on Skills of the Ameri-
can Workforce on the forthcoming report and look forward to its
release.

It is now widely recognized that the skills of many young work-
ers and many young people who have or are soon to enter the labor
force are no longer adequate for the economy, the economy which
we are in now and the economy that we face in the future. The
pace of innovation is etpected to accelerate. Increasingly, higher
job skill requirements combined with a shrinking youth labor pool
make it imperative that our youth leave school with strong basic
skills and are work ready. Although there are existing programs
for misting youth and making the school-to-work transition, they
are really very limited in number and do not constitute a system
nor do they constitute a national strategy. Non-college-bound youth
primarily work through an informal network of friends and family
to find employment.

We find it particularly significant that the GAO report fmds that
foreign countries invest proportionately more per capita than the
United States in noncollege youth education and training.

According to the GAO report, the post-high school investment in
those high school graduates who do not go on to college averages

20
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only about $1,800. The absence of a sustained or structured support
for non-college-bound youth in the school-to-work transition Azes
special hardships on our most disadvantaged youm people.
will experience frequent spells of unemployment. Many could fail
prey to chronic poverty, crime, or drugs. But it would be a disserv-
ice to think that a lack of school-to-work transition is only a minor-
ity issue or an urban problem. Its impact is really far wider. The
bridge between school and work for non-college-bound youth is fre-
quently unemployment.

In Clctober 1988, the Bureau of Labor Statistics data tell us that
15 percent of the previous June's high school graduates not en-
rolled in college are unemployed. The unemployment rate for drop-
outs was 27 percent and for black dropouts the unemployment rate
was 48 percent.

As a part of our effort to call national attention to these issues, the
Departmenth of Labor and Education recently sponsored a confer-
ence exploring the problems of school-to-work. transition. Two hun-
dred leaders from education, business, labor, and government
ioined with Secretaries Dole and Cavazos to discuss strategies for
implementing school-to-work initiatives at the local labor market
level and to stimulate increased public interest and awareness of
the issue.

We also showcased several foreign and domestic approaches for
assisting youth in the achool-to-work transition and we will shortly
publish _proceedings from the conference in the form of a white
paper. We would be pleased to share it with the chairman of this
subcommittee.

The conference is part of a larger effort to develop a range of al-
ternatives for assisting American youth. Clearly, we must look pri-
marily to the States and local communities to implement solutions
that bmt reflect local circumstances. However, we feel that the
Federal Government does have a critical leadership role to play in
calling attention to the problem in proposing strategies that State
and local communities should consicler. Such strategies might in-
clude strengthening existing services such as counseling, skills as-
seesment in our schools, and more efficiently utilizing the employ-
ment service and the national occupational information coordinat-
ing committees and State committees.

We should consider major systemic changes in which education
and business would collaborate in preparing young people for em-
ployment. These policy options should include continued improve-
ment in our second chance systems like JTPA and the JOBS pro-
gram for youth who fail in school or who are failed by the school
system.

An alternative to traditional classroom instruction that has been
effectively used in apprenticeship for a number of years and in vo-
cational technical training is the applied learning method. Applied
learning can be an effective tool in increasing the motivation of
workbound youth and it must be an integral component, we be-
lieve, of any comprehensive approach to assisting students in
making school-to-work t! sitions.

We would hope that an alternative learning approach can be
used to significantly upgrade the academic and occupationally re-
lated education of young students not preparing to go to college.

P 1
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Many of these students are currently enrolled in what is known as
the general track. Too often a school's general track does not pro-
vide high quality occupational training or academic education that
a young person needs to enter the world of work. Promising efforts
are now underway in a consortium of 18 Southern States under the
auspices of the Southern Regional Education Board to better inte-
grate academic and vocational instruction.

The Department of Labor is currently pursuing two initiatives di-
rected primarily to encourage curriculum change and to promote
changes in the linkages between education and the employer com-
munity.

The first task is being carried out through a recently appointed
Secretarls Commission on Achievinf Necessary Skills chaired by
former zftcretary Bill Brock. They will develop national competen-
cy guideline, to reflect work readiness. The guidelines are to be de-
veloped by the commission and will serve as working definitions of
the skill areas and the proficiencies that are required by workers
to pursue employmentnecessary in reading verbal, math, ecience,
critical thinking skills. Local schools and educators could then use
these guidelines to develop relevant curriculums for promotion and
graduation. It would serve as a benchmark to tell how we are
doing.

One of the Department's next steps in this overall effort will be
multiple grants to develop and test a wide variety of innovative ap-
proaches in making school-to-work transitions more efficient. We
will also teat approaches based on the experience of other countries
such as the West German apprenticeship model and other systems
that are described in the GAO report. We should not, of course,
simply attempt to replicate the systems of other countries. Pro-
grams must make sense for our institutions and labor markets. We
must preserve the flexibility, diversity, and opportunity for a stu-
dent to pursue a full range of vocational as well as educational op-
portunities.

The Department has identified three or four major principles to
guide our efforts as we look to the range of alternatives. The first
is high standards. We believe that school-to-work transition pro-

117 should be designed to enable participants to attain high aca-
achievement levels. Second, we believe that school-to-work

transition programs should motivate youth to complete high school.
Third, we believe that school-to-work transition programs should
directly link the classroom curriculum to the worlcsite experience
in learning. And fourth, that school-to-work transition programs
should emphasize the participants' prospects for immediate em-
ployment after leaving school and for entry onto a path that pro-
vide significant opportunities not only for career development but
continued education.

Institutional changes necessary to improve the transition of the
non-college-bound youth to employment will take energy, new
ideas, and time. Mr. Chairman, the Department of Labor is pre-
pared to make these investments.

Thank you for your time.
Representative SCHEMER. Thank you very much, Mr. Uhalde.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Uhalde followsj
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF RAYMOND J. UHALDE

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittees

I as pleased to have the opportunity to testify before you

today on youth mployment and training issues. This subject is a

major priority for Secretary Dole and the Employment and Training

Administration. Mr. Chairman, we are grateful for your interest

and leadership in this area and are pleased that the Subcommittee

on Education and Health wants to know about the Department's

efforts in preparing young people for work.

Recent reports have heightened our awareness of the problems

our noncollege bound youth experience in making the transition

from school to work. The report of the William T. Grant

Foundation Commission on Work, Family and Citizenship entitled

"The Forgotten Half: ion-Coilege Youth in America", and the

General Accounting Office's report on "Training Strategiesz

Preparing Noncollege Youth for Employment in the U.S. and Foreign

Countries," that you commissioned Mr. Chairman, give us valuable

data and highlight these very serious problems.

The Department of Labor generally agrees with the findings

of the GAO report. Insufficient attentidn is given to preparing
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youth in the United States for employment and this is

particularly true for those who don't couplets college. These

6work-bo,nd youth" are primarily left to their own devices in

seeking to nter the labor market; they receive little structured

assistance from the ducation community or employers. This "non -

system" results in a significant waste of time, energy and

productive capacity on the part of both young job seekers and

mployers.

The GAO report recommends that more school-employer linkages

be developed, particularly to xpand combined education and work

programs and to assist youth to obtain suitable ntry-level

mployment. The Department of Labor strongly supports this

recommendation and as part of Secretary Dole's Work Force Quality

Agenda we have launched an intensive effort to seek ways to do a

better job of assisting American youth in making the critical

transition from school to work.

We also look forward to the report of the National Center

for Education and the Econosy's Commission on the Skills of the

American Work Force, which will be released shortly. We

understand that this report will lay out a comprehensive policy

framework and strategy for raising the skill levels of young

people and others who need assistance to be competitive in the

labor market.

lighaalziaJfaxLixanaitigns_Thcludalis
It is now widely recognised that the skills of many current
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workers and many young people who have or are soon to enter the

labor force are no longer adequate for an economy in which

technological advances have transformmd the nature of work. And

the pace of innovation is expected to accelerate during the

1990,s.

Recent data released on young adults (age 21-25) in the

United States by the National Assessment of Educational Progress

indicate that a relatively small proportion ars likely to be

proficient at moderate or relatively complex tasks which are

typical of managerial, professional and technical service jobs in

a competitive, information-based economy.

Increasingly higher job skill requirements, combined with a

shrinking youth labor pool, make it imperative that our youth

leave school with strong basic skills and are work-ready. Tor no

group is this more important than the almost half of our youth

who leave secondary school each year headed directly for the work

force. For them, new interventions are needed that closely link

learning in school with the workpAace.

Although there are existing programs for assisting youth in

making the school-to-work transition, they are very limited in

number. As Marc Tucker, President of the National Center on

Education and the !come.: noted at a conference sponsored by the

Departments of Labor and Education last month, while there are a

number good school-to-work programs, communities really do not

have a school-to-work gystga. Noncollege bound youth priaarily

work through an informal network of friends and fasily to find
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employment.

4e find it particularly significant that the GAO report

finds that foreign countries invest proportionately more per

capita than does the United States in noncollege youth education

and training. Japan and the Suropean countries studied in the

GAO report invest extensively in preparing youth for employment

and working with jobless out-of-school youth to assure them a job

or further education and training. Unfortunately, current

employment and training programs in the U.S. reach only a modest

proportion of at-risk youth. Further, according to the GAO,

the post-high school public investment in educating and training

youth who go on to graduate from college averaged about $15,000,

while the investment in those high school graduates who do not go

on to college averaged only about $1,300.

The absence of sustained or structured support for

noncollege bound youth in the school-to-work transition imposes

specisl hardships on our most disadvantaged young people.
_

Without in'Ainsive assistance in making the transition to

employment, sany will experience frequent spells of unemployment

and many could fall prey to chronic poverty, crime or drugf. But

it would be a disservice tc think of lack of school to work

transition as only a minority or urban problem; its impact is far

wider.

The cost of lost oppottunities both for employers and young

people is high. The bridge between school and work for non-

college bound youth is frequently unemployment. The unemployment



rite for all 14-1, year-olds in this country is about triple the

rate for the general population, with substantially higher rates

for dropouts and blacks. There has been tendency to ascribe

these high rates to young people's testing the job market during

this time in their lives. However high youth unemployment is not

chomecteristic of such major economic competitors as West Gersany

and Japan. According to Bureau of Labor Statistics data, in the

United States in October of leSS, 13 percent of the previous

June's hiqh school graduates not enrolled in college were

unemployed. The unesployment rate for dropouts was 27 percent,

and for black dropouts the unemployment rate was 43 percent.

For a large sogment of the youth population, the transition

to work is comprised of intermittent and part-time employment'

altornating with full-time work at jobs requiring few skills.

This situation may have been tolerated in the past because jobs

in the United States were plentiful and employers had an adequate

supply of applicants from which to select. Consegnently

employers wore not too concerned with the informal, time-

consuming and unstructured job exploration process experienced by

sany youth. However, as the labor force grows more slowly during

the next decade, employers may be facing shortage of skilled

workers and long, inefficient transxtion of American youth from

school to work will no longer be acceptable.

As part of an effort to call national attention to these

0 "I
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issues, the Departments ot Labor and Education recently sponsored

conference exploring the problem of the school-to-work

trahsition. Two hundred leaders from education, business, labor

and government joined with Secretaries Dole and Cavazos to

discuss strategies tor implementing school-to-work initiatives at

the local labor market level and to stimulate increased public

interest and awareness of the school-to-work issue. Me also

showcased several foreign and domestic approaches tor assisting

youth in the school-to-work transition. Me will shortly publish

the proceedings from this conference and will be pleased to share

with you the ideas and recommendations of this gathering of

experts and concerned parties.

This conference is part of a larger effort to develop a

range of alternatives for assisting American youth in making the

critical transition from school to work. Clearly we must look

primarily to States and local communities to implement solutions

that best reflect local circumstances. Wowever, we feel that the

Federal government his a critical leadership role to play in

calling attention to this problem and proposing strategies that

States and local communities should consider in addressing this

important national issue.

nuch a continuum of strategies might includes

(1) strengthening existing services such as counseling aild

skills assessment in our school systems, and more

efficiently utilising resources that are available to

serve high school youth such as the Employment Service
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and the National and State Occupational Information

Coordinating Committees:

(2) modifying curricula to reflect the current and future

workplace and better integrate academic and vocational

education; and

(3) considering major systemic changes in which ducation

and businoss would collaborate in preparing young

poople for employment.

These policy options should include continued improvement of

our "second chance" systems for those youth who fail school or

are failed by the school systems, such as the Job Traininq

Partnership Act programs and JOSS (the new education and training

program for welfare recipients).

It should also be noted that the upcoming reauthorization of

the Carl D. Porkins Vocational tducation Act is likely to promote

new connections betwesn academic and occupational skills and

curricula. Stith the passage of these provisions, there should be

opportunities for JTPA and vocational oducation to share in

developing and utilising new curricula and technology to teach

basic skills in the context of occupationally oriented education.

An alternative to traditional classroom instruction that has

been effectively used by vocational/technical education is the

applied learning method. Sy making extensive use of xamples and

problems drawn from the real world, applied learning can be more

effective in teaching some students than traditional classroom

instruction.

01 0
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Applied learning can be an ffective tool in increasing the

motivation of workbound youth and must be an integral component

of any comprehensive approach to assisting tudents in making the

school-to-work transition. Tangible outcomes are powerful

motivators for youth. Finding jobs faster, getting better

alaries, and having greater opportunities for advancement are a

few of these motivators. As work-bound youth see work related

education pay off in attractive mployment, they are better able

to relate ducation to their own ambitions. If students have ft

clearer vision of the meaning and value of occupationally-related

ducation, dropout rates can be reduced.

We would hope that alternative learning approaches can be

used to significantly upgrade the academic and occupationally-

related education of young students not preparing to go on to

college. Many of these students are currently enrolled in what

is known as a "general track." Too often a school's general

track does not provide high quality occupational training or the

academic education that a young person needs to enter the work

force end be a productive citizen.

Promising efforts are now underway in a consortium of

thirteen southern States under the auspices of the Southern

Regional Education Board to better integrate academic and

vocational instruction. The consortium is regularly assessing

those who completed vocational education courses in these schools

to track progress over time in raising academic skills.

Information from this initiative should be helpful in

3 0
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restructuring the "general track" and vocational education

programa leading to more effective learning at the secondary

level.

The Department of Labor's initiatives Mill be directed

primarily towards two areas: (1) encouraging curriculum changes

that reflect the demands of the workplace and (2) promoting the

changes and linkages that are needed within the education and

employer community to increase the connection between school and

work, fostering a @soother transition to a meaningful career

path.

The first task will be carried out through the recently

appointed Secretary's Commission on Achieving Necessary Skills

(SCANS) chaired by former Secretary of Labor Bill Brock, that

will develop national competency guidelines that reflect work

readiness. The guidelines developed by the Commission will serve

as working definitions of the skill areas and proficiencies

employers require and workers need on the job--what's necessary

in reading, verbal, math, science and critical thinking skills.

Local schools and educators can then use these guidelines to

develop relevant curricula for promotion and graduation.

One of the Department's next steps in this overall effort

will be to award multiple grants to develop and test a broad

variety of innovative approaches for assisting youth in making

the school-to-work transition. The models must include one

common elements They are to introduce or expand work-connected

learning within the educational experience of the participants.
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The relationship between the work-connected learning component

and the classroom learning component may vary from model to

model. W. will also test approach.. based on the xperience of

other countris such as the West German apprenticeship model and

other eystems which are described in the GAO report.

We should not, of course, :simply attempt to replicate tho

systems from other countries. Our school-to-work programs must

remain true to our uniquely American values, and, they must make

sense for our institutions, including our labor market. While wa

will try to take advantage of innovativ and effective approaches

that exist elsewhere, we must preserve the diversity, flexibility

and the opportunity for a student to pursue the full range of

educational opportunities that is the hallmark of our aa4cation

systemenabling them to set clear, achivable goals yet avoiding

the rigidities of narrow "tracking."

Lookina to the _Future of School-to-Work Transition

Tbe Department of Labor has identified the following

principle. for guiding our efforts as w look at the range of

alternativs that may be helpful for American youth in making the

critical transition from school to work:

"iah Standard': School-to-work transition programs

should be designed to nable participants to attain

high acadmic achievement levels.

o payina in School: School-to-work transition programs

should motivate youth to complete high school.
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o Lipmimmma_mimajimammimml School-to-work transition

programs should directly link the classroom curriculum

to work site experience and learning.

Employment and careergs School-to-work transition

programs should nhance the participants' prospects for

immediate mployment after leaving school, and for

entry on a path that provides significant opportunities

for continued education and career developient.

Anstitutional changes necessary to improve the transition of

non-college bound youth to employment will take energy, new ideas

and time. The Department of Labor is prepared to make that

investment.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my prepare i statement. At

this time I would be pleased to answer any questions.

33-230 0 - 90 - 3
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Representative Sawn. Now, we will get to Mr. Tucker. I want
to pay tribute to Mare Tucker for playing an enormously critical
role in helping in the design as well as of our first
set of hearings several years ago. So, we ly welcome you
again today, Mr. Tucker, with a profoun vote of tMnks for your
past creative service to the work of this subcommittee in exactly
this same area. Please take your 5, 6, or 7 minutes right now.

Mr. TIMM. Thank you.

STATEMENT OF MARC S. TUCKER, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
CENTER ON EDUCATION AND THE ECONOMY

Mr. Tucxu. I appreciate the opportunity that you and Congress-
woman Snowe have given me to address what I regard as a terribly
important issue, as you do. I must say that one of my many memo-
ries of that series of hearings is how uninterested the press was in
the entire undertaking. I think you would be happy to know that
the report that we are about to come out with, inspired in part by
those hearings, is generating an interest in the press which I would
never have predicted.

What you began a couple of years ago is beginning to bear a lot
of fruit.

Let me describe the commission to which I just referred and you
asked me to talk about this afternoon. Among its members are a
number of people who appeared in the hearings 2 years ago. It is
chaired by Ira Mapziner, an international business strategy con-
sultant, and cochaired by two former Secretaries of Labor, Bill
Brock and Ray Marshall. There are nearly 30 members in all. I
will not list all of them. There are a wide variety of people who
have distinguished themselves in many roles in American life.
They include Tom Kean, former Governor of New Jersey; Jim
Hunt, former Governor of North Carolina; Kay Whitmore, the
chief executive officer of Eastman Kodak; James Houghton, chief
executive officer of Corning Glass; John Sculley, chief executive of-
ficer of Apple Computer, and a number of other CEO's of leading
American firms. The union heads include Owen Bieber of the
United Auto Workers; Bill Lucy from AFSME, Ed Carlough of the
Sheet Metal Workers. Also, civil rights leaders like Eleanor
Holmes Norton, John Jacob of the Urban League, and a number of
education leaders, a list too long to mention. This group has been
working since last summer in the arena that is being addressed
this afternoon by this subcommittee.

They have gone at it a little differently than most, and in par-
ticular with respect to our study approach. We put together a team
of some 23 executives loaned by a number of firms and government
agencies, including the Department of Labor. This research team
gathered data in Germany, Sweden, Denmark, Ireland, Singapore,
and Japan as well as the United States. The study lasted almost a
year and was conclude" at a cost of well over $1 million. Many of
our findings confirm those that you have have heard from the GAO
and others and some go well beyond them.

Let me just quickly summarize if I may where we are at the
moment. Your initial comments are exactly accurate with respect
to our assessment of the situation. Our special concern is with
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those people who don't go to college. Those people, 70 percent of
our peoplethose who do the work of this country

RepresentatIve Scums& Do the work of what?
Mr. Tucxxa. Do the work of this country. They are our

lineworkers, our frontline workers, our blue-oollar workers, our
nonexempt worke", call them what you will. They are the people
with their sleeve rolled up. the people upon whom the
economic ftiture of this country ly depends. When you com-
pare their fate with the fate of poop e in otr countries who play
the same role in their society, the result is frightening.

The Urban Institute produced a report 2 years ego that showed
that the level of poverty among children in the United States is
more than twice that of any of the eight European countries which
they studied. Our kids start off at an enormous disadvantage. One
in five of our kids grows up in poverty. They will become roughly
one-third at least of our frontline labor force. Kids who start off
with health problems in many cases, psychological problems, defi-
cits of various kinds are at an enormous disadvantage before they
arrive at school.

A great deal has been written comparing the educational per-
formance of our system with the educational performance of the
countries with which we compete. Let me just pull out one statistic
to make the point. The performance of our kids, particularly those
who become our blue-collar work force, is well below that of a
number of the newly industralized countries with which we com-
pete. Now, what that means is that the educational attainment of
much of our blue-collar work force is well below that of people who
charge one-tenth or less what we charge for our labor. We are talk-
ing about a veor large fraction of our population who cannot com-
pete economically because they cannot compete educationally. We
are rapidly getting to the position where the ILids coming out of our
schools in the general curriculum are not going to be qualified to
earn the minimum wage. That is already happening to a substan-
tial fraction and the numbers are going up.

The comparison, however, with other education systems does not
stop at academic performance. Roughly half of the kids who go to
our schools are in what many people refer to as the general cur-
riculum. A recent report on vocational education from the Govern-
ment commission on that subject told us that only about 25 percent
of vocational courses are taken by the kids in the general curricu-
lum. About twice that fraction are taken by the kids who go to col-
lege. Now, of the kids who take vocational courses, a smaller frac-
tion still takes courses that prepare them for specific occupations.
Of the kids who take courses that prepare them for specific occupa-
tions, only 40 percent wind up in occupations that relate at all to
the courses that they took.

Now, if you do the back of the envelope arithmetic on that, what
you would come up with is that less than one-eighth of the kids
who go directly into work from school take vocational courses that
prepare them in any way at all for the work that they are going to
do.

Now, let me contrast that with the countries with which we com-
pete. We are competing with countries in which the vase major ity
of students who go into the work force without going to college par-
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ticipate in a program lasting anywhere between 2 and 4 years
beyond the age of 16, the purpose of which is to give them specific
occupational and vocational skills. There is no parallel to that in
the United States. Those occupational skills in those countries are
built on a standard of academic achievement that has no parallel
in the United States. When our kids leave school and go directly
into the work force, they mill around in the labor market untS
their mid-20's. Major employers in this country do not employ kids
directly out of high school. They have no way of assessing the qual-
ity of those kids. So, they go to the suburban shopping malls and
get jobs as clerks in retail stores or comparable employment in a
series of dead-end jobs interrupted by periods of unemployment.

Finally, at age 25 or 26, they start to join the regular labor force.
Now, compare this 25- or 26-yeaivld kid whom academic perform-
ance is below that of a South Korean and who has had virtually no
specific occupational training to the average 19-yearold in Switzer-
land, Germany, Denmark, Sweden, and Holland who has a far
higher level of academic performance and who has built first rate
specific occupational preparation on that base. By the age of 19
that individual is a long way ahead of our 25-year-old.

Add to that the fact that nearly a quarter of our kids drop out of
school, much larger numbers in areas of high concentrations of
povertyand virtually nothing is done. Virtually every other ad-
vanwd industrial country makes a determined effort to pick those
kids up and bring them back up to their general educational stand-
ards. A surprisingly large fraction of our kids end up getting their
GED. They do it through their own initiative and effort, not be-
cause we have put an institutional system in place to bring them
up to reasonable academic standard which the GED is not. I must
say that getting the GED is a real testimony to their determination
and g,rit, but it is hardly a testimony to our institutional planning
and foresight.

You put that whole picture together and what it amounts to is
this: Our kids start off behind the eight ball before they get to
school because of the much higher proportion that live in poverty
here than elsewhere. They are still further behind when they leave
school because their academic attainment is far behind and their
vocational preparation is virtually nonexistent.

We do next to nothing to accomplish the school-to-work transi-
tion for the mat majority of kids who do not go to college. Most of
the experts to whom I have talked say that we have the worst
school-to-work transition program of any of the advanced industrial
countries. Likewise we do next to nothing for the large number of
kids who drop out of school. And, finally, once these kids get into
the work force, what they find is that the proportion of the private
training dollar that is spent by firms on their own employees is far
higher than in other countriee for the managerial, professional,
and senior technical workers and far lower than in other countries
on them, on the frontline worker.

What you are looking at is a system of cummulative deficits
starting from birth, compared to our foreign competitors, such that
by the time our frontline workers are in their 80's, they are far
behind their competitors elsewhere in the world. The fault is not
theirs, it is ours.

63
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One other point with respect to the findings
Representative BMWS& That is a wonderful closing line.

[Laughter.)
Mr. Thom. Then I will stop and save it for later.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Tucker followsl
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louts. My /wpm. as you win sec Is net to urge Ness peasies wil pram sa ihe WNW
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mop knew whim le step Ms Me.'
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MON* Ment In Toyota Cep. Japan. We Wen M seleAlellinent Ite We NO leld net estly de
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There We me fin noes berg: xpectations we high ler a stannic ane Mere are Inne*
rewinds ter good andemel Iterlonnorde. inoludin fer those who de not sand St go W Mien.

Out neither of Men orations are present In the WNW Stales. Our system. N thol II what II
le. Is my Mersa. tW nonage W communiaslo N am/ nom*. WM wan* dot we de
not bedew Ifisat MON of Mon in Me my of angsmis aeldseetnent end wo pate* Mem waft
firw mown NW VOW.

The Penn In the UMW Wawa is Mel we di nal dallnuish WNW these who ar MINI MIMI
and Wen whe in net Mal. Welke ether Wises. this Morin OM Mt finaloes SOWN fot
our MIMS MON Itin are In school. TM reality Is Welneles. Pmfa OW" Momentary Wheel
on, ow osil Mom MOM me moans IV en Mennes day tram Won Wm de me OM
Provide We West with shallenging euffieUlt. tan Me Met eitt WM of modomis augstamo.
Elrentually, vie elew those woo we Min tO Ni Wee onside info the 'Waal and vosallenal tridea
NI sennelify MINN.

Mem titan any other 00untry an Ms wets, We beim that iteseettee aeltlevetnent ta the feeue if
Animist Naar tittn0r Min hart work in Kneel. t follows Olt. pones we MIN ffiffiffiffiffi
tow NNW* eidly. we do not wee muon oedema etttWeemet. Ws pawn Of sun
children aro fell that then offspring are %Meng up to Iheo MOW when Inn aaltlenement
le In fall medium The, are Oven wavei ewe owes with NW Madmen sonlent. lipgot
ton rens when Mop behove themselnes in slow Pw Meer woportelne et gush shinftm than
M any MOW vo Awe an labeled %wagoner owl seeirtge WNWNum TIM Ober
seams who sat MOW/ labeWO. Net surprtaingW, dose Warn onlege mush WM than
studonte wile hage virtually Me same Willteillenefts, OM hove not Imien so isinewl. Ito one. Wm
iii theas MOMS. Itollevo they Gan mien (Miffing, WWI GO, of mom trey don

LP the tooll IS eihrwile. A 111, Yoffie moo, We Iduoadenal Wenn $ento. el the memo el
sowing tho Solveneed Mammon. Teets In Caltailue, awns agrees I Wan el hist+ Mae WM
Lae MINN latest $wag roommate., low Immo Werwits simionts. Iluspestmg trove, they
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woes. an Itse glum I lot es Pawn In nes pow SIllS room a3*1 IMI11G111 Ms
exam. towyene but Iscsienie *knee* Mel Mee Ids mil net MM. There we ether pion
sasergiel that mons It rain that Mese students can anew at ter WOW loved than they do now

10 vane Wens levels

POOr and minter 10111.en On tit* WOO MOH awl/ 11551 110 111* iteMesus enemy AM this
OH* etiltelned betel Met students et tew SOW Nowt Mem. mom poem II me wel
snare fres NSA they Ste Wong the Mt hi sane nigh UM** en tite grettffile Mel NW erel
mlneMy eigleiren wr sutler most from Mom. Out Ws Nome le me. Pow eft Mae*,
cram suns, mem riel nom high *tenon. hut Wm thek Moons*. Nonni wan sows
them r Ater. rennin that tito wheele nee vwy etrefig IneeWhea to see that everyone mai them.

Atentle Obilnyountlre we looked anottnly tno Countrift Mat ttemenstMte 1140 ealidenik agill~.011C
resuenten Item Renee, means tut the sheitere nes met it AO ifat5*11 of eettlevettwow. That is
hetet), Me We In Ms United Sams.
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Japan atIm110111011 WINO and priteclund testi le etudellte who ward NI ge en le upper

WNW, - and maw. The WWI 01 Mee Mete Is geared nel leMs Mama levels ol
peolloleney thet dflarallete0 meny el Me stantlardhied leas used In the UMW Melee. but le the
highest levels el knemage needed te be a prolustive Winn. Singapore uses the WM 40
(ntSlbary) and V (advanced) level exams. Denmark SIMOnMets a Mimi leaving
examinallen. Ile MAW leaving muldkude Indisates the subplots taken. Me IMMO elven In these
mallets end the exerignatien results AI the end el eetriellery Sihuasi. IMMO edwilnsiers the

Wablibral Gmultli Usam M. sit toe myna of ditIldulty. Me Inleneadiell Seam. AS MI seen be

combined Inte a single Junior Conelame Seam. Irish empayets heavay en Mese exam

results. sem et Mem requelng efliclal malemenle frem the Nollenel CettMeatien Meant whlan
would be similar to navel SAT seems Isoursa teroolly to empIrger In WM omnitty.

Fot decades. Muderde In the United Mies have meelved a Opiems en graduslien NW Mph
sorieel. The dMiems has eignalad that the MOM lies Inot MI the reaulrentenleset by the Pate

and by Me Neel beard of oduCallen Mr eradualkon. Sul In signIlyIng lieS MM. It nes signified
very little. At best. these requitements have typically Mated Only * the ntImbot SI olletses
competed with a passing grade ans. in some cues, le tho number of mums taken In attain

sublecte.

in me last few years. seme stales nave begun le reeves as students so pus an saamatabon to

get a Miami. but the elandarde tor the* eitalninations has typically been *minimum

compoloney," far below the standards sot by Me NOM Mt MOO we Illunpate forMutlents of
the same ago. Many Mates nave Moe Niel Ins Manama reivirod letEsamtlen and

therolore ler the dieloma by inCreasinq Me required number 01 years et slUdy in aortal',
specified eueMes. Sul, became esudsnis are net requited to eamenstrala Meal melee/ ol
Mess outdate, and courses ere typically Velemd dOwn for MOM thought le be unable to
moist 111111Mille material. Mese new toquIremente fall to lead to significant Increase In real

learning.

The etlect el Ms American system on the motivation SI Oath MONIS and their leashes le
devastating. employers have long GM teemed MN the dleterne la* that shasats *he
hate It NW tlealetleallted the tattlelme melded to Mot with Mang enough to Pay ie the end
oi wheel. Se they are mere likely to oiler an entry level lob te sefeeene WM a diploma than
wallevt. Issimaieo they mar Mpensaine employees Me Me Mom seynd up Milt the
mums GM discipline required by school and by Meet entry level lebe.

As we ham notee. Irish anil Japanese employers me* MIMI* We el MUM wheel endwise' .
school melds end elimination seems when May mite employment Maims. IA Maim
emperors n thls country Mow Mat 159 Null* yettoote eel eel hotetienely
Weenie, we Memo they hove tie eteeement We tete Seth what a MOM iletudIS mem we
as aeie lode. gteeuteete students entwine Me abet market ate MOW Me aara yeta ette N.
isms pay MeMet they hoe steetee 011tsvit eoltgeoN me hove lone well in etem Mt The
need le Vet MONO mew re not Nen so re: te weep here se Imeallve I telte ~No weli mil
mantle nowt et to oettorm met It they do tete IWO Men. Mr de their Meshes neve any
insanity' le OM MOMS MN such mass or te demand leg pertemenee film them Parents
are told that their onlfdten are taking mathematics or Mena, but de net knew that Mese
courses Ime the *intent tnat would be Milked ter feel mastery el them maialite their
graduating seniors lack even the bee* skills required for Sudan In ille, even thou.% they have
Ins gamma in hand. At Me very time that employem and colleges 001111allt bitterly that
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student' Mall Me MUNI they met the system la sending sisnele In but WOW that NW
eitiMron are dams Om Ms ine whose system asimpbee M poem* minlesal WIWI an Me pea
of WWII. Weals stal 'sachets, *Oh ble web ffist stigmata. ION IV *slew Ws Mewl
cook/Mee of Nis students.

sammuuoisma jaiblisauumaxsa

The dropout role In Ms United Srotes new ems* On and le MVO Mew thin Owl inoff MO
sales, where 11 net irdregintmly pee OW SOW When Ableriells IllUdenta bal. Moe le IS
safely net. A surplisinely large number el Weems Mese le hell of she lassos ..
everdually mange en their own WiNiadve to gel some Mom el Pd. wheel mmkeleney eerlIlleele

WI UNION ye Served bY UI. MI CMS OM Ohm %lob PallnereeM TalnIng A61
pmeram. bug. fora rem many ernepoute. Mete le why ea maim msnid I hese eat avlakemet
wqe$bi. loompteyment. netters, *ugh Warw. saw sntl Mostemstlen. eat la ow
safety le teMensite by lea 'Wham young powle. Ottee Ittey ay mit el wheel. no sae seem
to 0801.

We balsas@ ow Marlon booms on Me beche el Me *WO Oelmet. U MW solutat nem
nets& MAW et whet Mose boOpets would be If Om young MOM M NIMM, ~Ma deeen
mit pet soil eammnte. We spend Mese to 111.000 for each 17 year old who will May in
high 'sheet. even N net lumina. but less than $100 en seared Own programs ler Moss wise
drop out.

Now awful Mat with the eliustIon in SwNen. The Mewl role M Sweden le elsee be Ow In
this country. Under Swedish law. the municipalities are reellensale boyelloulbll Ymall
Centers that introits the dropout recovery funOten. IndependeM el the puble straiten
System. !hay ample), ellunitslorS whs traok down lively dreiteut IMO Wge them le vlell the
Center. ohm* eut Its program, ane smell Mom M the Sealer. togas whe leeppeel eta have
a powerful incerilve to ISSPOnn. beside* it le Meet InmeesIble le get a PM In Sweden %Owl
an edualillonal aredevidal. U MS *WWI wieldy ISOM. Onee al Ihe OMSK Vey as Oweda
choice vier" it tilde vanity et wrist we would Cal allemellve boot morsibs. N yob es week
saporiencs preclUne. The educational program Is easily tied le NM OWNS is week leemblen
MINIM. WI NM are ton very informally. 11155 le. Ilm moon gary 01111186 Me Waal
striatum er the school. What IS omelet le the Youth Center hag an sububbirs very eke fentity.
it provides the WM kind Of Social support nd serIng Mimeo the msel it Mese youths -
many of MR11104460 and runaway anlWren have looked Vowing up.

The deference betwen us end Sweden NH net In NO Noose Me, tarty an Om* Me WV
Out M doe ode of feeeVery. Tney teeeref tne melettiy et Metre, ~it we Nom our bookson

ours. Sot vie need net ins con 110f our mewed end our soolete Ire NMI f WS.

Awoke NM Me wenn school tO wOM tninselen orreniposleete m MO MM. That to a @mg
outlemont, but it was verified by every espen to whom wo talked and by the evidence of our
Own eyes when we visaed the Otruntnes we relleerahOd.

Yaks Germony, for example. Garman yOuIll belfl Waffling about occupations in the seventh
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vide. WNW dtey IL Ow hall elan sentresto with emeleyees so Me HMI as an

Gwent*. The 6111111165 eel GUI* tense et the epiverelaWeli" life11uer4 sm., MI hours.
The MI MP WWII* Wee flistr deslelems en the wheel WM el Me splismtle. Ones

the 1511111115 elpnet the wpm* essetees veining al the pla eat lvd mod alse WNW

wheel* OW le We dew S week. TM semblned eurdetAIM 15 Inleneled le OWN* WM mai

asoleade Mel as etell se the Mosey le apply NI* weWO le MOWN peeN111110. The

Waifs al the Welt Ms WNW, le WWI, Maw ler welt assuplaten by WSW, ellmmalsee

weMlnp wilt the Motel MIMI. fee Vendee* Tealnlifa. Thls is enilsiti We*Wiese *NM

Is wowed el reptesentallves et @spews, the Was and Me government.

When ohs /welt Weep 15 oempleted. a recess Mal *WS We *Wee yews, depending en Me

eesuillMen. the wetted* 1411191 an eisminsden am 15 Nth s wet and WIWI NW sed

domoodluldoll is _ N* Wk. Tido WNW Wedsess people whe we generally eeklwatedgeo

to he sawn the nteel Weed weekees In She welt

The system le WOW senstletered by Ifte munleipal Chamber of ComMenhl. to will. all

empayets belong. No employer Is Neared tO Weide allferofdlesoldflo. bld a WOO Weer do,

and many Med MOWS band together to offer apprendeseldps that wevid hi impelletieal for

them te Wee sloe. The employees pee** a 'Wend I. Me eillroldlooli god do SOMPOS ef
master enelemen as Nifty' and mentors. all si their ewn menu.

The employers de tide both out st a deep sense el metal eldlestion many wfder mowers
came up Swoosh Ms spew ene tool a need to wort en Wel they see as sn eaSentiel Semen

.institutien end beam the system Is a valuable opportunity to mortal IN most promising;

younspets. Wee malt.* Mem to semen them along the way and Win Mem In meths& and

values unto. le their firm.

Lawmen stollents ions ate net going to senege me nighty menvet eel le NOW, M O system
we how tIt111SN. Setteutte ISis vier n le es eetvathe, wen N away eariehattaaa. and

team the reat nee* t enalayets, eaatiews art *Want ie hire eolloats Ithe as net hove

a eetteettle. Nemo Mat Is true. wants Se e ddeti telattottettat Itetwetta whet Ow ate

espelled 011 Study line thelt led proseeste. lAereevey. the rotattenettlee WNW Ms Meets end
the wroleyete Meat 1 POI filly tot tn MOHO le gat eennelett with IMMO MI Wet
OddtendeesIdes and the abset toietteasho math thahabits glve Alva* evoteene a thence
te *May Me MOMS end vetoes Met WO make Mem 111115051. MIldleyete. lbaff from the

sessne teennbel SAWS the system ts designed le pfeWee. The Mod Is a smooth transition

Nem 800100 went.

Many turapesn amiantus have systems that are veriathifb on Mb theMe. dennanys, as we
mod, is meted In the firm. Sweden's le weed In the genesis, welt eulveseh le Me demo.

Dooms* WO the 'Oen tot the student to MIN se dm Ssurees nsMdd tos auShii thr Mogi al Hop

end of the VIIMMII prem. These national systems *meat sW coweillne, Thew esseitties

Met have emelladINI OSsuestiehal skill Itain1110. We &many. we mot,. IS Inelude mere

general education. Those, laie Sweden. thel have emplissind toed *Ills 'WM hi I wheel
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wow wisdom eamateune, en3 Me avocation et that knowiewe m moods* we* setae* ate
me vliel Memento in S monolith pregfam. Eventually, the Eursheshs 511155111 tItit ihs

members el Me European Community end others will create 5 Shale unified system of
Cennsates that will make them portable thoushout lumps.
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Amortise yeung Pe* bil in tippsentleeshlp spasm its the see we hese fellerled.
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speolels. die Own* owes* son else be Idoldlesel. A Mtge esiledly allot high IOW
MIMI Woe en, et mete vesetionel horses. Ite ?Mel Owes sheds* Pim 90 49 9014 54110
ellooadon. Only OM el ease whe ge direedy ime the wodt Otas leke ulilNilal esuisse. 01 lee
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The burden ails heaviest on our poor and minority stueents. Many middle Male youngsters have
connections et holly end friends that dilly can Maw en te let their first *hence In the work
ow. Co poor students in the inner city and linpoverished rural Wes de net. Certain that
they wlit be roMMed out et hand by middle class employers who will net laa Me way Wily talk,
dress and behave. they glve up early, both on Scheeland werk. Meeting the entire mien

Few Wee firms In the United States will 'employ Students whe hove just grodusted high sehoel,
petering tO well until they nese established some son et Irma mord elsewhere. The remit
acoording to Nam dela la Mat the typical Mr school graduate 'mats Owl' In Me labor
market moving from ene deed end lob to another Os clerk Ins shopping mall. Of
counterpereon al a lest teed eetsbIlahment, ter mismillai. MN the age el 23 et 24. Then, in
their mid-twentles. with little more in the way Of Skill Man they lied st it they move into Me
regular labor market. no match ler the German, or &widishor Swiss youth of 111.

Some vecallonal educators sre moving to put mere 'oedema substenes in their Olean.. Some
are cresting teChnOntly CUrrieula ihilt Incorporate demanding methemedes end solemn Studies
in ea apatteasti that enables students le apply what they ere teaming M shield*ig toehnsiegisal
problems. some 1.100 students sre enrolled In expertmental apprentilleilhiP MOON* thatboon in school. en the European Menet Ilente Men ileheele are panne up wish tiomwertey
cousin,s te oiler consisted prevent Mat promo a teal *lure le Melt valuational graduates,
gems business stganitations have %vented with school districts to MOM* hip wheel biallornles
that ofter geed connections to to technical careers business. AM sem eNte Maternal esaells
have always dons a good MO et erepettne their enactente I01 9000 eareere. 810. IOW% et the
system as $ whole. these Iragments hardly constitute $ eyetent tO Wenn with what we saw
soloed.

The tact remains that our secondary schools am almost wheal, erten*, toward the needs el the
*OW Mune. M we Pewee out above, even the vosetanat MICII104 syffela Wes a Oyer Ie0 or
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nnliling Mee ping On to Wil.tietientilify ~NW Men thee* Wee pi ON* Inle the sae*
INOS. The guelaneo mon is *et u p to halo swards o infe widogo. Indalyom and If very

hinf MN OM* *haft hanaorbds, biN flto (gaga got Mom NOW ddy nowt Mtn Mom Is

rio eurrfauluin to meet Mete youngsters' wok, no reol employment oovIde idtffis.. wie
rip re work low geldonoe amigos far Wm, no fertilisation of MO ammollamem, no
Three iff the owe Mawr la herd went In seb010 nesion l MI fecalea Mealy
verything in 1110 Ont*011ffteflt fobs them Mai May am noMMO If MY do old 011 oodoft
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American employers now spend about $30 Neu fel fennel &Ming and somewhere between

DO billion and MO bullion for informel training, verynewts*, sum* in semparillen With
the formai sohetif end wow mums. WI $ le impotent le &MOW who revolves the
biota of this expenditure. AosordIng to a rum Labor Ospersmsit &WPM IUD Mri
ewe years of former ommumn beyond Mon school Mire a grea* MINH* el l god**
Mira* on Me lob Man Moos now oniy a nen My* WM& 01111 redraft haw a
10% rester prebsellity el getting treining en Me APO Man fOgn KAM giodaddoik Worboto
with ockmalMn Wend her smog of meleige Wm SO% posterormaleffly yoldrig IreMing en

me Me mon eoliege roeuerea. And, m 1.0-feen Indwell& Ooldroaddl 0.110.100n gadidddes
the probability of mooMng framing on flia lob by almost WOW IN won as a Mop oferoo.

Only a third of America's employees get any formal training at all, and. UM have fisted, these

on the bottom got hie oast. Given the way American sonideyere organics work, this patient

mikes Sense. They look to their managers, profession& end tardier ODOM MN le drive the

process el productivity improvement. The blue collar workers play a passive nie in this
muss, doing what they ere told to do Ow the dealln wont Is dune and renown& hes IMAM
now to Organdittion production. Production end seMos delivery workers reeetTrx Ntis 1niallnil
MOMS the wile* syStem assumes they nave Me te minultode le "Nuel end servise
improvement. Others ere expected to do the tninking.

But our corripilliters do It differently. The comparison won Japan le inetrustive. The everall
proportion of salaries and wages spent on formal training is WM die ewe them so In the

kinked &ON, about 1%. Sul Mel is very mionading. A oonaliNifably lashotomponion of that

Investment gest to blue collar workers. Ths ksy, however, Is intermal training.

The taros employers In Japan typically maks very slieltendel MIN investment in their

workers In full lime tomtit training and then fellow that up with oentinuebs informal training,

loyal& plans within two yolks to provide two fuN years Of full One &Mins la new high semi
imams (blue cotter workers) in digital electronics and monotonies (a semblnetlan ii
mmihanhe and etiatrentall) before they put them on the line, Then IMMell the POMO training.
On me b training does net mean in Japan wheti mean nen. ilasues lise moms Japanese
one worker comes to Me lob with vastly higher level of mastery of Mikis. mothemellee en

silence thsn the average American kne worker, en *Well different kind el elt Ille 00 Ireirdrig
Pommes possible. As I noted et the Klemm, et We When, Me *man el a werk teent Silt

Inflate discussion of s new topic a nevi control technology, fer exempts end foe grayed@

text to read, and asa everyone to lak II heMe and master N, In PrePirelion fer whet amaillail

to a seminar at the next misting. instruction of this son Is seen es a primary function of

managers at IN levels ot the Japansu firm. After several roadMgs and Interms1 eeMinele.
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end reValigne WON the Om Danslarde en the owe s Mese Ws by Me walkers we made
by gemmed MIWals en a ease by allee basis. lit soma Waft Wien Gan gSt 1111100%111
melt Mot wage Mlle la lull time Ostrom in MOW: ta hub wales WNW Wks and
materials and en Mkt Weing mos, 1 the training requiredson only be deemed beyond a
realms* sommang Mame.

The United Matee has no Orovisieno Oven lomoolsly womohlrid them we have test WIS. Who
%lords et one expert. °Most mews now ham laseSemleed tralrAny programs In 'Melt pubes
insulutions peewee training Monte in ths needs at killoteual mmleyets. Many elates are
spomoommg win programa that encourage employers le de thek own MIMI et buy
training Irom public or privets summers. And MOM lob tremble Prelitlinsil bow a milamount el evellabla funds fet mown% divoleanwill 10 be used ie elnIneae deleellea slid
weals Oil let the deadoetNaged and dlekloated.° lid, Men as a Oak Me stele and mob
those mews* Meaty compares with whet sot oompekton wan the newly movetnalises
country el Singapore ars doing.
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one Infeesatml Maw mama system. Than eanwies Nee* nye ft mai awe Met thele lent
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Swoden le e perhaps las boat eau In psinl. Sweden wade ofilr en memo emenfil
of Ito rm. domestic otoouct oti labor market measures relative te the Mt 01 Law 114.
thal amount, II spent Only 30 person, of Me bulge* ea unemploymentastapenaelletl, eelnpated le
SS percent in Germany, end eh% In Japan and the United lilies. II prelate mamma not will
allow individuals to denims:tate In Ina productive IN. ef the country se leaving Mem en the Osie.
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The rate ol illtImployment from 1942 Mough 1984 never exceeded 1.7%.

The National Laker MIMI AMON Motion (MAO) le the arealMay MHO** ler II le Mee
ThS AeinMWINIIii is 00mOolloci of MO Memel Lair Markel Mane aft Ile asunly leber

market Mara. AMS le respensIble le the Ministry el Labor. The way amide determine Meal
implemereadon pellelee ar4 morale imei emerornent "Mee and meemmere eeMers. waning
somose an proclaim, by a semi-indepenaem *gems with whilit II weals. TM Mei OM
mafteln elm MIMI with Ms Malden and business mwounetee.

MA, MS employment and INSON10111 WON WO VIII entrrom le the Mar 'Mull *Mem for

Met welleth, et the Sweeteh pipulsttsu, erevidllte imividesim oeunssing SIll uple4sto
Information Mout Mb avallabilNy throughout the lemittry. The eolttereere etele N MOWN
ratio is le 1,100, sompared to a 1 to 9,100 ratio for Me CiemPerehle leMhe Ni Ole UPI"
Stem. Companies are required by law le register Mb Openings weft Mee Whiles, Waugh they
need net Nil their openings through the mean. The opening ere komorOolOW MN ON OW

the country In a natMnal computer Oink.

AMS provides a relocation subsidy to promote labor mobility. It MIN pay ter travel to
investigate S lob possibility away from neme. The emote Mee provide oxIIWIWO Mb

couneeMg senate*, ane rehabilltion programs for the litaketeellese. Per Owe 0/111 me het ehte
to find a bib in a sheet lime, the AMS will pay No the Mining teey may neod le get the lets that
are avallable. It 11111 dees nes work, MAI will flite milieleMed empleseent. If the* Is net
poulble, public re* work is SUOOlied. Only when aN Mem allematime have boon exhateled

will welfare whit they call the 'dole be made available.

This hardly exhausts the Not ol services provided by the Leber Markel Soot but it Is enough Se

make the polre.

There Is nothing camperame to the Labor Market Beard In the Weed Slam. The elegem we

come are the United States Imploymem Saran and the Unemployment IlloropowNiNO0 *OM
born Meted by the Wel SeWrity Act in the MI,. Unite Ns 111111001
ErrOlornsol Servise, operated by the stales West WM INIe bp NOM low. the 1100iyMerd
Seivila hes ne monopoly over Mb mange ler nen.preteaslonals. Seems N has a Mutation
for filling primarily only lowwege unskilled Mee, few employers We interellted In using Ns
services., se N Struggles for respectablIfly. AIls untlee Ns Surepoon essasemette, the

American Job Service le largely unconnected le Me postemendefy MIMI system. 40 ft le
unable to perform a function that the Europeane welder vNel, senneolIng MO appileants le Me

training they mod to aesure rewssOlng erraloyment. .

AI the WOW INVill. lbs knomOlopmirot compensation eyesoreIs aim unsenneeted. as a matter el

Polley, 10 the training system, so It. toO, cannot perform a *Mimi Ilnklri lunation. Some

Slates Connecticut and Rhode IMMO, for Instant's hove emoted training lane
mileated through the unamptoymea. MetifInee mem

Wi haws ne ironwork WHOM: system.. Ingest MI iiew a 1111110211011 WO& al subsystems
iloPNOrtod MP public funds. They are net Inexpensive, but they are unrelated 1" sill ettether or
to an Mleanstion and placement system that could maim them elleetive. *Memo len a
bowialerlog eorthreNn et program delivry apnoea From oernotellity eolootte 15 atTPA: Poo

till Employmeht Semite to Me Aeult Literacy Program. Thom is co Ireennetion available to
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MOH omen that would NOS Mem re mate goad ludgemonat Moot timplinw loodadholvally
mode of lefties artrldots. lir de come et sealable angrame. Thorn le no *ay way tor Morn
le gal pod InloffhatiOn Nut PAN* itH Or for ofooloroor is find sof Your fhoo
oualffloorr000. Mrs is no quality job counsolling available to then Wet note is hardly
any *Mem If aN.

The Slats el Michioen Is moving to Integrate some of these 111v1115 with Ns 'OpportunIty Gard'
program, based In pen on the Swedish example. Other Wales em beginning Is mew in Me OWN
direction. These are tasteful dewitopments. but the United Stales has very king way to ge In

Offeellue laber market system.

America's task it to produce a system that will provide us with a work forc bun will be our
strongest national asset tin key to economic cennetithieneu and to an intproved standard ot
living.

The COmmIssion will propels s set of policies to achieve that eblsolivs. Thesepetioles draw en
fhb OW id what eur comPellfors are doing, but they do net slavishly Imitate their programs.
vie bonne Ametioa can and must nave a uniquelyAmernan strategy. ens mat not nny equate.
but Mforeves upon. Me strange* ot Our mealadvanced oornoemers. And OAS which Is elapsed*
the particular hitter/ eslues of MIS country.

The strategise that other countriee have %hied to provide ineentims to employers I. organize
work differently flannel bo used here. 11 is very unlikely that /median* will some to Ifideral
legislatien greatly raising pay levels for the blue collar work force across the board and maidno
it eery difficult for employers le lire their staffs, ss was done In Europe. Ws wilt have to ge
ebbilier Mat OrbYtillhO employers witn incentivs to reorganize work arid a greatly increased
supply of educated VW Veined labor.

The Jspenese system Of 'Mil week, during which the Sean ar given Oh which college entrance
decisions ors exclusively basso. produces very strong Inosnilves to study hard, but ha prim
Americans Welk* prepares to pay. We tilde system Mel Mae produces strong Insentleee
study, but when OM flOt like suCh a Itesvy telt of the students.

The Gorman system of dual education canny enables that country to develop one of the meet
highly trained We collar work forces in me world. nut Americans wolf net. and should net.
accept the German method of deciding the future of thek youth St 111 nor shade, 11 settle for the
rigid system of waft end occupational timelines thst the Germans use.

The Swedleh Leber Market Misfits work brilliantly lor that Country, but toe are not likely to
adept such a strong role for government and need Is Owerit a system that 1100emptlehes many et
me same ends, but by somewhat different means. Their Youth Centers portend 5 vital lenCIIOn
in that inuMry, one Mel Is hardly porformee st au here, but we will need a different lifieneIng
mechanism than Ihey use.

The approach OM bY the Irish how line tourist Industry to organize a certification system for
their occupstions end trade% is very Mulches because it is elloctleely esti-regulating. but It
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we need agoptatIon Is Me nests of a country a Pim and &woe as ourawn.

Many couldn't, ospeolally Ildtatn, nay iamktatfon systems with atintetIve %amok but

none of them appears is capture Mt Mb, behaviors, values. sof ponermoness Mal we mall

want in our muderce. Amensa has an oppenututy m lead Me way In producing I whole, new

appr011elle Student assessment, ens thot could sot a werlistondard.

Tho Iliftealloran Sims Development Punt provides oempeang medal for Mooing Ms

mOloyer conifithilion ih Skills dovolotment for blue total winters, but, Mrs again, Ms very

strong role played by government In Um $11101.0fin pfterlim voi410 be unwell:OM nets, se we

neod le bulld our own version of thelr higtdy suoceesful approach.

Out task P not simply to moot Ow oombetulon, but to boo ahdd. td de what Amerfahno have lene

070 *IV, coming from boffins Po we Ow bad. That Is *Pet Commissien on the

ANIMAS?? Welillorte Will pionose neat WOOL
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Representative SCHZUZR. We are in the middle of a rollcall vote.
We will take a recess fbr as much under 15 minutes as we can
mnnge to get back. It has been a marvelous hearing so far.

rt recess was taken.]
Representative Smuts. Mr. Tucker, you were saying as you fin-

ished that the fortune lies not in the stars but in ourselves.
Mr. Twin. That is eloquently expressed and I could
Repreeentative Scram. Do you have further remarks?
Mr. Tucin. I thought that perhaps I should defer to Gordon

Ambach so that you can hear from all of us.
Representative Samna. Very good. Mr. Gordon Ambach is a

very distinguished member of the academic league in this country.
He served in a number of leadership role* with great distinction
and we are delithted to welcome you here today.

Mr. Amami. MAUI you very kindly, Mr. Chairman.

STATEMENT OF GORDON M. AMBACH, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
COUNCIL OF CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICERS

Mr. AMRACH. It was my pleasure to serve as commissioner of
education in the State of New York and with you, Mr. Chairman,
and to work on many projects cooperatively on behalf of the
Empire State. I long have admired your work, and I commend you
particularly for the initiative you have taken with respect to the
topic here.

I also would commend you for having commissioned, together
with Congressman Gus Hawkins, the excellent report that the
GAO has provided for us.

Let me just summarize my remarks, Mr. Chairman, and then we
can move to your questions and discussion among my colleagues. It
has been pointed out two or three times this morning that there is
a very, very close relationship between what happens in the entire
educational system, prekindergarten and Head Start right up
through the completion of high school and beyond, with the task of
very specific preparation for employment. Unless we have a strong,
comprehensive educational program, we are not going to meet the
objectives which have been so well outlined by my colleagues. For
that I commend you and the work that has been done to get atten-
tion to how important it is to deal systemically with preparation
for employment.

I would like to state
Representative SCHZUZR. I am afraid our efforts over a long time

have been to very_little avail. I say that regretfully.
Mr. AMBACH. My colleague next to me indicated that the atten-

tion being given now to the prospective report, and something I'm
about to say with reepect to the activities of the Chief State School
Officers indicates your long labors are coming to an increasing na-
tionwide recognition. What to this point may have been somewhat
of a passing national interest in comparing the United States with
other countries, is now stimulating consideration of what real
policy changes must be maCs.

Representative SCHZUZR. From your lips to God's ears.
Mr. AMBACH. I would put it this way. The end of the 1970's in

this nation we were stunned by waking up to the effect the t com-
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petitors in Japan and Germany were acing us out in many, many
respects. It has taken a long time for us to get from there to think
about what it takes for our education systems order to make the
changes to bring us to a competitive position. But, I personally be-
lieve that is now happening. It is action that I. on the minds of the
Council of Chief State School Officers. I am very pleased to report
to you that our top priority for this next year's work is the transi-
tion of youth from school to employment. It is exactly the agenda
which you have been outlining. Now, that means we will be work-
ing with several States and on a nationwide basis to do several
things.

Our proposition is that we must be certain all youth are at least
graduating from hiigh school in this country.

Representative SCHBUICR. And that means something that they
can read and reason.

Mr. AmpAcH. Exactly. It means mastery, and it means that high
expectations are met. There have recently been statements of goals
of a 90-percent graduation rate. Our council in 1987 put a target of
virtually 100 percent; we still think that th,t is esht. But it has to
mean something. You are correct.

The second proposition is that there are a variety of mutes from
school to employment. Most students will graduate and, then, move
to employment. We know, however, there are many who for one
reason or anotherincome, family obligation, or special circum-
stancesmay need to begin employment before they have graduat-
ed. For them it is essential to have legitimate alternative means
through which someone can be in employment and still continue to
study for graduation and develop employment and occupational
skills simultaneously.

We haven't thought about it systematically is that way before. If
someone has dropped out, the sense has been they have dropped
out of education forever. That cannot be the case. There have to be
continuing opportunities.

The third general proposition is there must be new developments
between business and the schools by way of making these transi-
tionsapprenticeships and other school-to-work transition pro-
grams. You can probably find examples of most anything some-
place, but whether they are in operation systemwide, statewide, na-
tionwide is the question.

Three actions that we are taking as a council include: First, to
make a concerted effort among several of the States to design new
or different transitions from school to employment. This work is to
be informed by the kind of studies which the GAO has done and by
the work that Marc Tucker and his colleagues are doing calling at-
tention to different varieties of making these connections.

Second, and I point out that to us it is one of the principal issues
in dealing with the design of new transitions, is the way we com-
bine funding sources, whether they be Federal, State, or local.
Right now Congress is reauthorizing the Vocational Education Act.
It is in conference. We have pending amendments to the JTPA.
You have enacted within the past couple of years--

Representative &HEUER. Could you spell that out for the record,
JTPA?

Mr. AMBACH. The Job Training Partnership Act.

53
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Representative &mum Right
Mr. AMBACH. You have already enacted the Family Support Act,

which places the =Or intention and hope in that program of
having welfare recipients return to school or educational institu-
tions in order to learn their way into productive employment

Now, in all three of those Federal acts there are some extremely
important opportunities for changes in direction. JTPA, for exam-
ple, with a stronger emphasis on youth and a stronger emphasis on
school-to-work transitions; and vocation education reauthorization,
with a stronpr emphasis on how to link academic and vocational
training and new tracks between ,.ndary and secondary
levels, offer great opportunities for c . In both of these, it is
our belief that working on a State-by tate basis there are re-
sourcee to be used in order to design new approaches. It will take
concerted effort State-by-State, but that is what we must focus on.

fun , financial resources?
SCHZUIR. When you say resources, you mean

Mr. _BIBACII. Yee.
Representative SCHICUIR. Or you mean talent and imagination?
Mr. AmBACH. I really mean both. I mean the talent that is neces-

sary to make it happen and new ideas. We must use ideas devel-
oped from demonstrations or experiments for trial apprenticeship
arrangements or changes in the way we measure the needs for par-
ticular occupations and translate those back into the p
the schools. There are resources available to do that, if we are
smart enough to use funds from JTPA or the voc-ed reauthoriza-
tion, and indeed, even from the Family Support Act, connected
with State and local resources.

The final point I would make has to do with establishing across
this country a concept that there must be a universal opportunity
for our populations to earn a high school diploma at public expend-
iture at any age. By and large public expenditure for a high school
diploma ends at 21 and in some States at an age lesser than that.
There isn't any reason why we cannot move out with our formula
provisions and change the concept, so that wherever and whenever
the adult finally is able to complete the program and graduate
from high school, such study should be unilertaken as if it were
paid for as we do with youth in rlar public education program.

You may recall, Mr. Chairman, that in New York State back in
1984 we changed the State aid formula so that attendance of a
person over the age of 21 without a high school diploma, for pur-
pose of study toward that diploma, would be paid for at State ex-
penditure. 'This concept is very closely related to the overall issue
of transition of youth to employment and is related to the first
point I made that with respect to different patterns to prepare for
employment. Whenever somebody makes that transition from
school to work they still should have opportunity to gain high
school levels of attainment.

So, our council agenda is an action agenda. We appreciate very
much the work that you have done, the reporta that you have done
and have been done by those who are here at the table. We have
no illusions about a quick turnaround. There must be a good deal
of trial and error work, but we are convinced the agenda is abso-
lutely the right one, which makes it our top priority.
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Thank you very much.
Representative &mum Thank you very, very much for your

testimony.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Ambach follow:11

r,
t.)
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF GORDON M. AMBACH

Mr. Chairman, members of the Subcommittee, and members of the

staff, I commend you for convening this hearing on the subject of

youth employsent and training, subject which is essential for

both successful economic and educational policy in the United

States. We commend you for providing this public opportunity to

focus on the issues and for commissioning the study by the United

States General Accounting Office discussed here today. I au

privileged to join my colleagues in testifying before you on behalf

of the Council of Chief State School Officers. Your topic has been

established by our Council as the top priority for Council

deliberations this next year. We are now planning for our actions

and nationwide effort of the states on this topic.

The relationship of education and training of youth and adults

to the econosic cospetitiveness of our nation is well documented.

The necessity of providing better connections between school and

employment for young Americans is also well documented. One of the

most powerful reports we have had recently on these points is "The

forgotten half" prepared under the auspices of the N. T. Grant

foundation. Other studies referred to here today establish the

necessity for major actions and shifts of direction. The question

before all of us is how to make the changes, including what federal

action can stimulate and sustain such change.

6
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Our Council's focus on these issues is based on three

underlying propositions.

First, All Youth (emphasis on All) must be prepared for

productive mployment with at least a mastery of and graduation

from the secondary school curriculum.

Second, the sequence of high school graduation and ntry to

employment will be varied. Legitimate, alternate paths to the

diploma and the lob must be available. Most youth will complete

and graduate from high school in advance of their move to

employment. Many will take further post-secondary education which

then leads to employment. Others, however, will begin employment

before graduation from high school, perhaps because of the

necessity for income, support of family, or special individual or

family circumstance. Those students must not be considered to have

dropped out of education forever. They must b. provided with

continuing opportunity to graduate from high school while working

and opportunity to gain more advanced occupational skill. The

necessity for new institutional patterns to flexibly provide for

the combination of both continued education and initial employment

is of foremost importance. Accommodation of financial support from

different "systems" and levels of government to do this is s matter

of urgent attention to assure continuities and connections for all

students rather than gaps.
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Third, variety of new connections between schools and

businesses for introduction of employment or for starting

employment must be developed. The lessons from our competitive

partners are important in this respect. The best place tor youth

to learn certain aspects of work and to develop the emractsristics

and capacities expected of responsioly -employed adults is in the

work place. The need to increasingly motivate youth to graduate

from school ih order to nter promising employment must be

rainforced by new school/business connections which place higher

expectations on students to establish solid indiv,dual

performance recorded qualifying thee for employment.

These three propositions underlie the Council's commitment to

our work in this next year which includes the followings

1. muattarniLlsmjAtly_tajasiamiz, A centerpiece of

our Council activity over the next year is to develop alternative

new and expanded patterns for entry to employment, including

apprenticeships. Solid design work is ssential. This must

include establishing sequences of classroom study, academic and

occupational, related to work experienost patterns of time for

students both in school and at works new assessments of work -

related capacities and their translation into education credits

funding arrangements which join public and private resources: and

establishment of patterns of training which can meet secondary and

post-secondary study.
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ang_tba_igaily_igaguL.Agt, Reauthorization of the federal

vocational education act is now in conference. The reauthorization

will include major changes, including a reinforced emphasis on

service to the economically disadvantaged, a stress on program

improvement with need to connect vocational and academic studies,

and new connections between school and employment and secondary and

post-secondary preparation (Tech Prep).

Anticipated action on JTPA will place speeal sophists on

service to youth, transition fros school to work, apd coordination

of education and job training services. The implemeitation of the

Family Support Act places heavy emphasis on requirements for

education of welfare recipients. We will be putting top priority

on the use of those federal acts to assist states in establishing

new patterns of preparation for productive employment.

3.

LlinbAQ2aLlialgaiLL The broad goal for the United States should

be opportunity for free public education until reoeipt of the high

school diploma no matter what a persons age. Some states are now

saving to establish such funding provisions and to provide

flexibility for young and older adults to use such funding with a

variety of providers and in different settings to earn the diploma.

Federal efforts should be directed to encourage such long-term

51)
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strategies which combine federal, state, and local funds toward

establishment of connected funding streams available to all adults

when and where they need it. They suet help to promote a

systematic and "universal" opportunity for adults.

Our commitment calls for concerted action by the states, local

educational agencies, post-secondary institutions, business and

industry, and the federal government. Major changes must be

designed and yell tested before full implementation.

Once again we commend you, Mr. Chairman, for focussing the

nation's attention on the issue of youth employment and training.

We hope to be of continuing assistance to you and to help link the

federal and state energies and resources to solve this critical

economic and education problem.

t
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Representative Scususa. I am going to ask substantially one .
question and then I am going to yield to Congresewoman Olympia
Snows so that we make sure that she gets a crack at the questions,
because we are going to have another vote.

We have been plowing this same field time and time and time
again. All of you in one way or another came up with a substantial
coneensus on what the main problems are and what our thrusts
should be. There is no difference of opinion really, there is no di-
versifying. I can get the top 10 CEO's of this country of whatever
political belief, the top 20 or the top 80 and they would agree with
you in almost the entirety of the consensus that you have estab-
lished. So, as between academics and the business community and
scholars and government people there is substantial agreement
that we are underserving our society because we are underservim
our kids who are our fUture. And compared to the performance of
countries around the world, our willingness to fluid programs and
basically to care about them is a disgrace.

A lot of these programs don't cost a lot of money. I cannot be-

lieve that established holdings between schools and the private
sector is basically a very expensive program. I cannot believe the
reason that it hasn't happened is because we don't have the fund-
ing. It seems to me it is something else. It seems to me it is indif-
ference. It seems to me it has to be that school people are going to
have to listen more to the corprate sector so that they change
their curriculum and begin teaching kids in vocational schools the
kinds of things that will be useful when they come to the private
sector. It seems to me it must be turf. It must be jealousy. I don't
know what.

So, the queston that I want to ask all of you is why have we
made so little progress up until now when the facts have been
known? We concur every year there are more tests of the peribrm-
ance of kids in the industrial world. And now Marc Tucker is Wil-

lis about tests in the newly industrialized countries, so we keep
p on incremental evidence every month, every year, but we
don't seem to be able to do anything about it. Does anybody have
any inside information as to why we are doing so little, as to why
we have an education President, self-described, who is so unwilling
to face up to the lobs, to the 70 percent, 80 percent of our people
who are underachieving, who we don't provide adequate edueation
for or vocational skills? They aren't literate, they aren't numerate,
they are not able to process information. Why are we in this pickle
and what do we do to get out of this pickle? What forces?

Let's assume that Cmgresswoman Olympia Snows and I are in
substantial agreement. What do we do? Who do we talk to? How do
we yield whatever levers of power we have to achieve a result,
which is an improvement? A willingness on the part of the movers
and shakers in our country to do the right thing by the future of
our country?

Mr. TUCXZR. A surprising thinf to us, but what we found is that
we did not find an overwhelming skill shortage in the United
States. Let me explain that I would argue that the answer to your
question as to why we are doing nothing about this problem is be-
cause it is not really perceived as an important problem by Ameri-

can employers. Our research revealed that all but a tiny fraction of
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American employers organize work on the model that this country
invented at the turn of the century, the mass product3on mode. The
model was a brilliant invention at the turn of the centuiy. It made
this country rich. It created the world's largest middle class. It was
a way to take advantage of a very large, eager, willing but un-
skilled work force. It worked by taking a relatively small number
of well-educated and skilled people and putting them in charge of a
much larger number of people who did not need to be skilled be-
cause the managers break their jobs down into relatively small bite
sized pieces, any one of which can be trained for in a matter of
days. Vie still organize work in the United States that way.

Increasingly, it is not how work is organized in the other ad-
vanced industrial countries. Imagine the old way of organizing
work in an automobile assembly plant. You will find a fair number
of people there who actually assemble the cars. We will call them
the direct workers. There are about three time that number of
people, we call them the indirect workers, who perform other tasks
in support of the people on the line. They do quality control, equip-
ment maintenance, production scheduling, supervking, and many
other tasks. What we found in Sweden, Germany, Japan, and a
number of other countries is that they are training the _people on
the line to do many of those tasks. They are giving frontline work-
ers responsibilities they never had before. By doing that they
vastly improve the quality of the product, the flexibility with which
the firm can respond to changing tastes, the speed with which it
tan develop new products, and most of all the productivity of the
workers in the firm.

The way this country has appresched productivity improvement
has been to give the workers the latest and most efficient equip-
ment. Now, the only problem with that strategy is that South
Korea can give them the latest and most efficient equipment and
they still come in under us because their labor cost is less. We
cannot get a productivity improvement that way any more. The
way we ate going to have to get productivity improvement is the
way our competitors are getting it, by organizing work differently.

Now, let me just come 13ack to your comment. There is no sub-
3tantial skill shortage in the United States because of the way
work is organized here. That would explain why this country is not
paying attention to the argument that people like those in this
room iiave been making. There is no demand for people with much
higher skills. Most American employers would not know what to do
with them if they were available. You get much higher demand for
skilled labor in the countries that I am talking about, became they
have organized work differently. In countries like Sweden, Singa-
pore, and Japan, they have explicit policies that place the goals of
full employment and high wages at the top of their priority list.
And because those are their goals, it is very clear from the cAdriv-
er to the cabinet minister in those countries that you have to have
a high-value-added economy because that is the only way that you
get full employment and high wages. And the only way to get a
high-value-added economy is to have a highly skilled work force.

It is not a surprise that in those countries you have very high
standards for the kids. And the kids are meeting those standards.
You have effective apprentice programs and high levels of invest-
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ment by business and industry in line workers. It is not a surprise
that we don't. The problem that we faoe is not just with the sup*
of skilled labor, it is equally a problem of effective demand. We
don't have it.

What we have to do is to make the count*r wake up and under-
stand that until employers in this country adopt high productivity
forms of work organisation, we are headed toward being coin' eti-
tive in wages with Third World countries.

Representative Saimaa. Would an example of that be the policy
of cDonald's where they have a labor force that cannot re
write, count, or comer information? They developed a cash regis-
ter that doesn't have numbers on it, but it has pictures on it. It has
pictures of a hamburger, pictures of a malt, pictures of a pack of
frmch fries. In other words, they are designing the job require-
ments down to meet a limited ability of very inadequately trained
workers. Would you say that for this country that is the wrong way
to go?

Mr. TUCIIBR. If you have the conventional work organization and
you are confronted by low-wage competitors, there are a number of
ways that you can respond. You can export your own production
offshore. You can stop making things and start buying thinp from
foreign suppliers. You can go into some other line of business,
which is what U.S. Steel did. You can try to substitute capital for
labor to get rid of as much labor as you possibly can, which is what
a lot of ftms are doing. And you can accommodate yourself as has
McDonald's to a very low-skilled labor supply. American business
is doing all of those things. The problem is that some of them may
survive and even prosper, but the country will not.

It is not always true that what is good for General Motors is good
for the country. Certainly it isn't true now. The only way that we
can maintain high wages at anything like reasonable employment
levels is by changhig the way that we organize work.

Representative Soma. I feel 'we are going to have a rollcall
vote. So, I would like to yield to Congresswoman Olympia Snowe so
that she has an opportunity for a level playing field.

Representative SNows. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I thank all of
you for your testimony. I think you have indicated and underscored
how difficult this problem is for the ftiture of our country in many
ways. Let me follow up on the question as to what exactly we can
do, first, starting with high school. Where do we start in high
school to identify, one, those individuals who should be on that
track? And it is sort of difficult became, on the one hand, you want
to encourage them to continul schooling and their education
beyond high school, and, on the other hand, we want to make sure
that kids are properly directed to match up their education with
the job that they will select after high school. So, what should high
schools be doing now to help these young people once they grMu-
ate from high school, if they choose not to go on to posteecondary
education? How then do you start matching other education with
their jobs that they will eventually end up with? Who would like to
start? Mr. Ambach.

Mr. AMBACH. Your observation about hesitation to introduce
youth too early to a particular track toward employment is very
important. There has been a tendency in American education to
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try to keep the options open as long as possible. The difficulty with
keeping the options open for a long time I. there may never 1,t, clo-
sure on any one of them in such a fashion that the stude,..c gets
ready to take particular employment.

To answer your question very specifically, there has to be an in-
troduction to different types of employment early on, certainly not
later than the beginmng of midffie years or junior high school.
That must be introduction to what it takes for a youngster to
become prepared. You cannot leave that until the 12th grade and
then begin to be prepared. The student has to be thinking about it
and to be ready, not just in terms of what kinds of skills trained
for, but what kind of other more general academic capacities in
mathematics, in the sciences the student should have. There clear-
ly is an introductory point which is at that stage of early middle
school years. The introduction to specific occupational skills fol-
lows. It cannot be too precise or too tracked at that point because
the student must begin to have some options which then are fol-
lowed by more specific skill training.

May I connect my comments with what Marc Tucker has just
been saying. It is not simply a matter of tryin to adjust what hap-
pens in the school program. We are talking eso about what kinds
of demands must be placed on business and industry and what
kinds of expectations are set for youngsters to have a clear idea of
what they need to do before they do take employment. At this
point there is very little done by way of assembling a specific
record for an individual youngster of wh-t skills are mastered or
what has been completed, which can be used by most employers
toward determining whether they should be employed or not. We
can do a great dee by way of strengthening that. Its value will be
to set the signals for any given youngster as to what is necessary in
order to get employment.

There are lots of places where there are substantial revisions of
the occupational training program, but they are not enough. This
matter of linking both studies in school and direct opportunity for
employment, particularly for those who are most likely to drop out
before they have graduated from school, is absolutely critical. That
will take a concerted effort both by the schools and the businesses
to make changes and opportunity poesible.

Representative SCHEMA. Would my colloague yield very briefly?
Representative SHOWZ. Yes.
Representative SCHZUZS. Can you tick off some of the States and

cities that have done a good job in revamping their voc ed; cities
that have created links between voc ed and the schools in the
world?

Mr. AMBACH. Yes. Let me cite two or three places and it won't be
an exhaustive list. I am going to focus more on the States but
would request the opportunity to look further at some of the specif-
ic cities and provide that information for you, Mr. Chairman.

In the State of California there has been, I think, significant de-
velopment. In the State of Ohio there has been some significant de-
velopment. I don't mean to be self-serving, but I think that we
made some significant changes in the State level in New York's
program where we substantially revamped the program which pro-
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vided for an introductory phase into certain skill developments and
then more into particular occupational traini

aI would hasten to say that in most of thosectanges there has not
been a =Or element of more specific connection between school
and employment, that is, introducing the student at an earlier age,
let's say 16 or 17 while still in school to more direct experience in
employment. I think that I. probably the mikjor miming piece.

Now, as I indicated earlier, our work over the course of this next
year is going to be very much directed on how one tries to d
different ways to make the connections. There are extraordinarily
important decisions that have to be made. For example, how does
one work out matters of credit for the work or the experience on
the work side as opposed to what goes on in school? How does one
determine in a more sophisticated way what skills are needed and
how they are to be assessed to determine whether the student is
ready to take employment? How does one pay for this kind of
thing? What is the mix of obligation between public support and
employer for a payment of activity or work by the student who is
onsite? How do you schedule it? There are a lot of rather mundane
things of that sort to be settled, as well.

And as I was saying earlier, how do we connect a new kind of
introduction to a job so that it ia not seen just as an end point but
part of a continuation of both training and, perhaps, more complex
work and more specific job-related skills thereafter.

Representative SNOW.. Do you know of any educational systems
where they begin this kind of counseling early on in high school?

Mr. AMBACH. Oh, yes, the examples I just have given you would
be--

Representative Stumm At 16? At age 16?

Mr. AMBACH. Of counseling.
Representative SNows. Yes.
Mr. AMBACH. Earlier than that.
Representative &tows. Earlier than that?
Mr. AMAMI. Oh, yes.
Representative SCHBUBR. Where is tins' going on?
Mr. AMBACH. The three States I referred to.
Representative &tows. Calhornia, New York, and where else?
Mr. AMBACH. Ohio I. the third example I gave, but I could pro-

vide others. I would like to do checking specifically on your re-
quest.

Representative SNOW.. I know in the consideration of the Voca-
tional Education bill here in Congress on the Senate side they
made some fundamental changes in how the funds would be dis-
tributed. That requires 65 to 75 percent of voc-ed aid to go to sec-
ondary schools as an attempt to prevent a higher dropout rate and
begin to address tome of the issues that all of you are raising. Do
you think that is the richt direction to take? It gives leas flexilaility
to the States. In fact, it bypasses the States in a lot of instances
where the funds would go directly to the local education agencies
rather than to the States to distribute the funds.

Mr. AMBACH. The House version, of course, leaves to the State
the determination of postsecondary versus secondary.

Representative SNOWIE. Right.
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Mr. AMBACH. The Senate version, as you pointed out, does pro-
vide a minimum that must be used in the secondary level and then
provides in some additional clauses exceptions to be granted by
waiver of the Secretary of Education. A certain number of States
can getrus to 70 percent of the money at the postaecondary level.

Our tion on this has been that the Senate version is accepta-
ble. It IS not very far off from actual practice in most of the States
now. There are very few States which have a large portion of the
voc-ed funds at the postsecondary level. Most of them emphasize
the secondary level.

Now, one other point that you made. In both the Senate and the
House versions, all of the funds go through a State education
agency and then, in turn, into the local educational agencies. What
is common to both versions is that at the secondary level there is a
formula which is used to distribute the Am& rather than a com-
petitive RFP process. We have advocated strongly that if a formula
is used under the Vocational Education Act, it is absolutely essen-
tial to have a certain amount of discretionary money to be used
statewide to get it exactly at the kinds of issues we are talking
about here to&y in order to build the overall policy changes neces-
sary to connect voc-ed money with other sources and use it for
strengthening the transition from school to work.

Representative SNOW'. Is there anything else we can be doing in
this legislation that would address this problem?

Mr. AMBACII. Specificially in the voc-ed programs?
Representative ElNowx. Yes.
Mr. AMBACH. At this point it is either pick or choose from the

Senate or the House version because they are at conference. In my
opinion, the changes that have been made in both versions are
such that the door is well open for States and localities to use those
resources in the ways in which we have been suggesting here. It is
not a question of whether they are restricted from doing it; it is a
question of whether they would be encouraged and take the initia-
tive to do it. We are organizing our activity precisely to push such
initiatives.

Ray Uhalde might want to comment more on JTPA with respect
to that amendment process and what are the prospects for 34itir ac-
tions in terms of using the JTPA funds. Again along the same
lines, and I made reference to the Family Support Act. That is a
place where the authorization is already in existence and the fund-
ing coming through. It is a question, again in my opinion, not so
much of substantially reshaping the authorization, but assuring
that those who are using these funds in implementation are put-
ting them at the right place and using them in the right way.

Representative SNOW!. I think that some of these problems have
existed for a very long time. When you talk about expectations I
think that that was true certainly when I was growing up and
going to high school. Guidance counseling wasn't alwar the best,
and expectations were applied to some and not to others. And I
think that that is just a problem which has traditionally existed.
Unfortunately, we have to look at things differently. And in my
district I happened to visit an alternative school, for example, that
has been very successful. In fact, the person that was running the
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school was one of four rmalists, national finalists, for teacher of the
yOar.

Mr. AAIDACH. We were privilegvd to pick them.
Representative Sr4owx. All right, you were part of thatI think

he represents an excellent example, Bill Nave, of what we need to
do. In our educational system we need to lock at everything differ-
ently than we did before, and it is to challenge the existing educa-
tional system and try to do things differently and identifying those
students that are at risk. And if they're not working well in a con-
ventional school then you have to develop alternativee for them.
And Bill Nave, as you may know, was pursuing things differently
in his own classroom in a conventional school system and it didn't
work. It wasn't accepted and he developed his own alternative
school. I visited that school, and it is absolutely outstanding. Kids
who otherwise would not have completed their high school educe-
ton are completing it and, in fact, are going far beyond that be-
cause they finally have found.people who believe in them.

And so often many of the students in the high schools are lost in
the system and no one builds up their confidence or their self-

esteem in believing that they can do whatever they want to do. I
know that teachers are facing numerous challenges in the class-
room today. So, we have to just approach some of these problems a
lot differently than we did before because nothing is traditional
today compared to where things were a few years ago. And you
have to look at the composite of the individual who is now in the
classroom, whereas 20 years ago that was not the case. There are
so many more problems that they bring to the classroom today
than they did before, and we have to addrer all of those problems
and try to figure out how best we can identify those individuals to
prevent them from dropping out. The dropout rate is, you know,

just totally unacceptable in this country, 3,600 students dropping
out every clay. We cannot afford that, as you have all indicated in
your testimony, in competing with other countries and being part
of a global economy.

Mr. AMBACH. I couldn't agree with you more. In my comments, I

spoke about providing lwitimate alternative routes. What Bill
Nave is doing and what others are doing all over the country is ex-

actly along those lines.
Representative &rows. If I might ask you, Mr. Uhalde, what is

being done in connection with the Department of Education in
identifying some of these programa or helping out with various
States in trying to assist them in working out some of these prob-

lems?
Mr. UHALDIC. We work rather extensively with the Department of

FAucation. We just cosponsored the school-to-work conference with
the Department of Education to identify good models and to bring
the experts together. We are very interested in linking up our job

training system with education as a complement to the schools.
There are a variety of ways that that can be done.

We are currently funding models in seven alternative high
schools. They are based on the model of high schiol redirection m
New York City. JTPA is jointly funding those programs with local
school districts. We believe that all young people do not learn in
the samemanner and that alternative methods, including vocation-
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al education are tools for teaching people the basics that they
ought to learn. We should not "dumb down" the standards and say
that people who cannot learn English, math, and science in the tra-
ditional context will be taught a different subject, perhaps we will
teach them woodshop instead.

We should teach them vocations that use vocational instruction
to imbed the learning of the basics of English and math and sci-
ence to bring them up to the same standards. So, with the Depart-
ment of Education we are funding demonstrations of curriculum
development and of alWrnative high schools. We are revising the
Job Training Partnership Act to require local education agree-
ments between JTPA and every school system for joint referrals
for dropout preyention. In the summer, we are providing training
and education in our programs to try to mitigate the learning
losses that occur for young people during the summer.

Representative SNowx. One final question here. Do you think
that American students should be required to take a competency
exam before they graduate from high school?

Mr. Amaatcx. In many, many States they now do.
Representative &rows. Well, that's true.
Mr. AMBACH. And having worked myself to put such a system in

place, I certainly agree.
Representative SNOWS. Do many States have that requirement?
Mr. AMBACH. About 37 or 38 now have a variety of systems of

competency testing. They are not all even, that is to say in their
difficulty, and they do not all test in a variety of subjects. The es-
tablishment of State testing and assessment systems to determine
competency is really a checkit is aquality control, if you will, on
what is expected to have happened in the school. You cannot test
quality in the student at that point, you can only test whether the
mastery level is already there. They are important educational in-
struments and we have certainly supported having that kind of
competency or proficiency assessment.

Representative &rows. Yee, Mr. 'Pucker.
Mr. TUClina. I am going; to take advantage of an opportunity to

say that I need to take the fifth on that question but I urge you to
tune in next Wednesday when our report comes out. When the
chairman called me to invite me to testify today, I told him that I
could provide a report on our findings, but not a report on our rec-
ommendations.

Representative &MUER. Can you give us a little peek?
Representative &awe. That is coming out on Monday.
Mr. McKim. It's coming out on Monday. I think you will find the

last question pertinent on Monday.
Representative &ova. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Representative ScHzuza. What do you folks think that we in

Omgress ought to be doing next to move the leadership of the busi-
ness community, the public servants, to move the Governors?
There is demonstrated leadership. When we sat among a number
of Fortune 500 executives a number of years ago and we had the
first set of hearings we know at least a dozen, 12 or 14 Governors,
who have done great things in taking education risk, increasing
access. The remarkable thing is that they had been rewarded for
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doing 4 People like to pay more taxes if they know it is for a
purl* ..nd it k not just Wng poured down the big black hole.
They were rewarded for raising taxes for education purposes when
it was clear that the moneys would be used cost effectively to im-
prove the quality of the kid s capability. But here we are moving at
a rate and the problem I. fadng ahead of us.

When Marc Tucker talked about kids in developing countries,
the newly industrialised countries with skills superior to ours and
willing to work at fraction of what our kids hope to work for, he
wasn't kidding. T4./re are 12,000 young people entering the labor
force every hour, 12,000 an hour with sMs superior to our kids
and who are willing to work at a fraction of what they are working
forLand willing _to work.

The United Nations, the International Labor Organization, tells
us that Just to maintain the current levels of unemployment and
underemployment which affects 50 percent of the work forte in the
developing world, we have to somehow c. otherthose countries
have to produce approximately 700 million jobs, new jobs by the
end of this century._114low, that is greater than the entire employed
population of the Western industrWlind world. It is a fantasy, it is
an ilhision. There is no way that that is goingg to be done. So, what
we are facing is the fact that those 12,000 kids who are entering
the labor force every hour are going to be competing with people
who are already 50 percent unemployed ,or underemployed. And
the problem is only going to get worse.

The population of the globe is increasing at about 98 or 94 mil-
lion a year. There is no prospect that that will go down even if we
achieve a two-child family tomorrow morning in the entire world.
It would take awoximately 75 years for the globe to reach zero
population growth. It is a very complicated demographic situation.
I don't have time to explain it, but take my word for it.

The momentum behWd the global popuWion explosion is brutal,
it's inexorable, it's pitiful. So, the competition that we're going to
face from overseas are the very well educated skilled people who
deal with new facts and new situations, who know how to proms
information and are willing to work at a fraction of what our
young people work, is a horrifying prospect for us to face in the
future as work and production and design and sales
There is a damn good reason why General Electric I. pore's
largest employer. Vihy don't they employ all of that et in our
country? There's a damn good reason why when you buy a Chrys-
ler car like I said before, there's a great likelihood that it will be
produced by Mitsubishi and manufactured in Thailand. And those
trends are only going to get more powerful and globalization be-
comes simply more ObViOUS. We'll get used to it. And that I. going
to have a devastating effect on job prospect& and prospecte for a
decent civilised life with the 70 percent of our population that is
not competitive; 20 to 25 percent is competitive.

Our work force is in a pitiful prospect. What do we do to move

our country faster to an understanding of this and to an under-
that our living standards are eroding even as we hold this

head We are losing ground by a percentage point or two every

year. Inexorably, our country is sliding downhill in terms of the
quality of life that we can hold forth to the vast majority of our
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non-college-bound workers. How do we move things fast? What do
we do? How do we hit the central nervous system of the opinion
leaders in this country, the executive branch from the White
House on down in the business community? The leadership in our
towns and citiee across the land, how do we produce a demand for
education?

Mr. FRAZIRR. Mr. Chairman, I would just say that I don't think
that there is a magic bullet. I think that traditions are hard to
change. As to what the Congress can do to move us off the dime, I
think you're doing it. You're going to have to continue to have
these kinds of hearings. I think that we are going to have to have
more of the kinds of studies such u the Tucker study that is about
to be published as well as the kinds of work that we do. And I
think the bully pulpit of the President has to be used as well as
whatever force we can get coming from the Ccngress to break down
the barriere in the way of changing our system so that we can have
a little bit more cooperation between labor, management, and gov-
ernment to bring about the changes that you are seeking.

So, I think that the key is the Congress, the President, and the
executive branchparticularly our Labor people and Education
peoplehave to keep working as hard as they can because it is not
going to be an easy turnaround for the education establishment of
this country.

Representative SCHZUER. Mr. Ambach, I know that you are
under pressure to leave around 3:30. Do you have any last words of
counsel before you leave?

Mr. killIACH. A comment on your last question, Mr. Chairman.
The task that you have outlined is a major public education task if
you will. I don't mean education in school, but how does the public
bewme alerted? There are many publics, so it may be a task of
identifying lots of different targets with the message. The difficulty
is that it is not a happy message. It is a very somber, very sobering
message, and there are an awful lot of folks who are in leadership
in this country, and I am not just talking about those who are po-
litical, but those who are in other positions, who don't particularly
want to be the bearer of those pieces of news. The task of having
independent studies such as Marc Tucker has been doing is some-
thing that must be expanded. We have to find every forum we pos-
sibly can to get across the essential economic message. That is the
first message to be put across.

The education message follows it. To get an understanding across
this country and a commitment. across this country to do some-
thing in schools, where only 25 percent of the total adult popula-
tion actually have a youngster who is in school-75 percent don't
is always a problem. It is absolutely critical to hit where you are
expecting, or could expect, to get the greatest take on the mes-
sagethat is on pocketbook issues. What is likely to happen over
the next several years with respect to standard of living? %That can
each parson do to change the slope of that curve? That brings you
back into the education message.

Representative SCHICUICR. Does anybody have any further com-
ments on any of the questions?
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Mr. AMBACH. Just te thank you once again, Mr. Chairman, and
you, Congresswoman Snows, for having us here for this extremely
important exchange.

11/41r. Flt MEL Thank you.
Representative Sawn. I think the subjeci, with which we are

dealing, I think you four have made a fine contribution to our un-
derstanding of it. And that is central to our standard of living, the
stsindard of living of young people, of what young couples expect,
the standard of living that parents can hold out that their young
kids who hope to enjoy quality of life for all Americans. I know of
no question that is more central to the well-beim and health of our
society, the fabric of our society, than the answer to this queetion.

And I must say that among other subjectsamong other aspects
of this problem, we haven't focused on is the awesome problem of
moving further and further down the road to a two-tiered society
and the noneconomic problems faced by a society that develops a
structured, an increasingly structured, route of young people who
don't have the skills, don't have the education and training. Job
skills make it in our society to produce that value added to global
commerce that is going to sustain our lifestyles, sustain their
standard of living, kids who know what the other 30 or 40 or 50
percent is enjoying because they sae it on television every night.
Kids art going to resent it who are going to be nlienated, who are
going to be disaffected and who ultimatelymany of them will lash
out in anger one way or another.

It is a problem that just fills me with fear and trepidation. I
think that we have to worry about the strength of our society as a
social entity, and that kind of bitterness, that kind of alienation,
that kind of resentment, that kind of jealousy, that kind of anger, I
think bodes very ill for us unless we can seize it and handle it and
face up td our problem and have a national determination to
produce programs and facilities and services and practices and be-
haviors that will make the non-college-bound youth productive, em-
ployable, self-sustaining, independent, and full of pride, self-respect,
and self-esteem. If we can't do that, our nation is on the brink of a
phenomenon that is so ugly and so offensive I don't even want to
contemplate it.

This ham been a wonderful hearing and I appreciate the contribu-
tion of my marvelous colleague from the State of Maine. And I
thank you all and we will be looking forward to reading the
Monday morning press release with great pleasure. We stand in ad-
journment.

I would like to say one more word. I would like to express my
gratitude and admiration to the splendid people of the GAO who
turned out this marvelous report. We are all in their debt.

Mr. Fumes. Thank you.
[Whereupon, at 3:41 p.m., the subcommittee ackjourned, subject to

the call of the Chair.]
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